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HOSP]TAL EFFICIENCY, MARGINAL COSTS AND HOSPITAL SYSTEMS PLANNING I.

UNDER UNÏVERSAL COVERAGE

CONCEPTS, METHODS AND POLICY

ABSTRACT

The thesis of this work is that hospitar inpatient costs,

expressed as average cost per hospitaì case, are affected by both

policy and environment in a system in which individuaì hospitaì costs

differ due to differences in casemix, in efficiency, and in patient

characteristics. Further, it asserts that there are possibilities to

manipulate costs favourably through pol'icy analys.is and appì.ication.

This is an expìoratory work which concentrates on 'identifying

key economic parameters and assayjng their poìicy impìications using

standard techniques of economic analysis. The theory pertaining to

hospitaì economic behaviour and to relationships between cost and

significant hospital variables is discussed. More attention, however,

is paid to methodologicaì probìems, particu'larìy multicollinearity
among the vari ab'l es.

' The results suggest that io.ng run margìnaì costs of hospitaìs

are not significantly different from average costs and, therefore,

that size of hospitals is on'ly an important determinant of cost inso- 
¡

far as it promotes more efficient util ization. Short run marginal 
i.l

costs, however, are well below åu""ug. costs at a'll observed 'levels of

utilization. Therefore, within the hospital sector, at least, the

best policy measures that could be taken by poìiticians and health care
ii:*,i5.:'..+
il.iri":,:':,'::
| '.' ,
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administrators to improve efficiency would be those which aimed at

optìmum utilization of existing capacity rather than those wh'ich aim

at the creation of ìarger central facilities in the hope of achieving

reduced costs per case.
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CHAPTER i
(

INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s and ear'ly 1970s heaith care costs'in most countries 
,.

in the Hestern worid climbed dramatical-ty. The increases were not

merely'in jìne with the rate.of inflation, but, 'in most cases, oui-

paced the generaì increase in prìces. For example, in Britain costr i,,

rose at an average annua'l rate of 7.0 per cent during 1961-1965-

(Abel-Smith, 1967; Anderson, LgTZ). Today,s poouìar wisdom would

suggest that countries such as Britain, where health care is not onìy

financed, but large'ly organized by government, would be more prone to

cost esca-lation. However: both the united states, where the private

and volunlary sectors are iarge, and Canacia, wirere government acts as

a f iscai intermeciiary beiween patìents and.prov'iciers, have seen similar 
l

if not greater cost increases

Between1960and1974totalCanadianhea]thcarecosts'paìdby

both consumers anci government rose from $z.l billìon to $8.? billjon
(current dollars) an average annual increase of 1i per cent. By way i,1¡i.!

of comparison, U.S. c'osts rose from $27 billion to $99 bìllion during ,.1. .i-:i l-

the same perìod, an average annual increase of 10.5 per cent. About

80 per cent of the canadjan costs,'uv rgzg, h,ere met by government

programs; the proportion was consicierably less'in the U.S, where

private insurance still finances a ìarge porijon of care provided.l

l stutistjcal materia'l pertaìnìng to hìstorical costs in Canada
and the U.S. ìs cierived from: Expendìtures on Personal Health Care in
Canada, Dept.. of National Heal
Directorate, 0ttawa, 1975.
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some of this cost increase is accounted for by popuìation in-
creases. Stil'1, during 1960-1975 costs in Canada rose from $11g per

capita to $slz per capita; about s.z per cent per year. The comparable 
,:.:,U.S. figures were $149 and 9472 (or 9.3 per cent per year). During :..:,

this period Canada's average annual rate of inflation (Consumer price

Index) was estimated at 3.5 per cent (statistics canada, prices and

Price Indices). The Hea'lth Care price index increased at an average ¡:j.¡,

annual rate of 4.3 per cent during the same period (Statistics canada 
'ttt
i,.;i
.,-::1,:r,;,Cansim Data Retrieval ).

Increasesofthismagnituderepresentarea.lrelativedìversion
I

of national product. In 1960 canadians spent 5.5 per cent of Gross

National Product on heaith care. By 1975 the proportion was 6.9 per ,

Icent. Three persona'l hea'l th care items, hospitaì costs, physician

and dentist costs and drug costs represent about 75 per cent of overall

health care cost and, by 1973, about 5.3 per cent of Canada,s G.N.p.

The experience in Manitoba para|leled that of the nation.

Manitoba expenditures on the three personaì health care items mentioned , , ,,

above rose from $72 mii]ion in 1960 to $264 million by 1973 -- or to ¡:,.rr1

.,.4.,

6.5 per cent of total persona'l income. Per capita cósts went from $86 ,,,',',,

to$264;about9.1percentperyear.The1973Manitobapercapita

cost was somewhat less than Ontario's ($ZSa¡ and somewhat high,er than

Saskatchewan's ($ZZS7. i1-,:,:,
i.",f!:

By 1973, considerable concern had been.demonstrated by both the

industry and government about "runaway', health costs. Blueprints for
reorganization of heajth care, intended principa'lly to control cost i

escalation, had appeared in several provinces, Manitoba inc'luded, and j :
iì::ìri:it íi
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at fhe national levei. Some not inconsiderable efforts were being

devoted to attempts to implement some aspects of cost control strategy.

For example, the 1970 Federal Task Forces on the cost of Health

Services recommended both institutional changes to provide the incen-

tives to use resources more effic'iently and technologica'l changes

which would alter the mechanisms of health care delivery (Canada,

lgTO). These recommendations were echoed in the 1970 Economic Counci'l

of Canada Review which also wanted to pr.ovide incentives for the sub-

stjtution of 'less costìy personnel for high'ly trained professional s,

where appropriate, thereby improving the efficiency with which care is

del ivered.

Also in 1970 Canada's two ìargest provinces issued major reports

on the state of the health care sector. Ontario's Conrnittee on the

Healing Arts was primariìy concerned with educational and reguìatory

arrangements affecting the health disciplines, but also considered

economics to be within its purview (Ontario, 1970). The Committee

pointed to increasing sophistication in the care available, the grow-

ing complexity of ski'lls and equipment to provide it, and the peculiar

econom'ics of the hea'llh care sector in which market price allocation

p'lays on'ly a l'im'ited role, as key causes of cost escalation. The

Committee recommended experimentaifon with new forms of organization

and systematic evaluation in order to improve the system's efficacy

and efficiency.

Quebec's Castonguay Report (tgZO) was issued in the same year.

This report, too, focused on organization as the key to efficiency

and control of costs. lllith regard to hospital and other institutional
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costs it recommended that ambulatory health care 'centres undertake

greater responsibilities, that the numbers of acute care hospitaì beds

be reduced and that preventive care services be augmented.

By l97Z concern with rising health care costs and the enormity ,.,,,.,,,

of effort apparent'ly requÍred to check them had reached the propor-

tjons of a national debate. In that year, the landmark "Hast.ings

Report" appeared (Hastings et.al . 1,972). It cited dupiication, lack ,::,, ,.,.
t.¡.,'rti'.t..

of co-ordination and inappropriate incent'ives to providers as prìnci- , 'l''

pal causes of rising heaìth care costs. Its princìpaì recommendation ,:,1.,,.1:':

was that health services be integrated at the'local level under a

s'ingle jurisdiction: the "Community Health Centre" concept. Such an

approach, Hastings claimed, would direct patients to the appropriate 
i

service, avoid unnecessary hosp'italizations and excessive use of i

curative services, and ensure utilization of appropriate preventìve

care and substitution of lower cost for higher cost services where

appropri ate.

Whi.le the perspective of the economist was not lack.ing ìn 
,.,..:,.,:.,,,::

Hastings'report, a rigorous analytical framework based on acceptabìe j,:,.,;,.1:,,::,

behavioural and technoìogicaì postulates was. Critics have attacked ,i,,'',:.r¡,

tire Hastings document because'it failed to develop a model expìaining "';"''";"'

why a'publicly funded health centre, any more than a hospital, should

seek objectives which are compatible w'ith cost minimization and ,.. .... :

appropriate resource util ization (see, for exampl e, Migué and i ::'r:;'ri¡3'i''

86langer , tùÐ.
Mani toba ' s !972 l,Jhi te Paper on Heal th Pol i cy (Mani toba, lg72)

antic'ipated and enlarged on the recommendations of the "Hastings
l':t"''_:t tl": '
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Report". It focused on integration and administrative linkage at the

I ocal 'leve'l

Despite the flurry of attention d'irected at hea'lth care costs

in the earìy 1970s, the rate of increase was not s'lowed. Health care

costs continued their rapid esca'lation until 1976 or 1977. Thìs was

possibly due to the economic expansion and associated increases jn

government revenues occurningduring L972-1975 throughout Canada. In

most quarters a basic belief remaìned that while the heaìth care cost

situation was of some concern, it was not yet crìticaj and governments

could stilj provide the wherewithal.to fund ever-growing heaìth care

budgets. Cost increases accelerated. The average annual rate of cost

increase for services funded by the Manitoba Health Services Commission

(M.H.S.C.) was 20 per cent.per year between 1973 and 1976 -- or"10.3

per cent net of i nf 'lati on (M.H.S. C. Annua'l Reports , Lg73, !977 ;

Statist'ics Canada, Prices and Price Indices) as measured by the Con-

sumer Prìce Index.

Throughout both the earlier period (1960-1973) and the latter
period, hospitaì costs have escalated more rapidìy than other hea'lth

care costs. Their contrìbution was significant; in Manitoba, hospitals

account for 63 per cent of al'l health care costs funded by M.H.S.C.

During i960-1973 hospital expenditu"es increased at an average annual

rate of 11 per cent (compared to 9.6 per cent for the tota'l ) and stood

at $166 million by 1973.

The rate of hospital cost inflation also acce'lerated during the

mid-1970s. From 1973 to 1976 it was 2A.7 per cent per year (or.11.0

per cent, netting out increases in the consumer pnice index). This



compareci with average annual increases in physician costs of 10.6 per

cent and in administrative costs of 14.2 per cent (M.H.s.c. Annual

Reports ) .

TABLE 1-1

HEALTH CARE COSTS IN MANITOBA BY COMPONENT:

L973,AND RATE OF INCREASE,,1960-1973
'i::1i_'1i;

l::.::: i ..: ,

iìr:'r: 
L '-

TotaI Cost _ _Average Annual i ,,::,:.:,.
(Mi 1 I ions of Per Cent of Rate oi Increase i,,ì::r,r.::,o*qon.na 
==Dft"r 

) Total Cost 1960_1973 (%)

Personal r"utan
i

All Hospitats 166 63 11.0 ,

lPhysicians 64 ?4 9.4 i

Dentists 16 6 g.? l

Drugs 19 7 6.9

Source: Health and l^lelfare, Canada: National Heal th Expenditures in
Canada 1960-i923.

i.in-.,,,':r':'1':'

'.,:'t1., ':.Economists and others have sought to understand the reasons for ,::,,:,:'.

rapid escalation of hospÍtal costs.. Some are simple and straight-
forward. For example, popuìations have increased and the popuìation

has aged. These two factors have no doubt accounted for some of the *;i¡
increase. Yet, in Manitoba the population increase between 1960 and

the present has been less than one per cent per year. The aging of 
:

thepopuìationisalon9runprocessanditsimplicationsareslight

on a year-to-year basis. in 1961 the proportion of Manìtoba's popu- 
i,.ù.i..:.,
i;'::'l:,':'rì
'

I
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lation wh'ich was aged 65 years or mone was 9.0 per cent (1961 census

of Canada). By 1976 this had increased to only 10.2 per cent (M.H.S.C.

1976 Stat'istical Suppl ement) .

If the issue of hospital costs is approached through a basic

accounting framework it is apparent that changes in cost must be due

to either changes in price and/or changes in quantity of service used.

changes in quantity used can be generally reìated ,to changes in the

health condit'ion of the population (morbid'ity or "objective" need)

(Fuchs, 7975) and to predisposing and enab'ling variables which affect

demand for servi ce (l,li ri ck and Barl ow, 1964 ) especi al ìy the i ncenti ves

to use or not to use services facing consumers and providers (Berki,

L972; l'1. Feldstein, 1977; Klarman, 1,970; McNerney , 1962; Sorkin, 1975;

Migué and Bélanger, Lg72). Changes 'in prìce depend on the'prìces of

inputs into hospital care (e.g., doctors,' nu.r"t, hospitajs' lab and

x-ray equipment) and the productivity of these inputs. Technology is

a variable with more complex effects; It can improve productivity,

thereby reducing prices; or it can introduce new processes, st'imulat-

ing demand and increasing both prices and quantities consumed as well

as increas'ing the derìved demand for complementary factors of produc-

tion (Fuchs,1975; Klarman, !974; Russell, 1976; Russell and Burke,

1975; Blomquist, 1979).

Changes over time in quality of hospital care or intensity of

service appear to have pìayed a particuìar'ly important role in hos-

pitaì cost increases (it4. Feldstein, I97I; Elnicki , I974; Sal kever,

7972). The extent of these changes can be appreciated by studying

changes which have taken place in labour inputs to hospitaì care in

: _t :.'a.a :.,

:;:,,1,,.;,,,i:,



Irecent years. similar if not gneater increases have occurred in
utilization of other factors of production, but.labour absorbing ZS to
80 per cent of Canadjan hospital costs (Soderstrom, j,g7g) can be taken
as representative- As Tabr e r-2 shows, paid hours per patient day in_
creased by more than 2.6 per cent per year in Manitoba hospitars
between 1969 and 1976. These increases can refrect either produc_
tivity ¿eiiines or the changing nature of the hospita.r product.

TABLE i.2
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREASE IN PAID HOURS PER PATIENT DAY

PUBLIC GENERAL HOSPITALS IN CANADA AND MANiTOBA 1969-1976

per cent annual increâse
Total Hospitals

Nursing Divisions

Diagnostic and Therapeutic Divisions

Adminjstration and Support Divisìons

t.?t

i. 13

5.78

0. 65

2.64

1.52

8. 93

4.9r

ruuf ue: )r,aul stl cs canada g3_272, g3_2L7 .

since 1976 much of the furore surrounding hea'lth cost increases
in general and hospital cost increases in particular has subsided.
Annual expenditure increases have fallen from the twenty per cent
range to berow five per cent (u.H-s-c. Annuar Reports) -- a rate which
is well below general price infration. Between fiscar 197g and 1979
hospital cost increases were drasticalìy cut back, to onìy three per

Statistics Canada
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cent. The reduction in escalation has, no doubt, been associated with

more stringent government contro'l over increases of hospital budgets;

the actual economic path of causation is, however, diffjcult to trace.

One possibility is that rising real prices to the user (due to lower

quaìjty and longer gueues for service) reduced demand.. Another is

that, relative to hospital budgets, the cost of hea'lth care resources

increased prompt'ing economizing measures, inciuding r.du."¿ output.

The success of governments in controlling costs without apparent

significant harm to either the health status of the population or to
the functioning of the hospitals raises questions as interesting as the

originaì cost spiral which occurredduring a period of more relaxed

government attitudes. In both cases they are: what are the peculiar

economics of the production of hea'lth servÍces? What are the

behaviourai attributes of hospìtals that uñderlìe these economics; and

what are the impiications for hospital cost performance and government

porlcy! -

A number of behavioural reasons have been postulated for rìsing

hea'lth costs. A growing popuìation with larger jncomes, more educa-

tion, greater sophisticätion and better access to care fostered by

universal hospital and medical coverage is one group of reasons.

Higher priority for health matters fn both public and private decisions

may have1ed to a view that health expenditures have greater utiì'ity
than was previously believed (Grossman, rg72). The greater utility, as

expressed in the decisjons of the 1960s and early 1970s to opt for uni-

versal medicare and a major building program for hospìtals and medica'l

schools, has ied one writer (Evans) to suggest that greater utiìization,

!,¿ir-¡!ei!::"f.Si{-':.+'j':.-"+:l#r;}t,".'" i'. 
ir
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quality and costs are due to increased production of hea'lth personnel '

and faci'lities in earlier years. These personnel have some infiuence

over the extent of the'ir employment and have persuaded soc.iety to opt

for more and better health care (Migué and Bélanger, L97z; I'llich,
7e76).

There is a wage "catch-up" theory that.,argues that much of

hospitaì cost increases are due to the larger:than normaì wage in-

creases in the recent past which have brought the earnings of lower-

eche'lon heaith care workers into line with those of workers in other

industries (Blomquist, 7979:' Sorkìn, 1gZ5).

However, the conventional wisdom used to explain rising costs

is the structure of economic incentives facing both producers and con-

sumers of health care. .consumers do not see a price at the point of

service and may consequent'ly demand more äare than they wouìd were they

facing a prìce that reflected true costs. Even if prices reflected

marginaì social costs, however, the consumer,s inabiìity to evaluate

the util'ity of care may result in "excess'ive" demand (trtiguá and

Béìanger, 1972). Health care providers in general and hospitals in

particular exist in an economic environment and pursue objectÍve func-

tions which do not promote efficiency (Berki, !g7z; Ferdstein, lglr;
Arrow, 1963; Cyert, L972; Davis, I-972; Dowling,.1976; Lee, l97l;
Newhouse , 1,970; Pauly, 1973)

The purpose of the present work'is not to examjne the beha-

vioural aspects underìying the ecònomics of hospitaì care, but rather

to indicate what the 'impl ications of the present behavioural and fund-

ing environment are for hospital cost performance and to suggest

i: : :-: :::

!l
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government po'licy that could impnove that performance. ti{ost current
models of hospitaì economic behaviour suggest that hospital management

is not required to be effic'ient, that some of the hospital budget is
discretionary. That being the case, it would be expected that varia- ,r,:.,.,

tion in costs among hospitais would not be compìetely expìa.ined by the

usual determinants such as size, product variation and ro'le. The

thesis of this work is that both overal I and individual hospitaî costs ;rrr,.::,
'- '.'' :

can be affected by managerial performance and government poìicy as r'::;:j''

l. .'t',weil as environmental givens such as casemix and patient or provider i:.¡...

characteristics. The approach used in developing the thesis will be a
standard cost estimation using regression analysis on a number of
signifìcant factors and using the 1977 data from 80 Manitoba acutê ,

care hospitais as a sampìe.

I^lhile the method of anajysis itseli is straightforward, both

the theoreticaj framework and the details of methodology continue to
pose problems for researchers in this field. consequenily, this work , ,

will first pìace the analysis in its wider theoretical framework. An
i, .:.;.::;.understanding of models of hospital economic behaviour is useful back- |ti'.
i.r -jl.: . i.ground to the anaìysis. Second, some of the major methodo'logica'l con- 
.1i,,,.,.

cerns will be reviewed. Final]y the results of the model are reviewed

and pìaced in a poìicy context.

chapter 2 reviews some of the recenily deveroped economìc modejs 
,,,,,,....*of hospitals and then proceeds to assess results and analytical tech- lirri.Ì'

niques used in previous hospitai cost analyses. Chapter 3 expiains the

mode] used in the present analysis, reviews concepts and controversies

associated with the selection of variables, and d.iscusses the major



methodologìcal problems associated with'estimating the results.

Chapter 4 presents the results and discusses economic and poì'icy

imp'licat'ions. Final ly, Chapter 5 reviews the mode'l and presents

suggestions for improvement and refinement.

T2

¡ii,

i
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEI¡I OF SOME THEORIES OF HOSPITAL BEHAVIOUR AND COST iMPLICATIONS

''' " ""Aìthough health matters have engaged the attention of economists 't""t""t':'

since at'least the 1930s, the beginnings of health economics as a

separate discipline do not appear to have occurred untir about 1960. 
ri,.,.,.,.:.,Kenneth Amow's landmark article "Uncertainty and the hle.¡fare Economics l.:t..'i¡

of Medical Care" appeared in 1963; McNerney's volume Hospita.l and i:-:J.,j.Ì:,.lt-.::.,:i.,,¡

Medical Economics in 1962. Interest in the subject quickened and rr::j;::::-:r'

articies and anthologies began to emerge at a more rapid pace. Kiarman

(1965) and Mushkin (1964) were two earìy and seminal contributors

A.lthoughhea1theconomicshascomealongwaytowardsstatusas

a discipì'ine since that time, it wil'l not come as a surprise that fif- 
t,

,,

teen or twenty years is still insufficient time to answer some of the

key questions economists have been asking. Many of these questÍons

centre around what appears to many observers to be an obvious charac-

teristic, that the provision of health care is an inefficient process
il.-r;,Ìt i'..After all, it is argued" hea'lth care costs, and hospita'l costs in ,.",, _.,.

part'icular, increased consistentìy during the 1960s and 1970s at a r",""-';','

rate more rapid -- and sometimes much more rapid -- than the generaì

Ïevel of prices. In most of the western, industriajized world, heaìth 
:,!:ò.¡,:..i::::care is largely funded either directiy by government or by some other 
1:.-,.:,.,,,

third party payor such as a private insurance company. Many indi-
viduals feel that government involvement in itself is an inducement 

;to inefficiency. The health industry is insulated from the market .

lii.al,:'..; .:r.l'i
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system bf rewards and admonitions, and neither the consumer nor the

provider has great incentive to use resources efficientiy.
Ro (1977) has clear'ly articuiated the health care industry's

central problem of efficiency. He recognizes that health care is not

the onìy sector or industry in which market imperfection tolerates

prov'ider inefficiency and may, under certain circumstances, jead to

income redistributìon from consumers to providers. However, he says:

"....the exceptional thing about the hea'lth care industryis the matching of an imperfect market condition, in which ihereis no mechanism to ensure provider efficiency, with the condit1on
of-discrepancies between the price received by supp'liers and that
paid by consumers out of pocket. The co-existencä'of two
anomaiies creates further ajlocative probiems since the health
care sector is the type of service industry whose productìvity
ìags behind that of the manufacturing indultry under even the
best of conditions. " (p.7)

Ro goes on to point out that'in an economy's sectors of less

rapid'ly rising productivity either outputs will vanish (because rela-

tive prices must rise) or their cost increases continuousiy. If demand

is inelastic or third party payments sustain demand in the face of ris-
ing output, expansion of output with cost ìncreases is possible and

indeed highly likely. These productivity effects have been described

in detail with respect to service industries by Fabricant (1962) and

Fuchs and hlilburn (1967).

Lags in technical productivity growth explain price increases,

but do not necessarÍ]y imply inefficiency nor do they imp'ly that rela-

tiveìy simpìe manoeuvres of government poìicy couìd favourabìy affect

costs. The existence of institutìonal arrangements which do not ensure

efficiency do not in themselves guarantee inefficiency. l^lhat is re-

quj red i s an exp'l i ci t model of hospi taì behavi our wi thi n the i nsti tu-

_., :.-- j

':.'-.' :: -'
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tional framework attributed by Ro, anci a means of testing that model.

Discussion of such a model or modeis prov'icies a useful backdrop

to the present anaìysì s. But before proceedi ng to that ci'iscussion 'it

is useful to relate it to the obiectives of this analysis: unoerstanci- ..,,,,

ing the variatjons'in the cost of hosp'itaì care among Manitoba acute

care hospitals and appìying that uncierstanci'ing to poiicy formulation

lnefficìent operation is, in fact, one among several possible 
i,,,',,,,,

expì anatory varì abl es . Accord'i ng to Pauly ( 1970 ) : t'":'":': '

". -..the maior evidence Ft ¡neff ic'ienc¿/ appears to be the ,',' 
",',:.wide range of unit costs, oî output and of the components of "'

outpui experienced by hospitaìs whìch appear to be otherwise
sjmijar in terms of the ìnput prices they face anci the qualìty 

,

of output they produce. "

Thus, a .rev'iew of a few pertinent theories of hosp'ita'l economic ,

behaviour, as well as a review of earl'ier work'which attempted io 
I

expi ai n hosp'i ta1 cost vaniati on 'is meri t,ed.

HOSPITAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THETR EFFECT ON COSTS AND OUTPUT

Having asserted that average cost variabil'ity ìs the maior

empirical evidence of hospìta1 techn'ical inefficiency, Pauly goes on ;1t....,

to argue that the pr"rana" of "slack"'is neither a necessary nor a 
,,,1,,.,''.,.:.:::.,:,t r,:

suffic'ient condition to explain varìabilìty ìn average.costs. He

suggests that hjgh cost hospitais io not necessariìy have more slack

(even after adjustìng for factors be-vond the hospìtal's contról ); but 
:-:.::,:i.:.:::

; --': ':l; ìr ;:':

may be the v'ictims of "differences in the productìvity of specialized r'.''r'''r"

resources, particularly administration". This is a rather fine line to

draw,since,presumab.ly,technical.ineffìc.iencycanìnclude.lackof

productivìty of spec'ializedr(or any other) inputs.
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However, Pauly's argument that there existed at the time he

wrote (tgZO) no empirically verifiabie mode'l of hospita] behaviour

caffies a lìttle more weight. He suggests that as ìong as the hospital

is a maximizer of either profit or "constrained" output, its tendency

would be to use inputs in the technicalìy most efficient way to produce

the maximum possibìe output. However, as is discussed in greater de-

tail in Chapter 3, hospital output is an ejusive concept; third party

payors, particuìarly in the United States have caused themselves con-

siderable grief by treatìng inputs such as laboratory tests, x-rays,

or even núrsing hours, as output. Reimbursement schemes based on such

"output" may resuìt in their efficient production -- indeed in their

"maximization" --.but are hardly calculated to "produce" a hospital

case efficient'ly

NET REVENUE MAXIMIZATION

A simpie intuitive 'look at hospital behaviour would suggest that

there is enough in the incentive structure facing hospitaìs to at least

allow for slack. Suppose that a hospital is non-profit, as are more

than 85 per cent of U.S. hospita'ls (Berry, 1973) and virtualìy alì

Canadian hospitals (Soderstrom, 1978). Suppose, aìso, tha.t for what-

ever reason, the hospital is a profit (or net revenue) maximjzer. per-

haps net revenue is used to acquire soph'isticated equipment o. to
expand the hospital. A board of trustees or even common practice may

require the estabî'ishment of a rest account to *..t contingencies or to
enable the procurement of more prestigious technology or medical staff.

In most North American communities hospitals are monopolists, or

..:.:
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at the very best monopoìistic competitors. Thus the net-revenue

maximizing non-profit hospital may earn more than normal profits. If
these profits are all placed into hospital facilities, it is easy to

see how allocative inefficiencies may arise.l Technical ineffic'ien-

cies must arìse from a different process.

Recent work in the area of theory of the firm (for example,

Cyert and Hedrick, 1972) has argued that even profit maximizing firms

in a monopol istic or o'ligopol istic setting have more flexibi'lity in

their obiectives than the firms in the textbook cases of pure competi-

tjon. They suggest that the objectives of shareholders (in the case of

hospitaìs, the pubiic, or trustees) differ from those of management

(administrators). In a setting of imperfect competition, managers can

allocate some of the firms' resources to preferred expenses. These

aljocations will, of course, affect output, price and.cost. some of

the suggested objectives can readily be seen to be compatible with

technical inefficiency and many wili appear (intuitively) to apply to

hospitals: size of firm, gr"owth: powêr¡ security, prestige and profes-

sional excellence. This type of a behavioural mode'l is consistent with

virtua'lìy any maximand of a hosp'ital , but is most eas'ily vìewed .in the

context of a net revenue maximizing facÍlity.

If patients are unable to evaluate the utility of hospital
care (an assumption which is not difficult to maintain) then hospitals
and doctors wiTl produce more hospital cases than would otherwìse be
optimai. Acting as self-interested agents for the pat'ient, they wouìd,
naturajìy reconrnend greater utilization of hosp'itaì care. See for
example, Monsma (1970) or Densen et.al. (1962).
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If managerial discretion has'ljtt'le or no weigli't'in a net

revenue maximizer's objective function, the result will be efficient

production of output. Efficiency from a social perspective wíll then

depend on how the hospital measures output. The elus'iveness of this

concept, as stated earlier means that even net revenue maximizers may

have incent'ives toward inefficiency.l

OUTPUT MAXIMIZATION

0utput maximizatìon may occur in a non-profit organization

where production itself has become an u'ltimate goal, since the organi-

zation purports .to "serve the people". The 'impìications of this model

are fairìy stra'ightforward. Consumption or a.Ilocative efficiency may

not be ach'ieved, but this modeì impl ies the pursuit of techn'ical

efficiency. Since the hosp'ital wishes to'þroduce the maximum possible

output it will be motivated to minimize unit production costs and

.?prr ces .

This model takes its immedìate departure from more generaì

quantity maximizing mode'ls of the firm and has been sometimes expressed

with a quaTity of care constraint. P. Feldstejn (fgOS) treats quaìity

1 Gordon Tullock (1970) argues that managerìaì discretion
expenditures are the resu'lt of imperfect supervision by shareholders.
To eliminate them, however, may require the expenditure of more re-
sources than are.being consumed by the discretjonary expenditures.

c'Here prices may be viewed as either unit prices paid by con-
sumers or third party payors, regardless of the definition of output
used. They may also be regarded as the lump sum budget received from
government divided by production. in the later case "price" is clearìy
minimized by maximizing production and vice versa.

i,.,..:
f :. :'

¡: :.:
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as a given. Both he and Brown (1970) view the doctor as an independent

agent of the pat'ient. The doctor, therefore, influences demand by pur-

chasing resources on behalf of his c'ljent, but it is the hospital

administrator who attempts to maximize quantity. Presumably the choice ,,:,,,..

of output maximjzation as a goal is determ'ined by the view of adminis-

prators and the pubï'ic that hospita'l care is a 'merit'good. Thus,

although not .recognized by these writers, thìs maximand is probabìy 
l.ü::,,,.

related to 'p.rest'ige' concerns (see be'low). "'"r
One wniter who does recognize the connection is Reder (1965). ,ta.t

He has suggested that the maximand of a hospitaì is output, expressed

aspatientstreatedperunitoftimeandweightedaccordingtothe

professional prest'ige accorded to the physician by each case. This in

turn impìies a trade-off, between quai'ity and quantity of care. i

I

Long (i964) has argued that at uny given time, quaìity is in- ,'
variate; that is, it represents a constrajnt. However, above any ob-

served level of quality there is a trade-off between quaiìty and quan-

tity. This, strictly speaking, is a departure from the -output maximi-
::. . . ',

zation in model in one respect: the'impact on price (cost) is indeter- lai¡..:

m j nate. 0utput wi I I ùe determi ned by the nature of the .uti I ì ty func- i't,.,.. 
'

:: . :- ::-

tion incorporating quaìity and qua.ntity. However, because of the :

difficulty in objectiveìy specifying quality, the costs (over and above

those determined by a strict output maximizing model) may be a mixture 
ir1,,,,.:,

of real product " improvement" and apparent techni cal i neff i ci ency. ¡.::i"'::i

Rice (1966) also argued that trade-offs exist; how.u"., the

basic ana'lytics of his model are strictìy related to output maximiza-

tion.inas.imp]eclass.ica]expositìon,theintersectionoftotalcost
:.....
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and total revenue cur'ves determines output where no surpjus is re-

quired. if a surplus is requ'ired to finance expans'ion, output is

somewhat less (assuming the total revenue curve cuts the total cost

curve from above). The provision of a subsidy or the existence of a

maximum allowable deficit increases equiìibrium output and the effect

on costs'is' of course, detenmined by the slope,of the total cost

curve
:

MAXIMIZATION OF A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT AND QUALITY

Newhouse (1970) incorporates qua'lity much more expìicitìy into

his model. The hospital administration is assumed to have some

cojlective trade-off between quaìity and quantity which can be repre-

sented by an indifference.mapp'ing. This assumption minimizes or neg-

lects the confjjcts that can exist between, ,uy, administrators and

physicians or administrators and trustees.

0f greater interest, however, is Newhouse,s development of his

production possibiiity surface. A given quaìity (as expressed by a

vector of characteristics) will lead to a given average cost curve and

will also be associated with a specific downward sìoping demand curve.

These curves uniquely determine output and average cost. If the same

quality can be achieved at lower cost (e.g., the average cost curve

shifts downwards) tne output maximizing criterion comes ìnto pìay and

output wì'l1 expand. converse]y, if a higher quality is achievable at

the same cost, demand jncreases, thereby leading to an increase jn out-

put. Given qua'lity and cost, administrators will seek to maximize

ou tput.

i:t'r: ..':,:.-:
:.ì :'

!i - l

ii; -Ìi : .

i:-: .t:.: :



shifts in quality which a'lso nesult in changes in cost wiri pro_

duce a new equilibrium. The locus of these equiìibria represents the
technical trade-off curve. In e'legant c'lassicaj micro-economic form,
the equilibrium point is the tangency of the technical trade-off curve
and the indifference mapping.

Newhouse argues that this model produces technical efficiency;
its departure from optimarity is in terms of a|rocative efficiency.
Technical efficiency wi.Il be achieved because of the output maximizing
criteria' Any cost differences between hospita'ls producing the same

output are, ipso facto, due to quality differences. In fact, Newhouse

measures quality by observed cost. The pnocess fails to recognize that
since quality may be determined by other than competitive factors, so-
called quaìity ¿iffere.nces may refìect no more than over_servicing or
inappropriate factor util ization.

M' Feldstein's mode'l of hospitaì behaviour (1970) was deve'loped

to explain the phenomenon of rapid hospital cost inflation and regionaì
hospita'l cost variation. Feldstein's model and the empiricaì anaìysis
based on that model suggest that hospital cost inflation can be ex_

p'lained by a dynamic short-term price adjustment to excess demand, with
factor price increases being the result, rather than the cause of
inflation

Feldstein's is another mode'l that incorporates both quality and

quantity of service into the hospìtar management,s utiìity function.
Exogenous increases in ¿emano raise the equiìibratìng price of servÍce.
In the short r un hospita] capacity is fixed; therefore the hospitaj ls
response is to increase quality by increasing both quantity and quaìity

i'r::ì
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of inputsr ÊVên as output remains constant, In the'long run, the

hospital administration has the opt'ion of .increasing capacity (and

therefore output) or increasing qua'lity of care, or some combination

of the two. This it does according to the same set of.indifference
trade-off curves as described by, Newhouse.

Feldstein's complete model included twelve equations describìng

demand, price adjustment, cost components and capacity increases. He

estimated only the first two of these components: demand and price

adjustment systems. The parameter estimates bore out his first hypo-

thesis, that increased demand results, in the short run, in increases

in prices with virtually no ìncreases in output. This empirical

evidence, however, says nothing about changes in qua'lity. The effect
on efficiency of such a nndeT is clear'ly identical with Newhouse's.

In conclusion, maximization of some function which includes

both quaìity and quantity can'lead to inefficiencies where quality is
defined by the administration or the physician, since it is quite con_

ceivable that rational consumer, faced with paying his own bill, would

opt for lower quality and lower cost. That hospitals are maximizers

of output alone does not seem to accord with reality; further, this
hypothesis woujd not expìain significant hosp'itai cost variation. How-

ever' it is useful since it may explain the behaviour of some hospitals
(e.g., the more efficient hospitais) within the framework of a more

general theory
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CONSPICUOUS PdbDUCTION - PRESTIGE

Maw Lin Lee's model (tglt) erim'inates quantity from the objec-

tive function and focuses entìrely on quality and related attributes.
Because these attributes are minimalìy, if at ai'1, related to output,

the effect of this behaviouraJ assumption on output is indeterminate.

In fact' it appears that output must be çpecified exogenousìy and is
not related to a hospital's size, "prices" or quality of care. The

hospital's maximand is status or prestige and these are determined by

the availability of expensive and highly speciaìized equipment and

personneì, achieved in effect, by increasing the supply and cost of

inputs to the production process.

Accordjng to Lee, th.is acquisition of inputs often takes p'lace

wìthout adequate regard for the value of output that will result. Thjs

is facil itated by pub'lic confidence 'in the hospÌta'l as a non-profit

agency concerned with life and death matters, by the existence of third
party intermediaries who pay the bulk of hospitai costs yet are not

motivated strongly to question them and finaìly by the practice of

average cost pricing in cost or charge based hospitals. This latter
practice spreads the cost of a new service or piece of equipment over

a wide range of hospìta'l services.

The hosp'ita1 administrator seeks to maximize the hospital's

status relative to other hospitals it perceives as a "peer group".

This maximization is done subject to a revenue constraint. The deter-

m'inants of the revenue constraint are not, however, explicit, since

output is indeterminate within the context of the model. This in fact
is the weakest part of the modej s'ince its pure (or average cost) is
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determined by the cost of inputs required for status and production

purposes divided by an exogenously determined output. 0utput and

price are related by a highly jnelastic demand curve which, in theory,

permits price to rise without 'limit. This, as Jacobs (L974) points

out, is the weakest aspect of Lee's model.

From the point of view of theory deve'lopment, however, the model

is useful, since it draws from observations and predicts a result that

has been hypothesized on other grounds --.hospitaì 'inefficiency. it
is clear from the assumptions of the model that the hospitaì will use

more inputs than required, that it wiil maintain idìe capacities and

that its cost per unit will be higher than those of an output max'imizer

or a constrained output maximizer.

MAXIMIZATION OF PHYSICiAN INCOMES

Apart from Reder's, none of the articles discussed above take

any conscious consideration of djfferent actors within the hospìtaì

structure. One article that emphasizes the role of the phys'icians in

a model of hospita'l behaviour is the result of work by Pauìy and

Redisch (1973). They a'ssume that the hospital's medical staff has

control of the hospitaì and operates it 'in such a way as to maximize

net income per member of the physician staff.

Pauly and Redisch's analysis concentrates on equilibrium in the

market for physic'ians' services under conditions of closed staffing,

with and without discriminatory sharing and open staffing. General'ly,

co-operative ventures seeking to maximize income per'associate will
hire all other factors of product'ion up to the po'int that their
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marginal revenue equal s their pi^ice. Under a cìosed staff poì icy,

this optìmization rule a'lso holds true for physicians. In the case of

djscriminatory sharing, the hospital wil'l maxjmize the same objective

function as a profit maximizing firm. 
,,,,,,,:.

Pauly and Redisch do not deal explicitly with the effects of

this type of motivation on output. However, other writers dea'ling

with simi'larly defined objective functions have (l.lard, 1958; vanek, L, ,. ..

I ;1.t' ', 1l'
1970). in general , it can be shown that i.f physicjans' wages as l.,,.,.:,':',.

i..
determined in the community are identical w'ith the maximum income j..ri."'rril

l

determined by Pauly's c'losed staff model, then the number of physicians

employedwii.|beidenticaJinprof.itmaximjzingandco-operativefirms.

The situation will differ from the classical profit maximizing situa- 
i

r

tion whenever the market wage does not equal the max'imum average ]

;

physicìan income. if a prnofit maximizing l'iospitaì in identical c'ircum- 
;

stances is making a profit, this implies a market wage that is ìess l

than the equilibrium wage in the co-operative. The analagous profìt- 
:

maximizer would hire more physicians and use ìess cap'ita'l and other

inputs to produce the same output. Classica'l indifference curve 1,. ,'- '
i1::: ::: j

ana'lysi s wi'l I show that the cl osed staff mode'l i s I ess eff i ci ent tech- i.:.,, :, ',:,'

1,,Ì,:,,.::,,:,.

nica'l1y when market v,/ages and maximum average c'losed staff income

cii verge

In the short run, such differential could be maintained. For 
i,:,;;;.:,.;;;.;¡,,

exampie, if average physician earnings in a closed system exceeded the l.':rr':.:,"'.:;:'

market wage, the difference could be maintained by refusal to provide

prÍvileges to other physicians. In the jong run, however, given com-

petitive conditjons in the overaJ'l hospita'l industry, new hospita'ls
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would be establjshed by those physicians unable to secure privileges

in the closed staff hospitals. Thus, the tendency wou'ld be for

average closed staff incomes to approximate the market wage in the

ìong run. Thus, cost and output of a hospital dominated by the

physicians co-operative type of objective functìon will be equìvalent

to that of a profit maximizing firm. However, iong run equivalence

does not preclude continual periods of short-run maiadjustment-

Moreover, the more usual circumstances ìn which a hospitaì

finds 'itself are not those of perfect competition. Vanek has shown

that a co-operative of this type does not explo'it a monopoly as effi-
cìentìy as a capitalist producer. This 'is because a co-operatìve

monopoìy will not respond to changes jn demand by altering its produc-

tion functìon as a capitalist monopoly will do in order to'maxim'ize

supernormal profits.

Fina'lly, as Pauly and Redìsch note, the system is open to a

breakdown in co-operation which will tend to raise the amount of non-

physician inputs empìoyed above the equilibrjum amount. Moreover,

when third party payments are the rule, the discipìine of the market

is lost, hospitaì prices can rise as physjcians hire more and more'in- ,,.,.,:.,..
i : :.t .-... ..-.

puts to produce higher quality output at greater cost and yieìding

greater incomes to themselves.

Thus, the Pauìy-Redisch model of the hospital as a physicians

co-operative can theoreticaì'ly, under the right conditions, yield

efficiently produced outpìlt. Under certain conditions, however, (e.g.,

degree of monopìoy and third party payments) tfiis model is syste-

matically biased towards technicalìy inefficient operatìon.
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THE MULTI-FUNCTION MODEL

More sophisticated models recogn'ize that the hospitaì has

several constituencies: the pubiic, patients, trustees, physicians'

and other staff. Each of these constituencies has its ,own obiectives;

,sometjmes these obiect'ives are in confiict, sometimes they re'inforce

one another. Minimizat'ion of conflict among competing obiectives may

be one major goal of hospital administration. This wou'ld explaìn the

advantages for hospitals and physicians as well as pat'ients to be

derived from permanent overcapac'ity (and therefore higher average

costs). overcapacity can apply aiso to costly equipment and fixtures

(Mìgu6 and Bélanger, L974)-

Maintenance of excess capacìty of p1ant, equipment and, indeed

staffing, is one very good way of minimiz'ing conflict over different

goals sought by trustees, support staff, medical staff, adminjstratjon

and patients. Those goals wh'ich are shared include: ready availa-

bility of beds and equ'ipment, a more relaxed work pace and making

availab'le the best possible service. 0f course' a more 'leìsureìy work

pace and a variety of office perqu'isites have been claimed to represent

the managerial discretion budget in private corporations pursuing

profit-o¡iented goals as well. However, supervis'ion by d'irectors and

the discipline of the capital martet are two factors which wouìd tend

to make a private corporatìon less subiect to these phenomena-' Other

objectives such as the pursuit of optimum technical solutjons to

health prob'lems and the emphasis of pròfessional excellence can ruñ

counter to optimum economic sojut'ions. Victor Fuchs (1975) refers to

these pursuits as symptomat'ic of a monotechnic viewpoint.
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Several of the models reviewed above have emphasized the non-

profit nature of the hosp'ital industry. The reasons for granting non-

profit status to hospitals have been variously stated as: L) protec-

tion to consumers who are. unab'le to evaluate the utility of hospital

services to them; 2) the virtuous nature of the service, e.g., its
perceived status as a,merit good (Migué and Bélanger, rg74). A model

emphasizing management discretion need not focus exclusiveìy on non-

profit institutions. Nevertheless, the lack of profit motive may

strengthen the influence of other goaìs of management.

In the hospital, unlike in the private sector, the managerial

discretion budget may equal the entire excess of revenue over min'imum

cost. Thus, a hospital can opt to produce at the lowest level of.out-

put consistent with net revenue maximization in which case the surp'lus

is available for the pursuit of some of thå other objectives discussed

above. Alternatively, a hospital may opt to produce at the h'ighest

possible ievel of output, which wilj reduce costs to a minimum level

and eliminate the discretionary budget.

Indeed, this spectrum of possibìe goals allows the output

maximizatìon model as one end of a continuom. "Efficient" hospitaìs

may pursue the goaì of output maxjmization, that be'ing the discretionary

behaviour of their managements; wniie less "efficient" hospitaìs may be

pursuing goaìs such as prestÌge or conflict minimization (lllillìamson,

i964). The trade-off between the two types of goaìs will be determined

part'ly by the circumstances of the hospitaì (e.g., the nature of third

party payments) and partly by the utility function of hospital manage-

ment. This generaiized behaviour model is, in fact, consistent with

i::::

i."r:i
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the observed behav'iour as reported in subseguent chapters of this
thesis.

The generaiized model also has at least some features which

correspond with empirical resul ts derived ei sewhere. M. Feldstein ,,.,,,,,

(1971') has shown that increases in demand resulted in higher costs per

unit of output rather than in increased output. This, in fact, is
what a generalized theory wouìd predi:ct, since increases in demand in- i,ì,,,.
crease the availability of discretionary budget more than they increase ;:¡:r.: .':

;,',:..:.ìthe minimum leve'l of output. The results of the budget squeeze faced i,,,,r,,,,;t

by Manitoba hospitals during 1976-1979 also accord with this theory;
quantity of hospital services provided was v.irtualìy unaffected. 

,

This theory is aiso genera'l enough to incorporate the "conflict- 
ì
I

minimization" model and the maintenance of.permanent excess capacity. 
i

;Berki (1972) posits a simÍlar model of hosp.itaì behaviour. A 
i

hospital , according to Berki, can be assumed to operate under two

externa]financialconstraints:maximumacceptabìeyearìyoperating

deficit and a I imit on cap'itar budget. In addition these externar con- 
i.::.:.ti:.

straints are suppìemented by internal constraints which require that :r1':,,1"

:,,r'¡t:.:,:the preferences of the hospital's several constituencies be met at ;,,;;,;.i,t

some minimum acceptable level. These preferences are usuaìly non_

harmonious and, in fact, taken in sum represent the hospital,s objec_

tive function. Given this multipl icity of pressures on a hospitul ,s 
,.,,,:,.,,,,

decision taking and resource a'ljocation apparatus and, as Berki states, 
::': 

':.:ri

in

"--.the absence of market signals of social valuation in atruly atomistic market of 'buyeis, and 'sellers,o in thà at-
sence of pub'lic definitions of social valuations-in othe. ihun

i1'-:,.*,
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vague generaJities, and in the absence of djrect or indireåt
enforcement mechanisms of even such ìmprecise conceptions of
social valuation, congruence between economic efficjency and
hospital efficiency can only occur through a un'ique happen-
stance. " (p.13)

The preferences of Berki's different 'constituencies' turn out 
,l::,":, .,

to be none other than the same maximands specified by other writers as

being applicable to the hospital as an entity. In fact, Berki has

provi ded a synthes'is of exi sti ng theory. He says : 
1,,,.,,, .,,

"...while there is less than a generaì agreement among the ::':".'::

anaiystsonwhatitis-thathospitálsseekiomaximjze,lh.."
begins to appear something ìike a consensus that the physician's ¡',,,
decis'ion-making roìe in the medical care process and the hos- : 'i.
pital's constituencies'desire for prestige are the important,
if nst unique deter"minants of its objective funetions. rl (p.19)

Berki's synthesis represents a fairìy compeiìing theoret'ical

argumentforjnefficienthospitaìoperation,thatis,foroutputand

pricing dec'isions which are sub-optìmal . ., l

REIMBURSEMENT MECHANISMS

Many of the behavioura'l attributes revÍewed above are sufficient

(although not always necessary) to explain hospital inefficienc'ies.

However, the absorption of costs by third parties, whether through

charge-based reimbursement, :cost-based re'imbursement or annual budget

negotiation, oniy reinforces the nrot'ivation ascribed by Íhe various

theories. In the words of fr'ligu6 and Bélanger (I974) "institutions are

then able to increase the quantìty cost combination infinitely and

without much resistance" .(p.59).

Cost-or charge-based systems are likely to be worse than

annua'liy negotiated budgets since they link reimbursement d'irectìy to
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inputs used; thus annual costs are open ended (Dowling, L974; Hellinger,

Berry, l^lorthington, 1976). This being the case, it is a simp'le matter

for management to increase 'inputs and revenues without increasing out-

put -- a clear case of technical inefficiency. This system also ajlows

management to increase output beyond optimaì 'levels, but th'is is more

often a question of allocative inefficiency.

The deve'lopment of a charge-based system which is clearly tied

to output raises one of theroldest conundrums in health care economics:

what is output? This basica'l'ly philosophical issue has never been

satisfactoriìy resoived. Although both cases and pat'ient days have

been commonìy emp'loyed as units of output, some unutyri, (see gusl, ei.

dl., 1973) would argue that these, too, are intermediate inputs, âl-

though they are further along in the production process to the final

good health itself. This issue is turtier taken up in Chapter 3.

At the present we can say that if we assume cases to be final output,

then any reimbursement system which is tied to inputs into cases,

(e.g., nursing hours, laboratory tests) will tend to encourage tech-

nical inefficiency in the hospital.

A number of reimbursement systems based on units wh'ich corres-

pond more closeìy with a hospital's.output have been proposed and

referred to as "prospective budgeting" (Ro and Auster, 1969; Lave et.

dl., 1973). Dow'ling (1974) has classified some of these according to

their effect on cost influencing variables. None had a compìete'ly

satisfactory effect on all eleven variables incluOe¿ in Dowling's

classification. For example, a case-based reimbursement system would

lead to increases in the number of cases treated even if that were not

:,::i:r.:_:: :ir

'.!_:t::
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particulariy desirable from the point of view of allocative efficiency.

Al ternati vely, a capi tation system wou'ld resul t 'in fewer cases bei ng

admitted and could have effects in quaìity of care and amenity leve'ls.

All alternatives to cost-or charge-based reimbursement, however, would

result in increased efficiency according to Dowiing.

One of Dowling's proposed alternatives was that the total

hospital budget be set prospectively. 0f course it is just this type

of "prospective budgeting" that has been the system in hosp'ital finance

in Canada ever since each individual province adopted universal hos-

pital'ization schemes. In Manitoba this occurred'in 1959 with the

passing of the federal Hospital Insurance ána Oiagnosiic Sèrvices Act

which guaranteed federal cost-sharìng. This type of financing does

p'lace a cejling on hospitaì costs for the year to which the budget

applìes. However, whether budgets are deväloped locaììy or on a l'ine

by tine basis, the approach has been incremental. This means that the

Manitoba Health Services Commission (M.H.S.C.), for examp'le, which is

government's hospitaì funding agency in the province, wìll approve per-

centage increases over the previous year's budget. The usual process

is that each hospitaì wìll submit a budget request which is based on

the previous year's costs adjusted for anticipated increases in output

and factor costs and the addition oi n.* programs or enrichment of

existing programs. M.H.S.C., for its part, wiì'l set a ceiling'on over-

all cost increases. The budgets of individua'l hospitals are negotiated

within this context.

This process tends to buijd in historjca1 pricing and investment

decisions which may not be efficient, and to perpetuate them. A common
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practice of admin'istrators''is to base arguments for budget increases

on increased demand for partìcular services ('inputs) within the hos-

pital; this suggests that the system may have origina]ly been an adap-

tation of a charge-based system. In additìon, the bargainìng system

itse'lf is one that al'lows a shrewd bargainer to perpetuate slack within

his institut'ion, whether this slack is taken'in the form of more per-

quisites, higher "qua1ity" or less rigid discipline within the

i nsti tuti on

SUMMARY: BEHAVIOURAL MODELS

In sum, several established behavioural models suggest that

hospitals will not be technical'ly efficient. Most of these models
i

present a theory of behavi our but very 'l i ttl e empi ri ca'l veri f i cati on 
i

Fejdste'in, perhaps, is the sole exception
l

Even the Task Force Reports on the Cost of Health Services in 
,

Canada (1970), commenting on the perceived inadequacy of hospital

management, failed to present evidence on all counts. The Task Forc. 
,,

considered that hospital management was not organizing hospitaì re- ,:=1,ì,

i:,: :":' ,

sources efficiently; that hospitals fajl to contro'l inventory and pur- 1.t,.
chases adequate]y, that management techniques were obsolete,. and that

management science Iiterature was full of operations research tech-

niques not appl'ied in hospital s. Further, the Task Force charged! 1¡...:;1;.1

;r::¡.,::,,
¡:l:::l:'tl-hospitals failed to utilize nursing staff either efficiently or appro-

priately and failed to co-operate to reduce dupìication of costìy

faci'lities. However, their most damning evidence is the same as that

mentioned by Pauiy (i970): that of wide variatjons in average costs.



HOSPiTAL COST ESTiMATION MODELS

The possibil ity of hosp'ital objective functions which y'ield sub-

opt'imaì production functions has impìications for cost functions. Cost

functions are normalìy defined for the most economically efficient com-

binat'ion of inputs utiiized in the most technjcally efficient manner

(Berki, 1972). However, the strong possibility that hospitals do not

meet either of the above criteria (as suggested in the previous sec-

tion), means that estimates of cost functions based on observed data

are not true 'technical' cost functìons but rather 'behavìoural' cost

functions (Evans, LgTl). Nevertheless, these'behavioural' functions

have considerable value, not the leasi of which lies in evaluating and

developing policy. In addition to estimating the impacts of various

determinants on hospital 'cost, they can also indirectly infer degrees

of relative inefficiency (e.g., one hospitaì compared to another), al-

though they say noth'ing about absolute inefficiency. The existence of

relative inefficiency is not sufficient (or even necessary) to prove

absolute ,inefficiency, as Pauly (i970) has stated (see previous sec-

tion). However, the existence of relative inefficiency makes a good

case for its existence as well as for a general, synthesized theory of

hospital behaviour.

1¡hile empìrical verification of models of hospitaì economic

behaviour has been scarce, the same cannot be said of attempti to infer

hospital cost functions. These have been many and varied; the variance

usua'lìy being related to how problems of definit'ion of quantities and

availabil'ity of data -- some unique to the hospital ìndustry -- are

sol ved.
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The maior probiems encountered in estimating cost c'urves are:

(1) the extreme heterogeneity of the hospitaì product;

(2) the unsuitability of some commonìy used measures of
hospitaì outoui;

(3) the unavilability of data which accurate'ly portray both
inputs and outputs;

(4) the selection of variabjes influencing cost.

Each of these major areas of difficu'lty gives rise to a number

of subproblems. Hence the fo'l'lowing reviews of the work of previous

writers include a, general discussion of thejr approach to these diffi-
culties as well as an assessment of their findìngs. More detailed con-

sideratìon of partjcular methodologies is deferred to Chapter 3.

Paul Feldstein (i961) estimated both short and long run hospita'l

cost functions, using total expenses 'less depreciation as his indepen-

dent variable. Fejdstein made no expìicit attempt to correct for hos-

pi ta1 product heterogenei ty':

His short run cost functions were cajculated using the cost of

individuaì departments within a 242-bed hospita'l as dependent variables.

The independent variabJe was patient days. Feldstein found that short

run marginal costs were a small fraction (20-25 per cent) of average

costs and that this fraction was invariant over the range of department

sizes studied. Thus average costs åecreased over the range of depart-

ments as well. One serious probiem with this approach was that depart-

ments such as plant operation and medical records are only indirect'ly

dependent on patient day loads.

Feldstein also used patient days as his independent variable ìn

his estimate of long-run cost functions based on data from sixty hos-
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pìta'ls. He found a constant long-run margina'l cost which was 'less than

average cost. No corrections were made for variability in service com-

pìexity and Feldste'in avers that this influences his cost estimates

and, since larger hospital s tend to provide more complex services, : .:.::,:.
,l',1:,, ,,,-1

'leads to an underestimate of economies of scale.

,Carr and P. Feldstein (1967) deait with the problem of product

heterogeneity in two v,,ays. The first was to include the crude number ., : :

i-. ¡1r:,¡.:,:r-.

of individual service facil ities, such as. laboratory, x-ray or phys'io- i1:::::j:i;,:-

therapy in their regression equation. The second was to stratify their ;,;,,,;,,;,;,,,;.
f i'. : f :

sample into five groups, each with "similar" service capabilities. In

both sets of equations, they included other measures of hospitaì capa-

bility: number of outpatient visits, existence of a nursjng schoóì, 
;

ìnternship and residency ,programs, medical school affil'iation and num-

ber of student nurses. The dependent variäble was total costs adjusted i

for regional wage differences. Average daiìy census, weighted by num- 
i

ber of facilit'ies was the measure of scale.

Carr and Feldstein were primariìy interested jn whether or not

hospitals exhibited economies of scale. Both regression approaches ,,;'; :.

;.: .. -

indicated economies; the second approach suggested that optima'l ,hospital 
,,¡.,,1,,:,.

size increases with the number of available services 
':;":::::;;';

0f the two approaches, the second is preferable. While five

groups may be insufficient to capture aìì the dimensions of product 
,,::,,,,.,:,:ì

variabiì ity, they do reduce that variabil ity and, intuitìve'ly, provide r,:¡:;¡:ri"iri':l

an improvement over a sing]e regression. Moreover, to use the absoìute

number of service faci'lities to capture their influence is a dubious

procedure; each service faci'lity wi'I1 I ikely affect costs in some way,
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but it is vjrtual'ly impossitl. tnut the effects w'ill be equa'l .

R. E. Berry has written several articles on the behaviour of

hospìtaì costs. The first to receive wide circulation (Berry, 1967)

was principal'ly concerned with separating the effects of size and

serv'ice mìx and compìexity; Berry's approach was to identify groups

of hospitals that had identical service facilitjes. Since there were

28 types of faciìity there are literal'ly miliions of groups that could

exist. From the 5,293 U.S. hospitals in h'is sampìe, Bemy identjfied

3,419 groups. Most, of course, had onìy one or two hospitals in them

and were inappropriate for analysis. However, Berry identified forty

groups with identìcal facilities, each group havìng at least five

facilitìes and at least ten hosp'itals. He regressed average costs (his

measure of average cost is not discussed in detail ) aga'inst pat'ient

days and showed for all but four groups tf¡at the coefficient of pat'ient

days was negative. This he took as evidence of economies although most

parameters were small and on'ly eleven out of forty were significant at

the five per cent level. Naturally, in most cases output accounted for

less than half of the variation in average cost; Berry was not trying

to explain the total variation.

Bemy's approach advances tha.t of Carr and Feldstei! a little
farther, by using a much greater degree of disaggregation. However'

his method does not consíder the re]ative ìmportance of each fáciìity

among the hospitajs of each group.

In a subsequent article (1970) Berry discussed a more general

cost function includ'ing efficjency, quality and factor costs as well as

scale and service mix. He estimated an equation using average cost per
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day as the independent variable and jncluding as'independent variables:,

average dai'ly census, average daily census squared (the scale measures);

27 dummy variables representing the availability of services; seven

dummy variables representing accreditation of various types; average

length of stay, outpatient actjvity, b'irths, number of student nurses'

medical students, and other patients. Berry himself recognìzes the

limìtations of his dichotomous variables and their potential for

multicollinearity. Although hìs R2's Were bare'ly improved over those

in the prev'ious artìcie the signîficance of his scale parameters was

much greater.

In a subsequent article (tgZ+.) Berry reported 'in much more de-

tail findings with respect to the other variables in the model. His

cost-scale relatjonsh'ip was a shallow u. Short term variation'in

average cost was measured by the number of empty beds, which is one 
f

I

way of correcting for short-term variations. However, it could intro- 
l

duce a distortion in the scale parameters s'ince larger hospitals are

almost certain to have larger absolute numbers of empty beds, and some

of the h'igher costs associated with scale would be erroneously attri-

buted to empty beds.

Berry computed significant parameters -- almost al'l positive --

for most of the dichotomous variables associated with quality, such as

accred'itat'ion. Fewer significant parameters were calculated -for teach-
'i-:.;:--.:

i ng acti vi ti es al though al most al I were ' aga i n, posì ti ve . The avai I a- i;i1i¡$¡;r

b'ility of virtualìy all service fa'c'ilities added to cost; about half of

these parameters were significant

These two articles are significant in that they fìrst mentìon
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factor analysis as a means of reducing a multitude of variables des-

cribing product mix and usually containìng considerable multicollin-

earity to a workable number with less multicol'linearity.

Beryy continued to pursue his interest in using service mix

classifications as a means of standardizing hospita'l output. In 1973,

he presented an articie reporting work in which he classified hospitaìs

with various numbers of facilities by the type of facilìty they had.

His conclusion, not surprisingiyr wâS that.the more facilities a hos-

pital had the more complex the facilities were the larger the hospita]

and the more complex the tasks it performed. Hospitals tend to add

faci'lities'in a systematic fashion and may be classified according to

whether they have: 1) on'ly basic services (e.g., clinical, Jabora-

tory) ; 2) basic pìus quaì ity enhancing serv'ices (pharmacy); 3)

basic p'lus quaìity enhancing plus "compìex"''servjces (e.g., cobalt

therapy)i 4) all the above p'lus community services (e.g., home care).

These groupìngs, Berry claimedr wêFê relevant for further economjc

anaìys'is, si nce they diff ered systemati cai 1y w'ith respect to deter-

minants of cost.

Francisco (1970) iarried out his anaìysis of 4,710 U.S. hospitals'

1966 data using approaches similar to those of Carr and Feldstein (1967)

and Beruy (1970). His main interest was economies of scale. H. t^un

four separate analyses. The first regressed total costs, then average

costs against patient days for 25 Bemy-type hospitaì groupings.

curves of first, second and third degree were plotted with the curve

yielding the best results in each group being chosen. Although 2l of

25 total cost regressions had intercepts whjch were cons'istent with
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declining average costs, onl.y four were'significant at the five per

cent level. Only seven patient*day parameters were sìgnìficant and

al I perta'ined to smal I er hospi tal s.

Other analyses ìnvolved reducing the number of groups and in-

cluding an index of faci'lities and services. All suggested that

economies of scale occur among sma'ller hospitals but constant returns

prevail for larger hospitals.

Lave and Lave (1971) were critica.j of approaches such as

Francisco's, Berry's and Cam and Feldstein's. They showed that such

service/faci'lity surrogates as number of services and teaching status

expla'ined less than 50 per cent of the variation ìn proportions of

comron surgery, corrrnon d'iagnos'is, in surgìcal compìexity and jn the

extent of surgery performed. Thus, they conclude that adjustment for

service capabi'lity does not render patierit days homogeneous.

ingbar and Tayìor (i968) anaìyzed costs in 72 Massachusetts

short-term general hospitals. Data were poo'led for two years (1958-

1959) and 100 independent variables accounting for scale, operating

characteristics and service mix were specified. Many were included

despite the author's àdmission that there was no a priori bas'is for

their incl usion.

The i00 independent variablls were reduced to 14 factors

accounting for 85 per cent of the inter-hospitaì variation of the

orig'inal variab'les. These factors were associated with size/vojume,

utiiization, ìength of stay, and a number of measures of hospita'l

acti vi ty.

ingbar and Taylor specified three major models. In the first

!':¡:,:_:: .-::rr'..
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the dependent variable was operating cost per avai'lab'le bed-day

(available bed-days is equaì to 365 x the number of beds). Three

measures of service activity expìained 70 per cent of cost variance

and the only "scale" factor significant in the equation was medical 
,,,,,,.,

and surgica'l doctors'expense per patient day.

The second model used expense per actua'l patient day as the

dependent variable. This model showed number of beds and number of 
i,,,,,,,.:,

beds squared were significant in addition to the previously mentioned r:i,',.;,,

variables. The cost/capac'ity curve was a very shallow inverted u- ¡.i,i:,,,

shape

The third msdel regressed expense per pat'ient day agaìnst hos-

pitaì occupancy rate and found that the latter was a highly significant
,

expìanatory variable.

Ingbar and Tay'lor's analysis can be"criticized principaìly for
i

their measures of service mix differentiation. These cardinal measures 
l

actualìy inciuded some which v,/ere expenses of various programs and many :

program activities were measured in units. Thus, it can be argued that 
l

one measure of cost was being regressed against other cost measures and i,':.,,:ì,.;,
t: ::

robbing the operational variables of potential significance. Moreover, i..,.I;

these measures may include substantial 'waste motion'or relative in- 
;':1:r::r'i::'

effi ci ency.

Virtualìy al'l hosp'itaì cost analyses have specified muìtiple 
¡,,,¡;.::;-

I inear regression anaìyses. K. K. Ro (1968) is one writer who used i:..ii',i

multipìicative and interactive equations as'well as basic linear

equations. Ro found that hìs multiplicative equat'ions provided better

expìanations of cost differences.

i..i',ì i¡
:
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( Ro's samp'le was 68 hospitals in Western Pennsyìvania and eleven

years' data on those hospitals. His measure of output, like that of

most other writers, was patient days per year. 0n1y unaffiliated

hosp'ita]s were considered, but apart from that, no correction was made

in the models for differences Ín .casemix, severity or quaìity.

Ro specified his model, using 25 independent variables in five

major categories. Hospitai characteristics included number of beds,

number of admissions, number of births, occupancy rate, turnover (case

fiow) and average ìength of stay. Possib'le quaìity measures were

dummy vaniables representing the presence of medical and nursing

schools. Demographìc variables inc'luded an income measure and a mea-

sure of urbanjzation of patient popuìation. The final two categoriés

were activ'ity units and measures of service faciì ity m'ix. 'These vari-

able were often measureci'in terms of dollärs or unìts per 100 patient

days. Consequent'ly, ìike many of Ingbar and Tay'lor's variables, they

incorporate measures of cost and are liable to include considerable

'waste motion'.

The inclusion of these variables casts doubt on the conclusions

which were: 1) long run average cost curves decline over the whole

sarnple of hospìtals ranging in size from 36 to 794 beds; 2) higher

caseflow means lower costs; 3) hospjtals with nursing schooìs have

higher costs; 4) hospitals serving urban populations have hìgher

costs.

Cohen (1967 ) also wanted to isolate the effects of hospìtal

size on cost. His approach involved two innovations: 1) the stan-

dardization of total cost to reflect regionaì wage rate variations and

¡¡!È'¡l¡r!Ì¿!¿¡::!:il"r: '|;r.:'-{¡:"j¿"3þ*::*!*]a,ÈlïírÌi;.+:i:iíì

|.. :.,..:.1
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2) the deveropment of an adjusted measure of output (rather than use
of a vector of activity/service descriptors) to account for product
heterogenei ty.

cohen adjusted totar cost by factoring out the difference
between the median starting saìary of each occupation over the entire
samp'le and each hospital's starting wage in each occupation weighted
by the hospital's totai emproyee-hours in that occupation. This,. of
course, ignores the effects of substitution of capìtaì for more
expensive jabour, but as a first approximation may account for regiona.l
wage differences without excessive distortion. cohen,s procedure makes
sense where hospitals in the sampìe are in dÍfferent regionaì labour
markets. Perhaps it is a technique that courd be appìied to other
factors of production as well.

Cohen adjusted output using the foliowing formula:
sk =¿wiQ.ik

where r sk = adjusted output in hospitaì k;

= the weight of the ith service;

Qik = the quantity of the ith service in the kth hospita.r.
ldeights were derived using the average cost of services in those

hospitals in his sampìe which reported such services divided by the
average cost of a patÍent day.

There are two serious probìems with this approach. The first is
that the averages and weights were calculated from rathen arbitrary
accounting data' The second is nore serious. I^leighting according to
actual output causes the same types of distortions as those found in
Ingbar and Taylor. In Cohen,s case, however, the bias is much more

l^J i

;ir: ; ;1';:;.:.:'i5i:^:':..jitl;:i:i'lí;:i,::lã+.:É:,1{;:i':a\:ii:;:L¿ii.5:li'::.îïj'::;'iî;rd.:ii:ÍÌ:r:Í
'-':::'
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systematic since his only lndependent variable consists of measures

which could embody dìfferent levels of inefficiency from hospitaì to

hosp'ital, where as Ingbar and rayìor had included other independent

variables not measured by cost.

Cohen performed a number of regressions of total cost against

his output measure using a sampìe of 53 hospitais in the Northeastern

U.S. Not surprisingly, his R2's were very high. Quadratic regress'ions

on 1962 data showed U-shaped average cost curves reach a min'imum of

290 beds for New York hospitaìs and 165 beds for other northeastern

hospitals. These findings may be questioned, given that Cohen had to

estìmate some of his data, but this is not as serious a prob'lem as is

the bias introduced by h'is adjusted measure of output.

In a subsequent p.aper Cohen (1970) improved the mechanics of

his formuìa by ìmproving the quality of däta. The conceptuaì problems

with the formula were mentioned, but the formula was not amended.

Cohen also added measures of quaìity of care such as a dummy

variable for medical school affiliation and set of weights for such

affiliation. Regression equatjons were run not onìy against tota'l

weighted output but aiso for output of the various departments. The

major conclusions are that allowing for weightìng of output increases

the optimum size of hospital and weighting for quality increases it
sti'l'l further. Berki (197?) points out that medical school aïf il iatìon

is a very rough indicator of quality.

The first pubìished study of hospita'l cost functionÈ in Canada

was done by R.D. Fraser (197i). Fraser developed cost and production

functions for various groupìngs of Canadian hospitals: by province,

ì_-.-r..
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by type of ownersh'ip, by type of operation and by bed size crass. t'

Three measures of total cost were used as dependent variables: 1)

total operat'ing costs pì us est'imated deprec'iation ; z) total operat-

ing costs pìus ten per cent of estimated plant and equipment value; and

3) total operating costs alone. There were four measures of output:

patient days, admissjons, rated bed capac'ity, and a we'ighted output

measure using the identical weights deveìoped by cohen (]9t/) for New

York hospitals, and thus transpìanting them into Canada. In some

regressions dummy variabies for the presence of a nurse training or

intern training program were included,

Fraser found RZ's of between .434 and .998 in the 310 cost

functions he estimated. His first three measures of output (days,

cases and beds) gave rise to equations showing increasing average

costs. The equatjons using the cohen-typå composite output measure
:

yieìded a variety of average cost curve shapes. Addjtion of a capacity

utilization variable, either occupancy rate or length of stay, tended

to produce decreasing or u-shaped average cost curves. Fraser also

attempted to measure the'impact of qua'lìty of care on costs using two

types of infection rates aìong with hospitaì death rates as proxìes for ,i,r.,,,,.

quaìity. Surprisingly, he found that quaiity was negativeìy associated

with average costs. Most writers l¡ypotfreslze that the reverse re'lation-

ship exists, probabìy because, in general, quajity is thought of jn

terms of attributes and amount of inputs rather than in terms of out-

comes as measured by Fraser

The major work of M.S. Feldstein (tg0g) focused on many aspects

of hospitals' economics: effìciency, long and short run cost functions,
production functions, linear programming and aggregate health system

'!'r.:..:..;"1
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( modeJling. Feldstein introduced several innovations to the study of

hospital costs. His dependent variabie was average costs per case, a

convention which will be followed in thìs work for reasons which are de-

tailed in Chapter 3. Feldstein was the first anaiyst to attempt to cor- 
,r,,,,,:,:,,.:

rect for differences in hospita'l product by ìnciuding casemìx propor-

tions'in the independent variable.. Feldstein was also the first ana'lyst

to explicitlJ use the 
""iutionship 

between h'is estimated and observed
.t1' ,.¡,r:¡.,,:,,

values of the dependent variable as a measure of relative hospìta1 i;1; : :

efficiency. A by-product of Feldstein's model ìs estimates of the aver- ,,,., 
,-.;

age cost of producing d'ifferent types of cases. Feldstein uses no dir-

ect or ind'irect measures of quality or service facilìty mix on the

grounds that: 1) qual'ity differences do not necessariìy reflect patient l

i

or third party payor preferences; and 2) casemix can account for

legitimate product heterogeneity. in his.anaìys'is which concentrates on 
l

hospital productivity (Chapter 2) he expìores the r.elationships between i

casem'ix and average oosts per case finding an R2 of .275. He also est'i-

mated a number of departmental casemix-cost functions.

Feldstein's use of casem'ix as a weighting device has been ,,.,.,,,,,,,,,
,. .' ..-, :

critized on several counts. First, it does not account for severity, ,.,,.,,,r:,,,

a dimension of output which the service or activity mix approaches of "'."''"""'''

Ingbar and TayìoF, Ro and Cohen could at least claim to have crudeìy

addressed. Second, an aggregate spec'if ication of casemix, such as that 
,,,,,1,,,,,,

used by Feldstein may not appropriateiy account for the heterogeneìty 
't,..'''':t',.,... 

.

of outputr Êvêrì a'long the dimension of case-type. Third, because there

will usually be correlation among the casem'ix proportions, the problem

of data multìcollinearity could be severe.
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In facto Fel dstei n's casemix data d'id possess considerab'l e

multicollinearitJ, although not as much as might be expected. Despite

that, he proceeded to estimate successively more elaborate cost func-

tions from his sampìe of 177 hospitals in Engìand and Wales. His

usual measures of sca'le were beds and beds squared; occasìonally

monotonic non-J'inear forms such as the log of beds were used. Using,

beds and a casemix vector as independent variables, Feldstein estimated

a U-shaped average cost curve with a mìnimum at 300 beds; the para-

meters of the bed variab'les were ins'ignificant. The introduction of

caseflow.(cases per bed per year, wh'ich in the case of Feldstein's

data was'large'ly a funct'ion of average length of stay) 'improved the

significance of the parameters and raised the minimum cost size to

around 1,000 beds.

Feldstein also ìntensively expìoreï the nature of short run

cost curves; using both quadratic and linear forms of specifications

and including, again, scale and casemix variables. Hjs principa'l con-

clusion was that marginaì costs were significant'ly less than average

costs: about 12 per cent .jf the additional case is served without in-

creasing occupancy (i.e., by reducing ìength of stay of all cases) and

about 21 per cent if'length of stay remains the same and occupancy

i ncreases

In a later study (tgll) Feldstein adapted his techniques to an

analysis of costs of 55 short-term lvlassachusetts hospitals. He added

age/iex proportions to h'is array of independent variables. He dis-

aggregated his casemix to over 200 proportions. Obviousìy, such

analysis would be inpossible unless the number of independent variables
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were reduced. This was done by the method of principa'l components;

10 d'iagnostic principal components accounted for 54 per cent of the

casemix variation among hospitals, Moreovern these components are

orthoganal , so the problem of multicollinearity is reduced. Some ,-,,,,,

information is, of courseo lost.

Surprisingìy, Feldstein did not incjude casefjow in this anal-

ysis. He did include beds, ìength of stay and urban location but con- l:i.;:¡:r
i. .-.¡::.¡. - ::'

cluded that vìrtually aìl variation accounted for by the included

variables is due to casemix. One-third of variation was unaccounted

for and reflects "differences in efficiency or qua'lity that are not

correlated with case mix".

Feldstein.was the first writer of stature to pay more than

incidental attention to factors besides scale and utiiìzation ih ex'-

pìaining costs. Evans (Lg7l, lg72), howeve., went much further in his

careful specifications of cost models and detailed attent,ion to most of

the independent variables.

Evans (lg7l) referred to the functions he developed for 1967

Ontario hospitals as quasi-cost functions or behavioural cost functions,

rather than true "technical cost curves". This, he argues, 'is because

of: 1) the behaviour of hospitals whjch is, in general, not cost-

minimizing; and 2) because hospitals, unlike electric power p'lants,

are not quantity takers but may attempt to influence demand for their

product.

Evans used a factor ana'lysis technique which reduced 41 casemix

proportions and 40 age/sex groups to 16 factors. He used both cost per

case and cost per day in separate regressions. He also included length
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of stay and bccupancy rates separateìy 'in the ana'lysi s . Thi s al I owed

h'im to make inferences about the effects of intensity of service.

Evans found that casemix accounted for up to 80 per cent of

variation in cost per case and 57 per cent of varjation in cost per ,',,,,,.,

day. Length of stay and occupancy rate were significant (more signifi-

cant together than caseflow alone). However, they did not add much to

the explanatory power of the model once casemix was accounted for. i:i:ir-:
t: 

:,,,,.,.:,,-,t 
.'

Capacity had very little to do with costs, although the parameters for

number of beds were usualìy significant. ilt'''':'.

He did not specify the role of hospitals within his model, e.9.,

he did not differentiate between teach'ing and non-teachìng, or rural 
i

and urban faci I i ti es 
i

Evans concluded that the close fit of his equatìons and the 
l

i

sizeable role of casemix attested to the tendency of budgetary review 
I

to promote inter-hospitaì conform'ity. (The present study found that

some adjustment towards uniformity had occurred, but ìt was far less t,

than Evans found. ) 
r,r:.,::,.:

Evans notes, of course, that this type of ana'lysis cannot reveal :'::.

whether or not all hospitals are inefficient and their adiusted costs :,:.','.:,.,'

s'imply distributed around a mean which is itself inefficient. Further,

he notes that the hospita'l ¿ata use¿ cannot correct for productjon of

unnecessary cases. These forms of inefficiency can oniy be iÍlferred; 
i:.,.:,,:

the first from residuais of this type of anaìysis and the second by

means of utilization analysis.

A 1972 artic'le by Evans and l^lalker reported a sìmiìar anaìysis

of British Co'lumbia hospitais. The results obtained were almost 
r,,.,:l
;:-:1li::.1 L.1r.iììl
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identical. The diagnostic factors accounted for 76 peÉ cent of inter-

hospital inpatient cost variation. Age factors which accounted for 36

per cent of variation in an ìndependent regression, added I per cent

to a regression already containing the diagnostic factors. The addi-

tion of beds, average length of stay and occupancy rate added a further

7 per cent for a total of 93 per cent of variatìon explained. Casefiow

was siightly inferìor as an expìanatory variable to the combination of

occupancy rate and length of stay. The equatìons showed slight dis-

economies of scale. Thuso Evans and lJalker say they have demonstrated

marked simìlarity of results in two provinces that have very different

mixes of hospitals.

The signifìcance of this articleo however, is its 'introduction

of a radical'ly new technique for measuring casemìx. Casemìx is measurecl

by an information theoretìc.device which äefines the degree to which

hospitals are specialized or serve compìex cases. This device has not

been tested thoroughìy for the extent to which it represents casemix,

but the tests which were made indicated that it conformed with a priori

bel'iefs about wh'ich cases were most complex and which hospitals served

them.1 Euun, and l^laiker define two measures of hospitaì compìexity

and three of specìalization.

Evans and l,,lalker also inclui" r.urures of outpatìent, educa-

tional and capital cost in some of their equat'ions. They are entered

1 Th" testi were: L) correlation with bed size,
and degree of educationa'l actìvity; 2) correiation (bV
on'ly) with hospitaJs by rank of case complexity expected
with case in a generally accepted rank order.

occupancy rate
i nspection
to be served
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as independent variables and thejr intent is to measure the impaét of
the presence of such costs on inpat'ient operating costs. They are

also used to test the vaJidity of the accounting conventions used to

separate outpatient and capita] costs from other" hospital costs. Both

conventions were brought into question by their resu'lts. Educational

variables caused hospitai costs to increase, presumably by increasing

indirect costs which are not ascribed to the educational activity.
Evans' and l¡Jalkeris best regression equation of costs per case

inciuded the diagnostic and age/sex factors, beds, beds squared, aver-

age length of stay, occupancy rate, caseflow, educational costs and

outpatient costs. Their R2 was an'impressive .943. Addit.ion of the

information theoretic compìexity varÍable which offered the best addi-

tional explanatory power.raised R2 to .961, a statistical'ly's'ignificant

increase, although one could not improve niuch on the earlier estimate.

Moreover, none of the parameters was disturbed by the addition of the

complexity variable except bed size which became even less significant

than previously.

0n the other hand, the case and age/sex factors lost consider-

able significance when the complexity measures were inserted; appar-

entìy they provide similar information. Replacement of the factors by

the compìexity measure causes a sigiificant reduction in R2 (from.961

to .929). However, Evans and t*lalker argue that such rep'lacement avoids

the arbitrary process of factor ana'lysis; a process which becomes more

cumbersome and less relevani the more casemix is disaggregated. The

comp'lexity measure, on the other hand, is conceptua'l1y valid for an

infinite ievel of casemix (or age/sex mix) disaggregation.
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0f course, the whoie information theoretic structure rests on

the assumption that more complex cases tend to be treated in larger

hospìtals while smaller hospitals will also handle a smal'ler range of

case types. This assumption, though not rigorous'ly tested, appeared

to be borne out in the British Columbia data,

Retenti,on of the age/sex factors in the equation raised R2 to

.955 and all variables v'rere significant except bed size and some of the

short run activity variables (length of stay and occupancy rate).

Evans and lrJalker again found that caseflow was not an ìmportant

determinant of costs. Marginaì costs were some 30-50 per cent of

average costs when variation occumed in length of stay, but 80-90 per

cent when variation occurred in admiss'ions or caseflow. This impìied

"e'ither considerab'le hospita'l flexibility in adjusting'inputs to shifts

in the number of admissions, or alternatiü'ely a high degree of success

in forecasting rates of admission". Evans and I,Jalker conclude that the

latter is more like'ly since hospitals tend to have hìgh fixed costs.

Given the results of these two studies, it is not surpris'ing
i i : ::..:','r::.':.'jial'

'that Evans and l,rlalker conclude that casemix and compìexity and age/sex i,.i.=.¡¡i:

mix of patients expla'iir virtualìy aìl cost variation and that neither

short run (caseflow) nor long run (beds) scale behavioulis very

significant. It is also not surprising that they suggest that centra-

lized budgetary review is successful in standardizing cost behaviour.

This rather extensive review of hospitaì cost studies has shown

a marked concentration by anaìysts on economies of sca'le. Findings

differed wideìy because of varying specification of outputs, different

attempts to standardize output and inclusion of different types of

I -..ri:l ii.r::i::,

Ì.:: 1¡ 1.:1.-ir :.r¡i,: j:!.-,:
rjj.:::1,:. Y i':-i] rrr:ì\ :.1
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'independent variables. M. s. Feidstein and, to a greater extent, Evans

and l.lalker, have shifted the emphasis to some of the other determinants

of both short and long run functions. llJalker, in particular, is inter-

ested in devejoping hìs appr"oach to deve'lop a more efficient reimburse-

ment system for hosp'itals (tgl+). Lave and Lave (1973) have proposed

such a system, using, however, â ìess sophisticated approach to the

cost function than l^Jalker and Evans.

Apart from these proposals, however, there is littìe explicit

d'iscussion in the I iterature about use of cost-function informat'ion in r',ì,,

hospital policy and p'lanning. The model that will be estimated in

subsequent chapters will be applied to some typ'ica] po]icy probìems.

t:t:t

i, :::,, . r.
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CHAPTER 3

MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

' '':'. :'

Foliowing a review of methods and findings of other writers, the

fo'llowing equation was specified as a means of estimating average and

marginal costs and testing the effect of the policy environment on them. 1,.:,

n

HOSPAC = INTER +j:l BiCi + Bn+lURBAN

Bn+2 TEACHING + Bn+3 EXTCU + Bn+4ADJLOS

+ Bn+5BEDS + Bn+6F10

where: HOSPAC the average cost per case in each of ejghty Manitoba

hospi.tal s.

INTER = the regression equation intercept.

Ci = the proportion of each hospital's cases in each of

eleven defined case-types (later reduced to nine),

with the residual case-types accounted for by the

i ntercept.

URBAN a dummy variable; URBAN = 1 if the hospital is

located in Winnìpeg or Brandon; otherwise = zero.

TEACHING = a dummy variable; 1 if the hospita'l is a teaching

hospital (Heaith Sciences Centre or St. Boniface);

otherwise = zero

EXTCU = a dummy variable; 1 if the hospitaì has an attached

extended treatment unit; otherwise = zero.

54
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ADJL0S = the average length of stay in each hospitaì,

adjusted for all factors except age of patient __

and thus a unique descriptor of the age mix of
patients using each hospital.

BEDS = the number of beds in each hospitaì.

FLO = the hospital's casefiow. This is a measure of

degree of intensity of hospitaì utilization and its
specific definition is totai cases served by the

hospitaì divided by number of beds activeiy used.

More specificaììy it is total adult and child cases

divìded by.aduìt and chijd beds (bab.ies and

. bassi nets are excl uded).

Four principaì variations on this equat'ion were also estimated.

In two of them HOSPAC was replaced with its natural logarithm. In o.ne

of these FLO was repìaced with its naturaì ìogarithm. The third varj-
ation included the natural logarithm of FLO with HOspAC. Finally, a

fourth added the square of BEDS to the equation.

Several approaches to each of these variations were tried; in
some cases variables were omitted, in others they were transformed.

A description of these approaches and some of the probìems encountered

is contained in the third section of this chapter. The second .section,

below, reviews the conceptual significance and methods of measurement

of each of the independent variables and of the dependent variable.
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VARIABLES

The variab'les used in the model were selected foilowing a review

of some of the avai jable j iterature re]at.ing to hospitaì cost func-

tions. The most commonly used variabies are those re:lated to scale

and output, since most hospital cost functions have been estimated in

order to adduce evidence of econom'ies of scale. Other variabies have

been introduced to aid in isolating the effects of scale. These have

included: role and status of the hospital, skill-mix of staff, wage

leve'ls, casemix and hospital location. This section will elaborate on

the choice of variables by explaining the relevance of those chosen and

the probìems that led to exclusion of others.

Ðependent Variabl es

The dependent variabìe chosen was äu..ug. cost per case (H9SpAC

in the regression equation). Other writers have used total cost

(Fraser, 1970), or average cost per day (cohen, 1963). Average cost

per case was chosen for two reasons. First, the case, rather than the

days of hospitaì stay, is a more realistic measure of hospitaì output.

It is not an unambigrour measure of output -- since two hospitals each

producing a "case" of similar type. could produce vasily djfferent
results. Clear'ly the final product need not be identical. However,

even gÍven this ambiguity, the case is a superior measure to the days

of hospital stay, for, as Feldstein (196g) says:

"The possibility of a tradeoff between length of stay and
cost per week is the most important reason foi measuring outputin terms of the number of cases treated. If increasing-costs
per week could decrease average cost per case, hospitaÍ costs
should not be measured in a way that penalizes this sojution."(p.24)

l,.i . ¡i.'
i: r;. ì:r:i-¡
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Thus' use of the case as a measune means that cases produced by

two hospitals with widely different lengths of stay are considered

identical.

It could be argued that ronger ìength of stay (normally associ-

ated with higher case costs) is an indicator (or indeed a prerequisite)

,of higher quality. The clear imprication is that the two cases

referred to above are a very different product and therefore cannot be

compared in a standard economic anaiysis. . In fact, the issue of pro_

duct heterogeneity has received considerable attention in the litera-
ture. No one has resolved the question adequate'ly and it is probabìy

so comp'lex that it defìes solution. Quaìity of care is on'ly one aspect

of product heterogeneity, others being casemjx, case severity, patient

age' quality of amenities,. existence of para'lleì functions such as

teaching and research and so on. l,lriters añd researchers in the hos-

pital fíejd have tried to account for all of these in their attempts to

differentiate and measure hospita] production. 0f alì aspects of pro-

duct differentiation, however, quality of care is probab'ly the most

elusive- Some writers have tried to use service intensity or volume of
anciilary services per iase as one measure of quaìity (Jeffers, rg74).

lio','rever, it wouìd be hard to find a health-professional who agrees that

more laboratory or x-ray tests ur. uiways better than fewer or that the

nurnber of such tests always corre'lates more strongly with quality of
care than with other elements in a hospital's objective function. Com-

pìex "health status indices" have been devised (see, for exårnpìe,

Patrick et.al (1973), Torrance et.ar. (l9lz), and chiang (i965), but

none has been successfully applied to the question of qua'lity of care.
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As other wôrks have done (Feldstein, 1968), this analysis ducks

the issue of quality by suggestìng that'in most cases, the burden of

proof of hìgher quality should fall on the institution which routineìy
produces higher cost casesr whether as a resuìt of longer lengths of

stay or of some other factor. In a system such as Man'itoba's which is
publicly funded, it can be argued that quaìi,ty differences, where not

actua'lly illusory, are not justifiable, i.e., that are not valued by

the pub'lic qua taxpayer, and hence should be given no weirght in com-

paring hospitaì cases.

some exceptions to this genera'l ruie wi'll, of course, arise,

but these can usualìy be dealt with by proxy. For exampìe, it might

generally be thought that quality of case would (or should) be higher

in teaching hospitals. A.dummy variable for teach'ing can then be used

to represent quaìity of care along wìth a nimb.er of other teaching-

rel ated characterìstics.

Thus, the evidence supporting the use of the case as a basic

measure of hospitaì output is condsiderable. Adjustments to this basic

measure are possible. For exampleo Cohen (1963) adjusted hjs measure

of output to account for wage differentials.among hospitals and to

account for variations in spec'iaì types of cases and in services
1

;provi ded . '
Adjustment for service intensity was discussed earrier and

rejected on the grounds that service intensity,'like length of stay, is

1 Coh"n's anaiysis was based on patient days. However, the same
adjustments are possibje with a case-based measure of output.

L _--r ,:r r.: :.ir::;l
':.: .: i:..:t ..
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a variable that is available for manipuìation by management to'achieve

efficient hospita'l production, wage rates, however, represent a

different question,

The decision not to adjust cases or case costs for interhospita'l

variations in wage rates was taken because Manìtoba represents essen-

tially a singìe labour market with few.if any regionaì differences.

Virtualìy al'l hospitals ìn the province are budget facilities and bar-

gaining takes place among'large groups of empìoyees on the one hand

and an umbrella organ'izat'ion, Manitoba Health 0rganizatjons Inc., bar-

gaining on.behalf of ruraì hosp'itals. Wages thus tend to be equalized

for staff of equaì trainin_o and experience, at least in rural areas.

Differences in wage bills should therefore be reflected in higher pro-

ductivity (according to orthodox economic theory) and adjustment for
wage differences would distort rather than ilemedy distortionr.l
AccordinglV, no adjustment is made for wage differences among rural

hospi tal s .

Regionaì wage differentials (i.e., wage differentials that exist

due to geographic rather than productivity or seniority differences)

cou'ld exist between rura'l Manitoba and !.linnipeg. However, these are

like'ly to be compounded by so many other differences between a rural

and urban hospital case that the similest approach is simpìy to specify

1-' In practice, of iourse, hospitals with ìong-tenured staff may
tend.to have wages which reflect institutional rathár than productivity
considerations. The use of long-tenured staff wou'ld then rêpresent aninefficiency, aìthough not one lhat could easijy be remedied.

!i::i.:':.
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an urban location as a cost determinant and use a dumrny variabJe to

represent it.
The second significant aspect of the dependent variable is that

average cost is used. The cost curve specified is an average cost 
,,,,1,,,.

curve and not a total cost curve. This convention fo]lows Feldstein and

is made to ,improve the chances of avoiding two important regression

probìems: multicolTinearity among the independent variables and ,:::::
'' lt.rt.,

heteroscedasticity in one or more of these variables.l Feldsteih '":"'':

...,'''
argues that use of a total cost curve obì'iges one to use numbers of :::'..;,:,.

cases for.each .casetype ìndependent variable; obvious'ly correlation 
,,

wiil exist since a hospital with ìarge numbers of one type of case is ,

likely to have ìarge numbers of other types. using average cost as the 
l

dependent variable requir.es that case proportions be usedt the degree 
i

iof multicollinearity among these can be exþected to be somewhat less. i

.

Heteroscedasticity can be expected in a total cost model since ìarger 
l

total costs usually indicate larger hospitals. The variance in costs

among larger hospitajs can normally be expected to be greater than the 
r;:.,:,,.,,;1.

vari ance i n cost among smal I er hospi tal s . ,,,. ',:
t,t-t.1.t ,,,t,:

A final note is 'required 
on the practical defìnition of average 'r,;,';,;',,',

cost per case. Because we are concerned with inpatient care only, out-

patient costs are excluded from the total cost used to derive average

cost. This excJusion is important, but in practice it js not easy to 
t,,,.,,.,.

make. The Mani toba HeaJth Services Cornmission def ìnes outpatient costs i:: :'r':ì:

1' Despite this precaution both problems were encountered in
original specifications of the model. Theìr reso'lution is describedjater in this chapter.
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according to accounting conven(tions which may not, of course, reflect
the actuai resource split between inpatìent and outpatient services.

Neverthejess, because outpatient care usual'ly accounts for a sma'll

proportion of a hospital's budget, the degree of distortion introduced

by a0fêf,ting the accounting convention is not iikely to be excessive.

A second potentiaì dÌstortion is removed by eliminating capital

charges from total costs. In Manitoba, capital charges refer to rent ...,,,.1,., .,

paid for the use of facilities, interest on long-term debt and/or 
1'rr'; "'''"

t.,. 
,. ..,'depreciation on plant and equipment. Interest and deprec'iation pre- ; ,.,.,,'..;,1.,,:,

dominate overwhelmingly. Because infration in the 'last twenty years

has brought about a rapid increase in build.ing costs, inclusion of 
l

capitaì charges would overstate actual costs of newer hospitals. A 
l

ithi rd potenti a'l di storti o.n i s 
. 
avoi ded by excl ud j ng costs dÍ rect'ly 

l

related to educat'ion and research and ideniified as such in hospitaì

budgets- lrlhile such costs can (and often indirectìy do) influence the

type of care received by patìents and costs of that care, they are more :

appropriateìy viewed as expenditures which benefit the entire health
':r t: i: -::'.; . :.system and not on'ly the hospitai in whjch they occur. ri,.f 1, ,''ì
i :..-: . . j -.t r:.j ,.

Final ìy, the exþressioñ "a case" must be g'iven practica'l signifi - ,;..;,,;.,....-,1'''.: :: .. .

ctnce. A case refers to an episode of hospital care provided to a

patient aged 28 days or more. nn episode of care begins with an

admission, includes observation or treatmeni designed to déterÍnine the i:.:::.:''.:,,:,,.,,

patient's heaîth status or affect it, and ends with a discharge.(some- 
¡--¡"r¡'""r'':'i'

times called a separation) or a death, Newborns are exc'luded; the cost

of their care is deemed to be part of the cost of the mother,s case.
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I ndepencient Vari abl es

(1) The Casemix Variables. Incjusion of casemix in mode'ìs seeking

to explain hospital costs is one of the easiest ways of accouniìng for

one aspect of the multi-product nature of the hospital firm. Casemix

is, after all, readily defined by physìcians and there are _oooci a

priori reasons to bel'ieve that costs differ among casetypes- For

exampìe, a cancer patient jìngering thirty days or ìonger in an acute

care hosp'ital or a person undergoing expensive heart surgery is l'ikeìy

to incur greater costs than a woman givìng normal del'ivery or a young

industrial worker recoverjng from a simpìe leg fracture.

Most writers ìn this fieid have trieci to make some aliowance for

thìs type of pr:oduct heterogeneìty. Carr and Felcistein (1967) concen-

trated on facilities (,e.g., a laboratory) availabie ìn hospìtais. This

approach has the merit of ìncorporating'Oifferences in case severity as

well as diagnostic differences- However, as discussed earlier, the

avai'labiì'ity (and ut'ilization) of facil'ities may a'lso reflect management

discretion and thus not be related onìy to hospìtaì product. Martin

Feldstein, in the classic study of hospita'l costs, used case propor-

tjons, ê.g., the caiemix approach which js adopted here. Feldstein

pìoneered this approach and found,.not surprising]y, that casemix

accounted for 77 per cent of cost variation among I77 Britìsh hospitaìs,

when onìy nìne casety.pes were used. When 28 caseiypes were used, the

explanatory power increased to 32 per cent.

Feldstein's approach to product heterogeneity 'is, of course,

subject to some criticism. Migue and Belanger (fgZS) make the poìnt

that there ìs no guarantee that the casemix specifìcation adopted
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wjll account for hospital product heterogeneity. clear'ly casemix

specification affonds no possibility of accounting for severity or

anomalies associated with a gìven case. Among potential casemix

specifÍcations there are some that will be better than others, even if
none adequately accounts for" product heterogeneity. presumably the

,more disaggregate the specification the more ìikeìy it is to capture

the fuli effects of casemix variation on cost.

Fe'ldstein's specification was one in which costs were assumed to

vary 'linear'ly with the casemix proportions. Thus, even if his level of

disaggregation and specification of case types is accepted, ìt could be

argued that a ìogarithm or poìynomial specification would be superior.

Feldstein recognizes this himself and admjts that the linear relation-
ship was arbitrariìy assumed.

However, in a policy framework, F;idstein,s linear casem.ix pro-

portion specification has two major points in its favour. The first is

simplicity. Investigating dozens or perhaps hundreds of potential

varíables and subjecting them to pre-tests or sophisticated ranking

procedures can be both difficult and time-consuming. Moreover, in a

province such as Manitoba there is not a great deaì of variation in

service capability among hosp'ita]s.: that is to say, there are not

several categories of service capability into which a number of hos-

pitals could be classed. Rura'l hospitals differ from urban ñospitaìs

in service capabi'lity and rural hospitals themselves may be divided

into perhaps two groups. Second, the re'latively smaì't num¡er of hos-

pitals in l'lanitoba limits the number of variables that can be intro-
duced into the anaìysis.
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The potentia'lly lange number of casemix variables that could

introduced into the anaìysis suggest one of the appnoaches used by

Evans and l,'lalker. Either a large number of casemix variabies could be

reduced by factor analysìs or indices of compìexìty or specializat.ion

deve'loped using the information theoretic devices exp'lained by Evans

and I.Jalker (1972). Either of these approaches presents an enormous

computationaì task. As wil'l be shown subsequently in this chapter,

however, the first approach was trìed. l.Ihen it failed to show that

casemix had much influence on Manitoba hospital costs, it was decided

not to pursue the second approach.

Consequentìy, Feldstein's casemix proportions qpproach was

adopted and the casetypes used were similar, although not identical to

Feldstein's. Eleven casetypes were chosen: they are medicalìy mean-

ingfuì in the same sense as Feldstein's añd they represent a number

which is computationally easy to handìe. They were identified by the

following symbols:

INFPAR Infective and Parasitic Diseases

0BS Obstetric cases

TREM Traùma and Emergency

MALNE0 Maì i gnant Neop'lasms

CIRC Diseases of the bìrculatory System

RESP Diseases of the Respiratory System

NEURPSY Neuroìogical and Psychiatric Disorders

GASENT Gastro-enterologìcal Disorders

GENUR Genîto-urinary Disorders
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be

in addition, surgical cases were separ"ated from other cases and
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divided into two

were:

groups on the basis of their compjexity.
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ïhese groups

SPESURG "Spec'iaì " Surgery (i . e. , more compi ex surgery) and

SURG 0ther Surgery

Fina'lly, there was a residua'l category. In a regression analysis
containing onìy casemix variables, the residuaj wouìd serve as,a bench_

mark against which the impact of other casetypes is measured. In fact,
its cost is represented by the intercept parameter.

Cases for 80 Manitoba hospitals were classified into these group-
ings using the International classification of Diseases (gth Revision).
Appendix I detai'ls the c'lassif ication according to ICD code numbers.

(2) urban Hospitars. A major division among Manitoba hospitals
which accounts for variation in intensity of, care and compìex.ity of
services available is that between urban and rural hospitals. Some of
these potentíal differences can be appreciated by noting that:

(f) An average case in an urban hospita.l cost g1,4I4 in 1977

compared to $gZg in a rural facility.l
(ii) Urban hospitals average 453 beds compared to 31 for rural

rrospitaìs.2

(iii) Runai hospitals handle'proportionateìy three times as

many trauma and emergency cases while urban hospitals handle proportion-
ateiy four tirnes as many ',speciaì', surgery .ur.r.3

ìr',:.
i,:::

¡.',:: ::

1 Manitoba Hea'lth Services Conrnission.
2 

Manitoba Heaith Services Commission.
Manitoba Health Services Commission.

Admi ssion/Separation forms.

HÞ-1 Hospital Return t977.
i bid.
Derived from hospitaì
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Difference in casemix is one reason urban hospitals may be

expected to offer a different hospital inpatient product than rural

hospitals do. Howeverr €VÊr for simiìar casetypes, the urban case can

be different because of the avaiiabÌlity of a wider range of diagnostic

and therapeutic services. It is, of course, possibìe that an ',urban

case" may accompìish no more than a "rural case', of simìlar type

towards improving the patient's heálth and that such a case could be

treated for less cost in a rural hospitaì. However, the significance

of transfers from rura'l areas and the acknowledged greater complexity

of urban cases argue for inclusion of dummy variables to describe urban

I ocati on.

None of the authors reviewed during the course of this study

used a dichotomous variable (or any other technique) to identify urban

hospitais in their anaiyses. Feldstein was'content to use casemix to

describe product differences. Other writers have concentrated on ser-

vice avaiìability. For example, Beryy (1974) used dichotomous variables

for forty services (e.g., pharmacy, occupational therapy, etc.) as sub-

stitutes for both casemix and other hospital descriptors. in some of
his earlier work (1967 )'he grouped hospita'ls according to the number and .,r,,-,,..r1,,'i

type of facilities. Edgar Francisco (1969) used a similar approach.

Both these writers had far more degrees of freedom available to them.

Given this, as well as the rather unique distribution of hospitaì

facilities in Manitoba, it was feìt that the URBAN variable could cover

product d'ifferences attributable to a iarge nurb.r of possible effects.

urban hospi tal s i ncl ude al 'l tii.nni peg hospi tar s and Bnandon

Genera I Hosp i ta'l .
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(3) Teaching Hospitals. l,tithìn the class of urban hospitais in

Manitoba, there are two hospita'fs for which it is possible to argue on

a priori grounds that even hìgher than "normal" urban hospital costs

can be traced to even greater concentrations of resources. These are ,',',',.',

the province's two teaching hosp'itais: the Health Sciences Centre and

st. Boniface Hospital. The fact that most comp'licated cases are

referred to these hospitals as well as affiliation with facilities for i-.::,,.,ì,,,,

r'':' ..'.:.ì:,.',
i nstructi on and research, usi ng the hospi tal s ' pati ents for these pur- 

.,.., ,,,..,,

poses,argues for higher costs per case. These costs may not necessarily 1,,.ì,:.,,..'.'

always be associated with higher..quaìity of care (aìthough they un-
I

doubtedìy are in many cases) but they do not represent, in thei

entirety'expenditureswhjchcouìdbeviewedaspartofamanageria1

discretion budget. Consequent'ly, they, too, should be accounted for j, l

i

a modej seeking to expìain hospitaì costs: l

i'
In one sense, a use of a djchotomous variable to describe the 

l

ex'istence of Teachjng and Research facilities is an extension of the

URBAN variable discussed earlier. It is an attempt to include the
j.: ii.::.ì-,;: :-: .

effect of a number of variabìes on hospitaì costs. These include the l:.-'¡,.',:.',.'

i:.ti.ri:,,:,,:
presence of faci'lities for training a variety of health care profes- ,.,r.,,,,:,,,,:,,,:.

:::l: :j.::1.::.:.;

sit¡¡rals as well as the existence of a number of Bemy's "service

centres", ê.9., Radiation Treat*.ni fot^ Cancer. In a relativeìy non-

compìex hospf tal system, such as Manitoba's, it is possible to describe ,, :,,,, .:

the existence of this range of facilities us'ing a sìngìe variab'le. 
¡';'.'¡'rr11;;;

Cshen (1969) treated "affi'liation with a medicai schoo'|" as a

proXyforquaìityofcare.Itwastreatedinthesamemanneras

accreditation, ê.g., âs a dichotomous variable associated with quaiity.
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in the present context it should be taken nore as representing an

aggiomeration of service and ancillary features as well as the capa-

bility of providing speciaì kinds of care. In this context Fort

churchill General Hospital is treated as a teaching hospitaìo since

its entire medica] program is provided by staff, and residents of the

University of Manitoba School of t4edicine.

(4) Extended Care Units. One of the major concerns of federa'l and

provincial health po]icy papers that appeared in the early 1970s was

that the hospitaì system was structured in such a manner as to provide

incentives to use costly acute care when less intensive types of care

would have been available. Manitoba's l,lhite Paper referred to estimates

that as many as thirty per cent of patients in acute hospitals were

neediessly occupying beds. Transfer of these patìents to nursing homes

or extended treatment hospitaìs (if available) would be more efficient,
ê.9-, the total cost of caring for the patient would deciine.

That totai costs would deciine 'in a system which efficiently
transferred patients from acute to extended care has not been estab-

lished. True' average'costs in acute facilities are higher than those

in extended care facilities; however, extended care patients in acute

facilities place less-than-average demand on a hospital's 'resources.

One conclusion which can be made, however, is that acute careåecomes

less costiy when hospita'l stays are shortened by moving a patient to an

extended treatment faciìity. Further, on a priori grounds., it would be

expected that an acute hospital which is affi'liated with or adminis-

tratively linked to an extended faciiity would have an easjer time
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transferring acuüe patients and would thus be able to reduce average

acute costs in this way. This was Norrìs' (tglt) principaì finding in
his study of Baltimore hospitals. Patients accepted into a Baltimore

extended treatment facility had experienced, on average, 55 days of
previous acute care hospitaf ization if they were admitted from outs.ide

hospitals, as opposed to onìy 31 days for those admitted from the

affil iated hospital .

Consequently, one of the determinants of average cost in the

present anaìysis wi'li be the presence of a linked extended care

facility. . This will be represented by the dichotomous variable:

f:.':.: :,: : t: ...: l

1 if the hospita] has a linked facilrity; 0 otherwise.

,,

(5)AdjustedLengthofStay.Somewritershavefoundthatthe

single most'important determinant of the c"óst of an individual case is i

ithepatient,sìengthofstay(LaveandLeinhardt,lg76).Lengthofstay

is dependent on a large number of other variables relating to the

patient's demographic characteristics (age, sex, marital status, etc. ), 
i::.\:ri,,ri;.:1riìi.:

the characterjstics of the hospitai (such as occupancy rate), the ¡'.",',i,.,..;',i
. r.. :. .:_t.:;_ :

patient's health status and diagnosis, and the preferences of the ,.,,.,,,i,,...,.
t: ",'-

attending phys'icÍan.

Length of stay (unadjusted) is not included jn the present model.

Hcwever, ìength of stay can be adjusted to capture, in a single measure, i,j¡::..,:s,x,:

the effects of differences in the age-mixes of pat.ients served by l""t¡

different hospitals. (Casemix differentiation has been used to capture

the effects of diagnosis differences.) tfre adjustment procedure makes

use of the fact that different age groups have different average
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'lengths of stay.

First, a

in each hospital

The formula is;

where:

Pi,m

Ph

Pm

Pi'h

standard formula was used

, h, for the age and sex

to adjust the number of cases

distribution of its patients.

K*=

the adjusted number of cases

the actual number of cases served; patients jn
a9e/sex cohort i

total cases of Manitoba in age/sex cohort i

the number of cases in hospita'l h

total cases in Manitoba

the number of cases jn age/sex cohort i in hospital h

n
á
i=l

K*

Ki

iì :i
.r:.: .

Thus, if a hospital had more than a proportionate share of

elder'ly cases, the adjustment formula woulj 
"educe 

the number of cases

served to this group. Because the eìderly are reiativeìy bìgger users

of hospital care, this would tend to reduce the adjusted number of

cases, K*, below the actual number, K.

The same formula can be used to derive the adjusted number of

days of care, D*. The adjusted average'length of stay'is then simp'ly:

ALS* =
D*
KF

This average length of stay has been adjusted for the influence

of age and sex; that is, the effects of age and sex in ALS have been

netted out, However, what is required as a proxy for age distribution

is an ALS* out of which the effects of all other factors except age and

sex have been netted. This can be done if three quantities are known:

l: :: '!:
it;i.:::.-:

Ki (Pi,m) (Ph
Pm) (Pi 

'h
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ALS, ALS* and the provìncial average ìength of stay ffi:
clearly' if ALS* is ALS adjusted for age and sex, then the fac-

tor which would adiust ALS* for al,l. differences other than age and sex

i, = S since, once all differences are accounted foro totaìly ad-

iusted average ìength of stay in each hospital wil'l be identical with

the provincial average. Therefore, 'length of stay adjusted for all
factors other than age and sex is:

ALS** =
Rts x ÃI5----trs-

The beauty of this measure is that it: 1) varies unigueiy with

the age and sex distribution of patients; and z) is expressed through

a phenomenon (ALS) which has significant influence on average care costs.

A serious probìem with this measure could arise onìy if ALS. (or indivÍ-
dual ìengths of stay, L0é) were not comel,ated with age and sex-

Some studies have found very little relationship between age/sex

cohort and LOS. Lave and Leinhardt (1976) found virtually no effect of

age on LOs in a large Pittsburgh teaching hospital, once diagnostic,

therapeutic and hospitaì characteristics were accounted for. l^lalker and

Evans (1972) obtained simjjar results using British cojumbia data.

However, it was clear from the ALS adjustment exercise undertaken

that age and sex did, in fact, have a great deaì to do with length of
stay in Manitoba hospitals. The variation in adjusted ALS,.s and the

extent of the differences between adjusted and actual ALS's aìl suggested

a strong. relationship with age. lrlhether thjs relationship would persist

once diagnostic variables were introduced into the relationship was an

important question. However, the test of the rejationshìp couìd await
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the ca'lcul at'ion of the model ' s parameters, A weak rel ati onshi p woul d

indicate that age had littìe effect on LOS and consequentìy on costs.

0n the other hand a strong relationship would confirm both effects.

in either case, the validity of ALS** as a proxy for age distribution

is the same,

The method has one further advantage. it provides an indication

of the differences in age/sex composition of hosp'ita'l casemix equiva-

lent to that provided by a very fine breakdown into age/sex classes.

The ALS**'s calculated for this work were based on five year intervals,

that is, 34 separate age/sex cohorts. The proliferation of dummy vari-

ables that are avoided is clear.

(6) Beds. There are two ways in which the effects of-hospitai size

on average cost may be assessed. One is to use output, ê.9., cases, as 
]

l

an independent variable. The second is to use scale or capacity. in 
l

the case of hosp'itals the best rneasure of the iatter is either "rated

beds", oF "beds set up". in this study "beds set up" was the measure

used.Almostinvariab]y''bedssetup,,wasgreaterthan.,ratedbeds,,

and thus reflected morè close'ly the capacity available to hospital 
,

deci sion-makers.

There are several arguments'which favour using capacity as a

scale measure rather than output. The first relates to what has been

called the "regress'ion fallacy". The tendency of output to ìncrease

more rapidly than capacity'(i.e., occupancy rate increases with capacity)

coupled with the fact that conventional accounting does not increase

depreciation when output 'increases tends to bias measured costs down-
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ward at iarger outputs. Use of capacity as a scale measure also avoids

the possibility of a,simu]taneous equations bias; that is, the reverse

dependency of output on avenage cost.

These are the reasons given by Feldstein (1969) for using capa_

c'ity as an output measure. Neither of them appears to be very compel-

ling. The first type of bias is eliminated when capitaì costs are

excluded from the analysis as they are in this study. The second is
also unlikely if, ôs is believed, hospital administrators and other

decision-makers know very little about average or marginal cost

behaviour under varying output conditions

A stronger reason for using capacity is that output (cases) can

vary considerabìy in a pìant of the same size. The notion of ecônomies

of scaje or scale effects. refers, in fact, to changes in production

capabiìity that are onìy possible in the läng run. Some not inconsÍder-

able variation'in output can be due to short run factors.

This leads directly to the major reason for using number of beds

as a scale measure. For po]icy anaìys'is purposes interest is focussed

on both ìong run and short run cost behaviour. l,rlith one set of data,

then, output must be broken down into two measures: one which relates

strìctly to short term variations in output, and the other str.ict'ly to
ìong term variations. C'learly, capacity measures are appropriate for
the latter.

One other capacity rneasure other than number of beds is avail-
abl e. That is average dai]y census (AoC¡, (see Carr and Felåstein, 1967,

Berry 1'974). It has been argued that the number of beds set up is not

representative of the hospital's average capacity, over a year, to
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handle patients. This is because the hospìtal's rating is pìanned to

ach'ieve a low probabílity that a patient will be turned away. That

probability is determined by the number of beds, the ADC and the vari-

ance of daiìy census. It can be shown that the coefficient of variation

of dai'ly census declines as capacity (as measured by beds set up) in-

creases. That is,, 'larger hospitals can sustain higher occupancy rates

than smaller hospitals at the same probabi'l'ity of be'ing full. Thus,

it is argued, average daiìy census represents an "effic'ient" scale at

which a hospital can operate. Using beds instead biases the magnitude

of possible economies or diseconomies of scale since the range of bed

sizes is less than the range of ADC's in any g'iven samp'le.

The probiem with this reasoning is that while ADC may represent

the maximum "efficient" u.se of availab'le capacity, measured-ADC does

not necessari'ly correspond to a "desirablei' occupancy rate. There are

no criteria regarding an appropriate probability of a hospita'l being

full: this would vary depend'ing on the proxim'ity of other hospitals.

Second, hospitals have some degree of latitude ìn p'lanning admissions

and discharges; the more such latjtude is available, the less will be

the difference between maximum "efficient" ADC and beds set up. To

take account of the numerous factors which determine an "appropriate"

occupancy rate is beyond the scope of this work. Finalìy, for the

capacity range in which l4anitoba hospitals cluster, ê.g., 18 to 4C beds,

the difference between capacity as measured by rated beds or by ADC is

un'likeìy to be very great.

Thus, the capacity measure empìoyed in the ana'lysis is beds set

up. It was also considered desirable to test for any curvature in the

i.. ,'.
i:::''-:'
t.,-

Fl' :

a.r:".;ìì:t':
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of the model, the square of beds was
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Therefore, in some specificatìons

also introduced.

(7) Casef'low. l,Jith long term variations in potential output mea-

sured by number of beds, the degree to which available beds are utÍlized

becomes the appropriate measure of short term output variations.

Following the convention established by Feldstein (1968) this work uses

casefiow as a measure of short term vaniation. Caseflow is defined

simply as:

ll're numÞer ot a¿ut t
The number of beds set up in the hospitaì

Caseflow appears to be a very appropriate measure of short term

output variation. However, caseflow is, itself, the product of two

under'lying variables: 1) the hospital's occupancy rate; and 2) the

average length of stay. Caseflow, as a measure, has the advantage of

embodying both of these in a singìe quantity. However, if either of

them is significant as a poìicy variabie, the use of caseflow masks

their effects. For the purpose of the present exercise it was approp-

riate to view overall utilization of hospitaì pìant as a single measure

and provide separate treatment for ìength of stay and occupancy rate in

individual po'l icy appl ications. 1

1 F.ldstein showed that, among hìs sampìe of British hospitaìs,
length of stay was by far the most important aspect of caseflow from a
cost determining perspective. This agrees wìth the importance of LOS
as a determinant of cost per case as adduced by Lave and Leinhardt (1976).
However, the standard deviation of occupancy rate in Feldstein's hos-
pitaìs was onìy 4.94 around a mean of 81.7 per cent. The standard devi-
ation of Manitoba hospitals' occupancy rates in 1977 was 17.00 around a
mean of 61.7 per cent. Thus, with considerably more variation in occu-
pancy rates in Manitoba, average cost could be more strongìy influenced
by occupancy than was the case for Feldstein's data.

.:-- ::ì :.i
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(8) Variables Excluded. The variêbles which are included 'in this

anaìysis and have been discussed above are the most important of those

affecting average cost per case. Howevero other variables have entered

discussions, and even specifications, of the determinants of average

hospitaì costs.

Berry (1974) has summarized the relationship between costs and

significant determìnants as follows:

Ç = f (0, Q, 11, P, E)

where: C = some specification of hospital cost;
Q = some specification of output;

a = some specification of quality;
M = some specification of the available mix of services;
P = factor prices;
E = effi ci ency.

0f the items'in this ìooseìy defined.,relationship, the only one

that has been included in the present analysis in recognizabìe form is

output. Some of the others have been dìscussed extensively and/or

specified in proxy form. Quality of care has been excluded because of

both the difficulty of measuring it and problems of determining which

of its dimensions are re.levant in a pubìicìy funded system. The amenity

aspects of quality are certainìy imelevant to a publ'icì.y funded system.

0ther possible measures such as physicians' time spent with the patient

or number of tests ordered can represent overservicing as well as super-

ior care and there is no a priori basis for dist'inguishing between the

two. Ftnal'ly''lhard" measures of qua'lity such as hospitaì deaths or

post-surgical infection rates may have 'little meaning considered apart

from the severity of cases, the rlatter being another variabie whjch is

extremely difficult to operational ize.

r.:i:'::!

,,¡" ,; "', 
,ì :;
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As discussed earlier, an approach which would classify hospitals

according to the mix of available services was rejected in favour of

classificatìon accordìng to casemix, location and role.1 Factor

prìces were negìected because the most important prices (labour wages)

are negotiated on a province-wide basis with any differences presumabìy

refl ecti ng product'ivi ty.

Efficiency is the one cost determinant which has neitiíer been

incìuded in the model's specification nor discussed extensiveìy. in

order to p'lace efficiency in the context of the present anaìysis, it is

worth defining what, preciseìy, is meant by efficiency in a hospital.

Hark Pauly (tgZO) defìned four conditions whjch are necessary

for static efficiency. They are:

1) Technical Efficiency. Regard'less of input-combination used,

output must be maximized.'

2) Appropriafe Inputs. The combination of inputs chosen re-

flects the relative factor prices.

3) Industry Cost Minimized. Plants should be of optimum scale.

4) t4ix of services is optimal:, l¡lithin the industry there is

equaìity of marginaì rates of substitution and marginaì rates of trans-

format.i on among aì ì commodi ti es and servi ces. Thi s equal 'ity must al so

hold true between health care or hospita'l commodities and other goods

1 0n. study (Thompson et.al., ig75) determined that a very limi-
ted specifìcation of casemix could account for a great deal of variation
in "special servjces" cost. This study's casemix variables included
onìy nine per cent of cases in 18 Connecticut hospita'ls. However, this
9 per cent accounted for 85 per cent of var"iation in inter*hospital
]speciaì services" charges. The study's findings are weakened by the
limited sample, and, more particuì,arly, by the iack of any expìitit or
impìicit conceptual economic modej.

:- ....::
.' :: 1:.::;
, :r:i -:' ;l
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and services in the ".onory.l 
(

It has been accepted, prior to undertaking this analysis, that

the conditions described in 4) above do not hold. In fact, .imperfect

markets' inability of consumers or producers to eva'luate at the margin

and failure of other necessary conditions for optimality have been

posited as incentives for other kinds of inefficiency (Berki, rgTz).

The third condition, optimal scale, is not the subject of this
investigation, aìthough scale has potentialìy important poìicy impìica-

tions. The same imperfections in the market for hospitaì services that

lead to sub-optimaì mixes of goods and services can generate sub-

optimal scale. in any case, the model described above incorporates a

scale measure; thus, to the extent that efficiency is related to scale,

this type of effìciency has been included

The efficiency that Berry refemed to in his model is described

by the first two conditions. Feldstein (196g) has refemed to the

efficiency described in the first condition as ',productivity,' and to

that described in the second as "input efficiency',.

The relationship of these two types of efficiency to the model

described earlier is interesting. Assume that the independent varjables

1'If 4) does not hold, it may be considered desirable as a matterof pclicy, to tolerate technical inefficiency or inefficient scale.
Suppose, for example, that society is willing to tolerate overproductionof hospital services rather than risk underpioduction in a siti¡ation
where the market does not allocate production optimally. suppose a'lso
that there is a distortion in the market for caþita'l uied in't¡re produc-
tion of hospital services such that the production function used i.las too
much capitaì re'lative to labour. If society considers that it is desir-
abìe to encourage empìoyment in this sector to offset the impact of dis-
torted prices, â "second-best,, solution may be to tolerate inefficient
operation or scale.
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included in the model are alì beyond the influence of management.l 
(

Assume further that they are arì properry specified and that they are

the only variables not subject to management influence.

Consider next three types of average cost per case. ACCh is the ,:.¡,...,,..,

average cost per case for hospitaì h. AccE- is the average of average

cost per case for all hospitaìs. FinallV, ñ is the average cost

estimated by regression of ACCh agaìnst alì the variables included in ii,',,,,, , ,'',
:,:.: ;: '.:_::.l..;;
,- : ithe model.
, -,'.r. .,,.,,.,,rr.

The difference between ACCh and ACCh is determined by the vari - ',:','l',;";'""

ables in the model (assumed to be beyond management control) and the two
:types of efficiency (by definition, subject to management control). 
i

The difference between ñ un¿ ACCh is that portion of the total i ,

l

difference beyond the con.trol of management. Thus, the difierence l

^ 
t ^^^r- --- ibetween ACCh and ACCh represents the portion the total difference 

I

attributabìe to relative inefficiency (if ACCh> ffi) or to relative i

lefficiency (if ACCh < ffi1. : :

In fact' some of the variables in the model may be amenable to
, ,,1 ,'.',.:.,:.,,,.menagement influence. The degree 'of 

amenabil ity is discussed in Chap- ii,tt'.¡,,,,
2 ., 

,-,..,,,..,-.,1,ter 5. However, the most important variables have not been included;¿

consequently, the difference between ffi and ACCh may be viewed as

being a measure of relative hospitaì efficiency.

t 
Tng possibility that some of these variabjes are not beyond

management influence is discussed in Chapter 5.

2 lh. most important variables amenable to managerial discretion
wouici probabìy be measured by ratiosi ê.g., ratios of üarious types of
inputs to outputs or to other inputs
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Some of the less ìmportant variables which may not be subiect to

management influence have not been included. While it may have been

possible to devise measures for some of them, it would be difficult.

In most cases it is impossibie to determine how the characteristic .,,,.1

would affect costs. Degree of remoteness of location is one variable

that possibly could have been measured. 0thers, such as hospital age

and physical characteristics could also have some impact on costs. 
iì-.,ri

Table 3-i below indicates the range, mean and standard deviation ::"i'i

,' -' '. '
and coefficient of variation of a'll variables jncluded in the analysis' 1':.'',,'1

For most va¡iables the range of variation is cons'iderable. For exampìe,

avetîage costs per case vary from $425 to $2,638, a more than sixfold

variation. Caseflow varies from 7.75 to 51.37, a nearly sevenfoìd 
i

difference. The extent of variation means that for most variables, if 
,

i

significant relationships with HOSPAC exist, they should be uncovered I

i

in the analysi s. 
,,

Table 3-2 points out differences among various groups of hos-

pitaìs. For example, while average cost per case over all Man'itoba

hosp'itals was $1,017, it was $1,415 for urban hospitajs and $979 for ' t 
"''

rural hospitals. Smalì rural hospìtals were more costly at $1,120 per 
'-;.,'.,,
't,t--.tt'tì

case.

The independent variabl", uá"y substantiaì1y among groups as

we'll. Surgery makes up 48 per cent of the caseload of urban hospitals 
,r.,r,,n,

but only 15 per cent of rural hospitaì caseloads. For rural hosp'itals

under 30 beds the proportion is only eight per cent. 0n the other hand

rural hospitaìs handle more medical cases. Combining the groups MALNEO,

CIRC, RESP, and NEURPSY, the percentages are 20, 40, and 44 for urban,
:: r .:-:

r' ..., a:t, .,.
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.1695

.?3I2

.1829

.0800

.2930

.3357

.2736

.1686

.097?

. i665

.4536
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TABLE 3-1

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: OR]GINAL VARiABLES AND MAJOR TRANSFORMATIONS

80 ÞIANiTOBA ACUTE CARE HOSPiTALS, 7977

Variabl e Mean

H0SPAC ($) 7,0L7.20
LOGCOSr ($) 6.8482

.44 425.43 2,638.10
.s8041 .06 6.0531 7.8778

Standard Coefficient
0""ìåìì'o. .. of Minimum Maximum

Variation

443.44

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

MALNEO

ciRc

RESP

NEURPSY

GASENT

GENUR

SPESURG

SURG

.0505

.0862

.0580

.0193

.72t9

.1733

.0695

.0782

.0395

.0457

. 1307

.0032

.0000

.0169

.0000

. 0311

.0055

.0081

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.'0309 .61

.0497 .58

.0253 .44

.0138 .72

.0470 .39

.0744 .43

.0346 '. 
SO

.0268 .34

.0158 .40

.0485 1.06

.1130 .86

URBAN .0875 .?844
TEACH .0375 .tg72
EXTCU - .0750 .?650
ADJLOS 10.8640 2.0552
BEDS 67.7120 165.0900
BEDSSQ 31500.0000 193480.0000
FLo 28.0340 9.6528
FLOSQ 877.9000 568.8000

3.25 .0000 1.0000
5.10 .0000 1.0000
3. 53 .0000 1.0000
.19 6.8618 16.9690

2.44 7.0000 1304.0000

6.14 49.0000 1.7 x i06
.34 7.7500 5i.3700
.65 60.0630 2638. 9000

Commíssion from Hospita'l HS-1 retuins (financial an¿-itut.¡tt.i-cal data) and Hospital Admission/Separation forms.
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VARIABLE MEANS

80 MANITOBA

(

TABLE 3-2

FOR DIFFERENT HOSPÏTAL GROUPINGS

ACUTE CARE HOSPITALS, 1977

Variabl e
Ail

Hospi taì s
n=80

Teachi ng
n =3

Urban
n=7

Smal I Rural
Rurail Beds 20
n=73 n =34

HOSPAC ($) t,0t7.?o r,9r9.78
LoGC0ST($) 6.8482 7.5577

979 .A3 1,120. 16

6.8120 6.9365

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

MALNEO

CIRC

RESP

NEUP.PSY

GASENT

GENUR

SPESURG

SURG

ADJLOS

BEDS-

trt n

.0505

.0862

.0580

.0193

.t2r9

.7733

.0695

.078?

.0395

.0457

.1307

10.86

67.71

28.03

8.3i
633.33

27.87

r,4r5.23
7.2253

.0164

.1378

.0279

.0152

.0783

.0562

.0473

.0333

.0187

.1430

.3376

9.42

453.43
' 33.09

.0538

.0812

.0609

.0197

.L260

.1845

.07i6

.0825

.0415

.0364

.1109

1i.00
30.72

27.06

.0546

-0692

.0646

.02t7

.r44t

.1930

.0762

.0894

.04?2

.0196

.0612

12.00

14.03

23.4r

.0234

.t726

.0447

.0153

.0684

.0755

.0632

.0410

.0242

.1t28

.27 4L

Source: See Table 3-1.
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ruralo and smal'l ruraì hospitals, respectivejy. Urban hosp'itals are (

much larger; they have higher caseflows (with the exception of teaching

faciljties) and their patients are, on average, younger.

'': _

DATA AND ANALYSIS

Data were obtained from the Manitoba Health Services Commission

(M.H.s.c. ) which is the governmenta'l funding agency for al1 "budget" ;. ...: :

:l.'::;;,,t-,i
hospitals in the province. "Budget" hospitaìs are those which are 'i 

,

funded almost entire'ly by M.H.S.C. and therefore are subject to M.H.S.C. i,',i.,.,.'.r:

budget review. Other types of hospitals in the province are federa'l

and (until recently) private. These hospitals are funded ìargely from 
i

)

other sources but may be subiect to M.H.S.C. budget revjew to establish i

per diem charges for patients for whom M.H..s.c. is financialìy 
i
j

responsibì e. 
i

Data came from two principaì sources within M.H.s.c. Most in- 
;

i'
formation came from the annual forms filled out by hospitals indicat'ing i'.,
operating characteristics, some output statistics and financial data.

These forms were, until recentìy, required by Statistìcs Canada for i

,...':'i
analysis and prepration'of annua'l hospital data pubìications. ;'The forms 

.,.,,,:,,,.,,,:.,

themsel ves were cal I ed "HS-1" .

other data (length of stay by age) and casemix groupings came

from the internal data bank maintained by M.H.S.C. These records are i:ii*r.i..,:i

based on admission/separation forms prepared by the hospitals for each i""'',s

patient admitted

During the period for which the data are collected, M.H.S.C. , , ' '

changed its fiscal year. M.H.S.C.'s fiscal year had always corresponded 
:
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to the calendar year. ln L977, however, the fiscaj year was extended

'through to March 31, 1978 so that future fiscaì years would correspond

with those of the l4anitoba government. Consequently, financial data

related to a 15 month period while casemix and length of stay data re- ,.:.,1,:,.,,,

lated to a 12 month period. Therefore, for this analysis the financial
(and some operating) data were sca'led by a factor of rz/l5

Most of the data anaìysis was done on the University of Manitoba's ir:,1;::..,:
IBM 370 computer using the SHAZAM software package (version ?.4). This ',

program was used to develop the regression analysis and estimate the ;"ì'''t.]..i't't

parameters that were eventuatìy used. Some supplementary ana'lysis

(e.g-, the calculation of casetype costs and marginal costs) was done 
l

us'ing a smal I desk computer, the 0l ivettj p6SZ. 
l
I

During the course of analysis the model evolved through several 
l

specifications. These were necessitated by'several technical problems 
i

Ì

with the data. In order of severity, these problems wene: i

1) impìausibiìity of casetype costs; t'

Z) mUl tiCOl I inearity; 
j ;..¡,,,,,,,,.,,

3 ) heteroscedasticity; :,,i¡i 
; 

:;.,:.',

'::-::: : :'
4) Poor fit ,,,,,¡,,.,.',,,', 

":'..
The fit of the equation v,ras the least serious of the probìems :

encountered. In fact, most specificatjon gave good F values and (when

al i variabl es were incl uded) good R2 val ues. Some variabl es turned out i:,,,:,,,*,,:,.:,i,,:r. : ..:, .. .-..:-to have less significance than might have been expected on a priori
grounds, but generaììy the model's statistìcal behaviour was good

Theotherthreeprob.lemswereaddressedinreverseorderof

severity since the casetype problem could not be resoived unti'l the
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standard i ssi.¡es of heteroscedasti ci ty and muJ ti co'l I i neari ty had been

addnessed.

Two approaches were used in dealing with the model's hetero-

scedastici ty. The tests used to detect heteroscedasti cì ty and the ,,..'...,,

approaches used in comecting for it are discussed in detail in
Appendix II. standard weighting procedures were not employed; instead

a technigue was employed which divided the sampìe into quartiles based 
¡;i:;;i:,',.;,
'.' .:.:on OLS estimates of the dependent variable and then weighted each ,',tl

quartile inversejy to the standard deviation of its associated resjduals.

Thìs approach proved jess than satisfactory; a logarithmic transforma-

tion of the variables provided both a better fit for the equation and

ej iminated the heteroscedasticity.

. Multicoll'inearjty was a more persistent problem. The degree of

multicollinearity in the data and the seüeral approaches to accommodate

it are discussed in Appendix III. The approach fina'lly adopted was the

Principal components Method -- a specia'l case of factor analys'is.

Some problems associated with piausibiìity of the parameters are

g two of ':"¡¡.'t'l'

the casemix variables, GASENT and GENUR. Thus, the results of the

regressions finalìy used for policy simulations may have understated,

by four or five per cent, the ìmpact of casemix; the gain in plausi-

biiity of results was an acceptable pay-off, 
i:,,i,j:jirr,

The best results were obtained from an equation which also omit- 
:;r.:''

ted URBAN, TEACH, EXTCU and ADJL0S as expìanatory variabJes. As chap-

ter 5's discussion shows, this results in a loss of onìy 2.3 per cent

in the exp'lanatory power of the nodel
t':,: 

.
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During the course of the analysTs, more than thirty sets of

regressions were run, not jncluding those done mereìy to test for

multicollinearity or heteroscedasticity or to test the appropriateness

of the principal components techn'ique. Onìy two are discussed in :,',,
'._.'.- i:..-:

detai'l in Chapter 4. The parameters of the other regressions and their

statistical tests are shown in Appendix V.

The methodoìogica'l issues associated with expìaining and/or pre- 
i,...,,,,,,,

'; ,,.: t

dictinghospitalcostshavenotbeenresolvedìnthetwentyoddyears

that this subiect has attracted study. This analys'is has attempted to ¡r,'.1.

come to gr.ips with some of them, but cannot purport to have resolved 
i

them. in its present form, phìs model is suitable for policy purposes.
.iIt would, however, requ'ire considerable refinement before ìt could make 

;

i

a major contribution to a theory of hospìta'l cost behaviour. l

i:. :.'..: :

!.,,: ,1. '
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND POLICY APPLICATIONS

The model was estimated using several specifications and forms.

Qnìy the best results are reported in thjs chapter; others are summar-

ized in Appendix V. The varìables included in the best fitting ""'" "

specifications expiain a large part of hospita'l cost varjatìon, but not "¡1"'.'''r'

ì't ..,,,1¡ .

ail (about 80 per cent) with caseflow being by far the singìe most im- i::ìii"'

portant déterm'inant of cost. The 20 per cent unexplajned variation and

the overwhejming importance of caseflow suggest that, contrary to the

opinions of many hospitaì administrators, higher than average hospita'l

costs are the result of .ovenutilization (or improper utilization) of 
i

I'
hospital resources, includ'ing manpower, unO underutilization of hos- 

i

pitaì capacity (or conversely, maintenance of excess capacity in the l

'system)

Surprisingly, casemix was not a significant maior determinant of 
:,,,.i,',,;j,

average case cost. The correìation between the casemix variables alone -t' 
.,

and average cost was .266 which ìs significant at the five per cent =,,t,,.

level. However, when introduced into a model that already includes

caseflow and scale values (beds), the entire amay of casemix variables,

expressed as principaì components, increased the R2 from .69 úo only ;;,:,,,,.,,,¡..

.77. C'leariy.this points to correjation between casemix and other vari- 
:::i1r::'::i):::i'

ables and the direction of causation may be djfficult to predict. How-

ever, the si ze of the R2 of casemix alone with costs implìes that fac-

tors other than casemix determine variation in flow. 
,ir'rì:'lì:: '

87
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0f the more than thirty specifìcations of the model, two were 
(

selected for thej:r acceptab'le parameters and good fit for further
1analysis.' Both of these specìfications ìncluded the natural ìogarithms

of average cost and caseflow; both excluded two casetypes (genitourinary

and gastroenterology). One inc]uded on'ly caseflow, beds and beds

squared among the non-casemix variables while the second also included

the urban, teaching and extended care dummies as well as adjusted ìength

of stay. None of these four variables, either singly or in any combìna-

tion, contributed s'ignificantìy to the expìanation of average cost vari-

ation, but they were included for estimat'ing purposes. (The F statistic
on their incrementa'l expìanation of variance was onìy 1.90.)

Tables 4-1.and 4-2 indicate the regression coefficients and tests

of sign'ifìcance for both.of these specifications. in the càse of the

casemix variables, the coefficients and t-itatistjcs have been trans-

formed back from the principaì components.

Several observations about the results are in order.

First, the independent variabìes expìain about three-quarters of

the variation in the dependent variables. The overall relationship is

highìy significant witii total F's of 40.83 in the twelve variable case

and 26.55 in the sixteen variable case.

Second, most of the coefficients are significant. There is some

concern with MALNEO and INFPAR among the casemix variables. Among the

other variables BEDS and BEDSSQ are significant in the twelve variable

1 S." Regressions #3L and #32, Appendix V.

l'..." ,

)...,
:.

ti:,.
i',1t.,
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TABLE 4.1

REGRESSION PARAMETERS AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

LOGCOST AND 16 iNDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Esti mated
Coeffi c i ent T-rati o

INTERCEPT

LOGFLO

BEDS

BEDSSQ

URBAN

TEACH

EXTCU

ADJLOS

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

MALNEO

CIRC

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

.)

R.
t

Adjusted R'

F on al I regressors
Number of Principa'l
Components Used

Cumulative Percentage
of Eigenval ues

9. s354

- .85957

.00060612

.0000004211

.20685

.35154

.054469

.018867

- .085456

- .49382

-2.566t
.50268

.67697

- .086006

- 1. 2865

.25340

.57396

.79.32

.7632

26.549

3

69.6%

26.365

-11.811

.7 94

- .8?7

1. 191

2.?t4
.553

1. 120

- .345

3. 002

- 5.867

.689

3. 368

- .909

- 3.632
4.9I9
4. 938

Source: See Regression #31, Appendix V.
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TABLE 4-2

REGRESSION PARAMETERS AND TESTS OF SIGNIF]CANCE

LOGCOST AND 12 iNDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Estimated T-ratio
Coeffì ci ent

INTERCEPT

LOGFLO

BEDS

BEDSSQ

INFPAR

OBS

TREt'l

MALNEO

CIRC

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

9.9427

- .92949

.0014498

- .00000072521

- .23191

- .50491

-?.50t4
.95872

.71938

- .13425

-1.0803
.?4807

.56612

45.427

-t4.287
2.8505

- 1.8319

- .915

- 2.996

- 5.583

7.281

3.494

- 1.386

- 2,994

4.70r
4.756

R2

Adj i¡sted R2

F on alì regressors

Number of PrinciPal
Components Used

Cumulative Percentage
of Eigenvalues

.7704

.7 5L6

40.831

3

69.6%

Source: See Regression #30, Appendix V.

iì,",::''l+;'ìa
:: :r:;

' ' ::
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case. However, they lose ine1r significance when the three dummy va¡i-

ables and ADJLOS are added, suggestìng that these variables corelate

with BEDS and, .in fact, have considerable explanatory pot^rer ìndependent

of BEDS and BEDSSQ. The relative'ly miniscule size of the BEDS and

BEDSSQ coeff.icients and their lack of significance when the dunrny vari-

ables are added is additional evidence that hospital,econom'ies of scale

are not terribìy important. In fact, the coefficients of th'is ana'lysìs

impìy a cost curve in the shape of a shaliow inverted U, a find'ing in

common with Ingbar and Taylor (1968).

Third, the casemix coefficients' even where signjficant' do not

exerc'ise a great deal of influence on cost, at least relative to case-

flow, whichexplains the greatest part of cost variation. For example,

on a regression of casem'ix.variables on the log of average co.sts' the

total R2 was only 0.19 (see Regression #27, Appendix V).

The coefficients of the casemix variables i,ndicate a wide vari-

ance in average casetype costs (a subject which will be dìscussed in

further detail ). However, within the range of emp'irical varjat'ion of

casemix proportions, the effect on average cost is slight' For example'

a doubling of the proportion of expensive I'i!ALNEQ cases in the average

Manitoba hosp'ita'l raises average costs by ìess than $10 per. case'

Doubjing the proportion of expensive SPESURG cases results in an in-

crease in average costs of less than $25 per case. 0n the other hand,

a mere ten per cent'increase jn caseflow reduces average costs by more

than $g0, or almost ten per cent of the average cost in the average
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1 Thus, while casemix could potentially exert a
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considerabje effect on average costs (for exampìe, if hospitals were to

specialize comp'letely'in one casetype) over the range of variation now

experienced in Manitoba, their importance is secondary.

The difficulty experienced in previous stud'ies (National Health

and l,lel fare , 1977 ) 'in obtai ni ng coeff i ci ents for casem'ix vari abl es

which corrêspond with a reasonable a priorì notions of their magnitude

is again revealed here. The relative positioning of the coefficients

appears to make a priori sense. it would be expected that INFPAR, 0BS,

and rREM would have lower than average costs, and in both rables 4-1

and 4-Z they have negative signs. Comespondingly, MALNEO, CIRC and

the surgical cases would be expected to have higher than average costs

and their positive signs confirm this. However, the large size of the

coefficients, especia'lly in the case of ÞíALNEO and rREM, suggests that

multÍcollinearity is not the only problem afflicting attempts to mea-

sure the influence of casemix on costs. It may well be that Feldstein's

British hospitals could show a more or less linear relationship between

casemix proportions and costs. in Manitoba hospitals, however, it is

1 Th. behaviour of cost with respect to casef'low wilJ be used,
in a later section of this chaptero to derive a type of dynamic average
cost curve which incorporates characteristics of both long and short run
average cost curves. This curve wiJj be used to demonstrate the cost
behav'iour of hospitals as they expand, and contains significant imp'li-
cations for hospital services planning.
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likely that the relationship is more compiex.l

The degree of variation ìn average casetype costs can be shown

directìy by caiculating the average casetype costs for any Manitoba

hospital. All that is required is that the non-casemix variables be

plugged into the regression equation and added to the coefficient for

each casetype. For each casetype, this yields the average cost that

would obtain in a given hospitaì if a'll cases were of that type. For

exampìe, if the sum y ={ firui = 6.80 where the Ki are the co-

efficients and the Ni are the non-casemix variables, and the coefficient

for MALNE0 is .50, then the casetype cost for MALNE0 is the anti-

logarithm of 6.80 + .50 or $t,480.

The variation in casetype costs is made clear in Table 4-3 which

shows casetype costs for. the average Manitoba hospital for -each of the

two regressions. in general, the casetype costs are plausibje, whjch

gives some confidence in the results. There are no negative casetype

costs, a result which has occurred'in earlier anaìyses. The results of

the 16-variable case are more plausible than those of the l2-variable

case. MALNE0 is a little high, aìthough not totalìy impìausible.

Casetype costs ãre an interesting output of this exercise and on

their pìausibility rests much of the confidence with which the model

can be viewed. Their economic slgÅificance, however, lies rnereìy in

1' Regressions empìoying non-linéar variants of the casemix vari-
abìes were attempted. These variations included squaring the variables,
taking square roots, and using jogarithmic and exponent'ia'l transforma-
tions. None of these transformat'ions produced results which were more
meaningfu'l than those being reported here. (See Regression #28,
Appendix V. )

,';,. :: . -;
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the fact that they give rise to variations in cost due to variations in

casemix, a factor which must be accounted for in determining relative
hospital efficiency or in deve'lopìng an understanding of cost behaviour

that can be applied to poìicy formuration. This model cannot, for
exanpìe, be used to determine if individual hospitals have comparat.ive

advantage in produc'ing certain types of cases.l

TABLE 4.3

CASETYPE COSTS FOR AVERAGE MANITOBA HOSPITAL

t2
I ndependent
Vari abl es

$ ate. se

622.82

84. 59

2,697.58

2,II9.67
902.27

348.?3

1,322.44

r,8r7.62
1 ,031 . 91

16
I ndependent
Variabl es

$ 957.27

636. 33

80.11

r,723.69

2, 051 .89

956.7 5

288.02

1 ,343 . 38

1 ,951.04
7,042.67

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

MALNEO

C]RC

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

RESIDUAL

1-,.- Thìs is because casetype costs wi'll not vary with proportion
of cases. Their variance with respect to the non-caiemix väriäb'les isidentica'l; in other words, if a non-casemix variable causes overall
average cost to increase by $100, then each casetype wiìì increase by
$tOO. To determine unique-variation of any singìä'caiemix vãriaUle
would require that a model be specified with casetype cost as the
dependent variable. Casetype cost would then have'to be estimated using
some-other procedure, for exampie, the disease costing techniques of La!
and Babson (igZS)
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Apart from acting as checks on the modej, the casetype costs are,

of course, by-products of a process that explains the variation in hos-

pitaì average costs. The casemix parameters estimated by the regres-

sions are part of the equation that provides the regression estimates

of average cost or, in the terminology used here, the expected costs.

If the expected average cost of a g'iven hospitaì is greater tha¡ its
actual average cost, then relative to other hospitals, that hospita] is

either providing care more efficientìy or using a more appropriate com-

bination of factors.l Thus, the ratio of actua'l to expected average

cost is an indicator of relative efficiency. It is an indicator which

can provide a useful perspective for pol icy and budget management.

Table 4-4 shows this ratio (which Feldstein has called a Costliness

index) for all Manitoba hospitals.

in Table 4.4 the 80 Manitoba hospitals are identified by a code

number which assures confidentiality. The first costliness index, Cl,

excludes caseflow from the regressìon specification of expected cost.

This is done by caìculating expected cost for each hospitaì using that 
l

hospital's value for alj variables except caseflow, for which the aver-.

aEe caseflow for all Manìtoba hospitals was used. Thus cl,shows the :

;

ratio of actual average costs to expected costs with caseflow held con-

stant. The rationale for deve'loping t'his statistic is that most vari--

abies treated in this study are not amenable or are onìy sìightìy amen-

able to management influence, 0n the other hand, caseflow may be influ-
enced either by hospitai management or by systems rationalization.

1 S.. Chapter 3 for a
tivity, factor combinatíons,

discussion of the relationship of produc-
and expected cost.

I t! :-:.1 : ;
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TABLE 4-4

COSTLINESS RANKING OF MANITOBA HOSPITALS

Costl'iness
I ndex

c2

96

Hosoi tal Cost'l.i ness

Number lndex

CI

Hosoital Costj.iness Costl iness'ñ;ñË' Index Index

C' C2

59
¿o
49

2
61
15
37
42
58
38
T2
52
33
80
32
66
10
62
40

9
48
35
53
11
II

25
47
?9
t7
74
55
t4
77
27
73
75
24
20
43
i8
50

.5630

.5819

.6339

.6400

.6807

.6927

.7074

.71I4

.7r32

.7276

.7 441

.7519

.7524

.7807

.7 690

.7840

.7863

.7999

.8041

.8141

.82TI

.8243

.8246

.8253

.8412

.8418

.8427

.861 9

.8729

.8763

.881 i

.8963

.9043

.920r

.9241

.9?90

.9366

.9737

.9739

.9825

.8604

.9793
1..0272

.8930

.9TI4

.9797

.9I76

.8793

.9188

.8L42
7.0472

.8770
1 . 1182

..9420

.8251
1. 1 178

.9258

.7 972

.7 681

.8063

.9316

.9836
I.0047
1. 0852

.1 .0215
.8036
.906i
.947I
.9036

1.1039
.7 507
.8145
.7431

1. 0790
i. 0037

.7757

.9260
1. 0810

.8486

.9316

.9986
1. 0006
I.0097
1.0t52
I.0226
1. 0233
1.0340
1 .0345
1. 0387
i.0808
1.0816
7.0926
r.097 6
1.1t9?
1. 1459
1. 1541
1. 1616
f . i873
1. 1981
I.2132
7.2267
1.23t0
1.3408
1 .3468
1.4069
r.4420
7.49?I
1.5763
1. 593i
1.6320
i. 6535
1.7050
I.9207
1. 9238
7.927 5
2.764t
2,7303
2.9787
3.3950
4.047 5

.8294
1. 1355

.8038
1. 0017
I.0932
i. 0507
1.0250
.6512

i .0150
.8742

r.7204
1 .8334

.9555
1. 0354

.6640

.9844
I.2373
1.4591

.6854

.77 61
1.1158
7.256t

.98?8

.67 40

.8650
i.6986
1. 1258

.7820

.9937
t.1248
t.2597

.87 03
1. 0014
1. 7086

.6383
I.4327
2. 0583
1.34?3
?.72L0
1. 5866

65
79
19
24

3
44
64
22

7

1

76
16
56
51
36
46
7t
45
72
78
67
70
69
68
4T

6
I

63
2t
39
60
31
34
28
54
13
57
?3
30

5

r'. ,:,iiì::;:ilì.

1 s.. page 97.
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1 Based on regressions of 16 independent variables on the natural
logarithm of average cost per case. Expected average costs are trans-
formed back from iog form and become denominator of ratio: Actua'l Cost.

Expeðted-cost
1C' is the ratio using expected cost derived from the regression

formula with CASEFL0 held cgnstant at the Manitoba average. Tñus jt
describes the costliness index obtained if caseflow were not included
in the regression.

c
C' is the index for Actuaj Expected where Expected incorporates

CASEFL0 in the equation.

in either case, the index can be cornpared to a benchmark of
1.0000 which represents the cost.of a hypothetical "average" hospital
sharing aìì characteristics for which the index number is given. Thus
the number .7500 means that average cost per case is 75 per cent of the
average cost per case of its hypothetical counterpart.
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Hence' varia'tion of casemìx is not included in adjusting costs to what

would be expected, given those factors beyond management,s control.
1

Using C* as a guide to the costliness of individual hospitals,

the table shows that 41 hospita]s have costs that are lower than would

be expected, given thejr casemix, size and orientation. Another 39

have costs higher than what would be expected. The range of cos¡iness

is from.5630 to 4.0495, the standard deviation of the costTiness index

is .4128 and its unweighted mean i s .9702. This compares with an un-

weighted mean of 1.0000, standard devjatjon of.4359, and range of

-4182 to 2.5935 for a hypothetical costliness index using the unweighted

average cost of all hospitals as the denomjnator or "expected cost',.

C2 is a costliness index which shows the ratio of actual average

cost to estimated average cost, including individuaì parameters for

caseflow. Because caseflow is such a signifiðant determinant of average

cost (compared to the other variab'les) the range of C? is less than that

of cl. Forty-three hospitars have c2< t 0000 and 37 have c2> 1.0000.
t

The range of c'is from .6383 to z.7z!0, jts unweìghted mean is 1.042g

and its standard deviation is .3569.1

The value of measures, such as C1 and C2 in policy appìicat.ion

lies in thei¡.- use as benchmarks for measuring or enforc.ing budgetary

poìicy. The mechanics and theoreticaj'considerations underìying such

application are discussed in the subsequent section on po]icy.

1t It may appear unusual that c2's standard deviation is not
smalier since caseflow expìains such a ìarge proportion of average costvariation. However, the indices are based on estimated cost trans-
formed back from their ìogarithmic values.

l:, i.rÌ,::;r::;ì
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The techhique of costliness measures is we'll known and rather

straightforward. This section has been meant to demonstrate that var-

ious costliness indices can be deve'loped, depending on the requirements

of poìicymakers. By way of further elaboration, cost]iness indices

couìd be deve'loped which ìncorporated other variables which could have

policy significance, ê,g., location of the, hospita], age and structural

aspects' or speciaì caseload characteristics. Costjiness indices could

be applied to specific elements of hospital cost such as nursing costso

or administrative costs. Finaììy, costliness indices could be suppìe-

mented by productivity indices as discussed in chapter 3 in order to

determine more closeìy the sources of possible jneffjciency. in the

section on poìicy appìication, suppìementary anaìyses are further djs-

cussed. G'iven some of the 
,probì 

ems of developing the ind.ices- them-

selves -- problems which would be expected t'o have equal or greater

significance in the development of suppìementary measures -- it is also

possibje that simpler measures couìd be used to high'light the costliness ,

comparr sons .

It has ìong been a near-axiom in the hospitaì industry that be-

cause of high fixed,,and'especiaTìy quasi-fixed, costs- that marginaì

costs of a hospita'l case lvere substantially lower than average costs.

The pûsitive regression coefficient fbr BEDS in the present exercise

suggests that this is not the case for long run marginaì costs. --How-'

ever, the large negative coefficient for casefìow suggests strongìy that

short run marginal costs are, indeedo well below average costs. Thus,

additions to capacity may not result in lower costs, but more intensive

utilization of existing capacity certainly does.
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Given this cl'ear indication of both'long and short run marg'ina1

costs relative to average costs, the calculation of margina] costs is
probabiy no more than a dramatization of these differences. Neverthe-

less, such dramatization may be useful to poìicy makers in that it
further points out the costs of maintaining excess capacity.

" Marginaì costs were estimated for each þospita'l's overall case-

load and for each casetype. In addition, marginal costs were estimated

for significant groupings of hospitals, ê.g., urban hospitais, rural

hospitals, hospitals of 35-44 beds, etc.

There are two approaches that can be used in estimating marg'ina'l

costs. The first regesses total costs against number of cases of.each

casetype ajong with other variables such as caseflow that are considered

relevant. The coefficients of the casetype variables then become the

marginal costs. This is essentially the approach used by Feldstein

(1968), and his results were satisfactory. However, this approach was

rejected here because of the probìems with multicollinearity and

heteroscedastìcity discussed in the previous chapter. It was bel ieved

that if such probìems were significant in a regression which used case-

type pr.oportions they wouìd be of even greater significance where

actual cases and total costs were specified.
' Consequentìy, the seconO approach was used. This involved use

of ti¡e parameters of the two regressions se'lected as most pìausible. A

computer program was written which simply added the mar gìnaì case to the

variabtes for any given hospital, cajculated the average cost, compared

it with the hospital's orìginal estimated average cost, and thereby

calculated the margina'l cost of that case.

it .l
1:r

:...
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For exampìe, the predicted average of hosp.itaì number 09 was

$gzz.ss. The predicted average cost of hospital number 09 with one

more case and with no change in case proportions or other parameters of

the equation was $921.36, yielding a margina'l cost of $62.66. if the

type of case (e.g., INFPAR) is specified, marginaì casetype costs for
each case can be calculated.

The results of this exercise, as ca]cuiated for the uu.run.

Manitoba hospitaj, are dispìayed in Table 4-5. The results for selec-

ted individual hospitais and groupings of'hospitals were cälculated but

are not included here. The hospital's overal'l marginaì cost (indepen-

dent of casetype) are certainly pìausible.l 0therwjse, however, the

results are disappointing.

For example, the variance among the marginaì casetype costs js

pìa'inìy unrealistic, .ro".rally since several have large negative

margina'l costs. in the 16-variable case, the overal I margina] cost of

$tZO (compared to an estimated average cost of gg99, i.e., marginal

cost about 14 per cent of average cost) is h'ighly plausible. However,

it would be expected that the variance of the casetype qosts around

this mean would be more or less proportiona'l to the variance of case-

tyoe costs around the estimated average cost. In fact, the variance of

the:rargina'l costs is greater even in absolute terms than that of the

casetyoe costs.

1 tr,is "overail
that the margina'l case

margì na'l cost" was cal cul ated by simp'ly assumi ng
had no influence on casetype proportions
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TABLE 4-5

MARGINAL COSTS OF HOSPITAL CASES: AVERAGE MANiTOBA HOSPITAL

Casetype

No Specific Casetype

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

IV1ALNEO

CIRC

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

RESI DUAL

t?
independent
Vari abl es

$ 63.50

- '24.2!
- 270.29

-2,068.8?
1 ,049.43

833. 55

63.83

- 794.?2

408. 53

695.33

2,3r4.40..

16
Independent
Vari abì es

$ 126.02

182.68

- 184.15

-?.,044.44

711.13

867 .7 6

182. 18

- 895.98

487.r3

77 5.19

936. 16

Except for the "average" or undifferentjated case, then, the

model clearìy fails to provide believable marginal costs. it appears

that its specification is either insufficient'ly discrete or rigorous to

perm'it their calculation. This part-icuìar faiìure of the model may a'lso

be due to the relatively smaìl contribution made to overall cost vari-

ation among hospitals by casemix

In effect, this failure cancels any possibiiìty of using the

model for poìicy applications thai relate to shifting of casemix, unless

the more rigorous specificat'ion can be developed, It does not, however,

limit its use for appìications which are indifferent as to casemix.
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The caJcuiation of margina'l costs or at jeast the impìication'

drawn by the relationship between casef'low and average cost should be

susceptible to testing of two related hypotheses. First, ìt seems

likeiy that marginal costs would declìne as caseflouJ'increases, up to

some point of eptSmuo utilization and then should beg'in ris'ing until

they approach, or even exceed, average cost. This hypothesis can only

be rigorously tested by inclusion in the regression estimate of a term

which includes the square of caseflow as a variable. Such a formulation

was made and the results are discussed below. A corolìary of this

hypothesis, though, is that r4arginal costs in the logarithmic formula-

t.ions described in detai.t ,nlufiI$t ilät.r'.tft-ìarser the caseflow,)
or, at the very least should be a greater proportion of average costs

as caseflow increases.

From the d'ispìay shown in Tabie 4-6'it appears that the standard

textbook marginal cost curve has not been estimated. There appears to

be no relationship between caseflow and the marginaì cost/average cost

ratio. It appears as if marg'inaì cost continues to decjine along with

average cost. In fact, the coefficient of correlation of casefìow and

the MCIAC ratio is .0133 which is not sìgnificant at the ten per cent

ì evel .

The regress'ion which included both caseflow and .urátiow squared

exp'la'ins, in part, why this is the case. The parameter estimated for

casef'low squared is significant (t = 3.50) and posit'ive, while that for

caseflow remains negative. Thìi relationship imp'lies the standard text-

book U-shaped marginaì cost curve with respect to casefJow. However,

using the regression parameters obtained, average cost does not reach

. :t:l ,i:: ir :
i.i r::'
:f :'::..



TABLE 4-6

RELATIONSHIP OF CASTFLOI.I TO ESTIMATED MARGTNAL COST AND ESTIMATED MC/AC RATIO: MANITOBA HOSPITALS , Lg77

tft;Hlll, case.ow ülii'?il

54
5

23
63
6B
31
34
21.

7.75
9.43

11. 09
12. 33
r2.53
1,2.82
13.14
14.64
14. 86
15.92
16. 00
16. 36
16.67
i8. 1B

19. 53
20.18
20.20
20.43
21,.50
2r.67'

36
4I
2t
22
7B
39
69
57

B

60
19
30

Marg'inal Cost
* Average Cost

351 .44
228.78
259. 30
233 .83
239.45
2t9.5L
157.16
2t3.44
r97.04
183.08
252.29
209,87
234.44
9r.77

r29.87
99.52

t36.t7
L4t.7r
160.20
84.11

. i309

. i375

.1343

.1333

.L252

.1.342

.1.179

.1246

.1385

. 1303

.1684

.1380

.1346

. 0813

. i183

. 1082

.T23L

.1302

.L434

.tr26

Hospi tal
Number

casefrow Üåiit?îl

11
27
65

4
46
14
56
1B
28
77
67
51
50
47
40

7

24
20

9
64

2t.90
22.31
22.59
22.9t
23. 30
23.37
23.86
23. BB
24.42
25.08
25,LL
25.6t
26.35
26.56
26.58
27.29
27.60
27 .66
27.72
27 .75

Marg'ina1 Cost
* Average Cost

86. 38
r34.7 6
136.79
1.45.20
176.84
175.48
143.40
120.11
124.32
69.62

452.69
125.79
105. 49
103. 52
118 . 10
7t.75

111. 04
85. 25
62.66

118.52

i.:":;

.0893
1,243
1 310
7256
1918
1320
t47 0
t259
tt32
0777
24L0
1348
1360
1 149
11,97

.0804

.t227

.0856

.0679

.1240

li

I
,:i

ii
ii:
fi

I
[r
tj:

H
(¿

[i
fit\
ii
ir
iT

ii
ti
Lì
iL

ri
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TABLT 4-6 (continued)

RELATIONSHIP OF CASEFLOl¡l TO ESTTMATED MARGINAL COST AND ESTIMATED MC/AC RATIO: MANITOBA HOSPITALS, T977

tffiHlll, casenow üåiit?ij

62
70
44
74
76
7I

3

27.93
28.70
28.94
29.18
29.2L
30.17
30. 30
30. 43
30. 50
30. B6
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its minimum unti'l caseflow equals 113, and marginal cost does not reach

'its minimum until caseflow equais b7. Both of these caseflows are

greater than any experienced in Manitoba in 1977. Thus, the part of

the marginaì curve depicted by the study hospitals is the falling part

and it appears that the curve is falling shallowiy at a declining rate.

How reaìistic ìs this type of depiction, that is, one in whjch

short run average costs do not begin to rise unti'l each bed provides

113 cases? This is equivalent to a situation where occupancy is 100

per cent and average'length of stay is 3.23 days. Probabiy not very

realist'ic; since beyond the maximum casefiow achieved by Manitoba hos-

pitaìs in 1977, the regression curve becomes, in terms of the theory

itself, defined with much less confidence, and fiâJ, in fact, be subject

to discontinuities that are not even h'inted at in the model.

In any case, the marginaì cost curve appears to have so little
curvature that there is no harm done in using the specification of the

model which neg'lects the square of caseflow. The explanatory power of

the regression is not improved by it and the estimates of the casetype

costs are jess p'lausible when it is included. And finally, it does not

change the major conclus'ion of this study, that is, that caseflow is

the dominant determinant of costs in Manitoba hospitals and that, rela-

tive to caseflow, other factors (such as casemix) to which have been

ascribed considerable 'importance are not very meaningfuììy associated

with cost.

in fact, the dramatic effect of caseflow on average costs sup-

ports the "sawtooth" average variable cost hypothesis, that is, that

average costs dec'line as f'low increases, and then increase discontinuousìy
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as new capacity is added. The regression modej used ìn this study

would, of course, permit costs to dec'line continuousiy as simulated

casef'low ìncreased from 40 to 50 cases per bed and beyond.into such

unrealistic domains as 70 or 80 cases.

The"sawtooth"curve appears when the parameters are appiied to

the model and working ruìes are used to specify the iimits to whjch

caseflow can rise or fall before capacìty is added or deleted and the

amount of capacity added or deleted as each trip point is touched.

Figure 1 is one member of a f,amiìy of "sawtooth" average variable cost

curves. It is obtained by assuming that a hospitaì will never fall
below 60 per cent occupancy and that if occupancy'increases to 90 per

cent, enough new capacity is added to reduce occupancy to 60 per cent

at the same caseload. A constant ìength of stay of nine days is

assumed

Figure 1 shows ten continuous sections of the cost curve

labelled c1 through c10 separated by the discontinuities. As the

regression parameter for capacity (beds) is positive, the cont.inuous

sections occur at progressiveìy h'igher costs as capacity increases.

Each section represents a different capacity, i.e., Cl represents costs

fo'r' a seven bed hospita'l , C2 for a ten bed hospital , and so on. The

sensitivity of average costs to capacity utiljzation is cl'early shown.

-As cases increase from 800 to 1,200, for examp'le, curve c5,39 beds,

costs decline from $980 to $680 per case -- over thirty per cent. How-

ever, if new capacity must be added, average costs jump back to $1,000.

0f course, the curve in Figure 1 cannot proper"ly be caljed an

AVC curve since it is on'ly a representation of a famiìy of curves. Tf
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it had begun, Sây, by showing costs for a five or an eight bed hospita'l,

a sl'ightly different curve would have resulted. Actually, the combina-

tion of regress'ion coefficients and casemix proportions used to derjve

the curve in Figure 1 yieìds a cost "surface", like the shaded area in

Figures 1 and 2 which rises slightìy as it moves from'left to right.

Alternativeiy, we could view it as a single cont'inuous curve,at a fixed

occupancy, SâJ,75 per cent, with deviations on either side for changes

in occupancy, such as the l'ine AA1.

l¡Jith this interpretation, it may be tempting to say that the

"sawtooth". curve of Figure 1 is a triv'ial representation of what is

actually a we'll-known phenomenon. 0f course costs per case may rise,

fall, or stay constant (in this case, rise) as cases increase. For any

given caseload, costs wil.l be higher or lower depending on the extent

of capacity utilization. In a theoretical sense, the depictìon of l

these phenomena in the "sawtooth" form of Figure 1 may indeed be

trivial. In terms of the conventional theory, the solid lines Cl through

C10 u". mereìy a series of. short run average cost curves with onìy the

declìning section represented because the regression model does not per-

mit specification of the rising section. Assum'ing the maximum possibìe

occupancy ìs 90 per cent and costs continue to fall to that point, curve
1BB'in Figure 1 is the long run average cost (or envelope) curve. The

"sawtooth" curve, then, is merely a combination of the long and short

run average cost curves and has no unique theoretical significance.

However, for poìicy purposes, such a curve, (or any other curve

of the same family) is not trivial. For a poìicy maker anxìous to con-

trol hospitaì costs, it may be very important to know how average costs

:. ;'
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behave as capacity utilization increases on decreases or when a change

in capacity is contemp'lated. The curve in Figure 1 provìdes a good

representation of this behaviour.

The shape of the curve will a'lso vary depending on the occupancy ,:.,,,

rates chosen as parameters and on the average ìength of stay. And, of

course, it will vary with casemix. For F'igure 1 an average casemix for

a'll Manitoba hospitals was used. For poìicy appìications, individual ,:¡,:,
: .i:.::r:
i :.::

casemi xes woul d be requi red. i'"', .

Given the regression parameters used in this anaìysis, ìncreas- i.;,,,

ing the maximum occupancy permitted wou'ld lower the lowest point on the

so]idlinesectionsofthecurve,whiledecreasingthemjnimumwould

rajsetheh.ighestpoints.Inc¡^easingtheconstantaVerageìengthof

stay wiì'l raise the entire curve, while decreasing it will lower the

curve

A more interest'ing parameter change, and one which would cause l

r

the model to correspond more close'ly wjth reality, would be to allow i

the ALS to vary as well as the occupancy rate. This has the effect of' ,

increasing the curvature as shown in F'igure 2. The curvature is in- ji.tt,t
;.,.' '

creased because at low'occupancy rates, average ìength of stay is rela- ,,,...,;

tiveìy high, reducìng caseflow to less than it was in the fjxed ALS 
:.':''

case. At high occupancy rates, ALS is lower and consequentìy caseflow

is even higher than at high occupancy rates in the fixed ALS ease. 
i;,i.,r,,

This pattern more realistically describes the behaviour of hospitals i:''::ì:::rì'

which are willing to let patients stay longer when there is no pressure

on beds (e.g., at low occupancy rates) but urge advanced discharges if
this can be done safely when there is pressure.
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The curve in Fi'gure 2 was constructed on the assumption that

occupancy rates are allowed to vary between 60 and 90 per cent (as be-

fore) but that ALS also decreases'linearìy from 12 days at 60 per cent

occupancy to six days at 90 per cent. The wide range is not neces-

sariìy the most rea'listic, but 'it has the advantage of demonstrating

more clearìy, in an example, the effects of varying ALS. Clearìy, the

assumpt'ion of linear decrease is not essential to the ana'lysis either,

but merely the most convenient for the calculatìons.

l¡Jith both ALS and occupancy varying, the range of caseflow is

increased considerab'ly. In Figur"e 1 caseflow ranged from 24 to 36

cases per bed per year. In Figure 2 the range is from 18 to 55 cases

and so the range.of average costs at each capacity'is greater. The

discontinuities are correspondìngìy larger as is the difference jn

capac'ity sìzes. For examp'leo a 200 bed häspital can have an average

variable cost per case ranging from $5OO to $t,SOO.

It should be made clear that the d'iscont'inuities in Figures 1

and 2 are not due to the need to incur new capitaì costs to increase

capacity. Capitaì costs would be ìn addition to the new costs shown in

the charts. The discontinuities are due to the fact that'in the hos-

pitaì industry a large proportion of non-capita'l costs are quas'i-fixed.

They represent a minimum of staff, equ'ipment, etc. required to maintain

that capacity.

The figures (1 and 2) do tend to indicate diseconomies of scale.

However, we agree with Feldstein and other wÈiters who, having found

either economies or diseconomies, downplay their sìgnificance because

of either insign'ificant parameters or low (i.e., near zero) values of
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parameters. For exampie, in Figures'1 and 2, although the parameters

for both beds and beds squared were significant (C = 2.8505 and -1.8317

respectiveìy) they were not large (BEDS = .001498; BEDSSQ =

.00000072521 ) .

Their signifjcance becomes even less when we'admit the four pre-

vious'ly omitted variables into the analysis. Here the coefficients

lose their significance (BEDS = .774, BEDSSQ = -.827) while three of

the four previously omitted variables become relatively significant.

T values: URBAN 1.10; TEACH 2.21' and ADJLQS i.12. The result is a

much flatter longrun cost curve (see Figures 1a and 2a). Costs sti'll

increase with caseload and bed capacity, but the jncrease is much less

marked and indeed, for policy purposes is not significant. 0n a case-

mix and role adjusted.basi.s it is real'ly not much (jf any) more or less

cost'ly to treat a case ìn a small hospitaì than in a large one-

This lack of s'ignificance of hospitaì sizelcaseload suggests

that for a large variety of unspecialized cases, small hosp'itaìs may be

just as effective as 'large -- and provide care closer to the user.

Capacity and ìong term costs are not'important to the costjiness of a

hospital. However, short term costs are; and given this, hosp'ita'l con-

solidation may still be an economic decis'ion. The reason is that
'iargei. hsopitals tend to operate clo'ser to the ìow poìnt of their short

run a\,,erage cost curves. ThiS may be due largely to the fact t.hat

larger hospìtals can utilize a greater part of thejr capacity on aver-

age. Moreover, even if ìarger facilities are not better utilized --

consolidation can still produce cost saving, if it can lead to better

uti'lization in the future.
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l^Ihile the average cost behaviour of the average Manitoba hospital

with the average Manitoba casemix is perhaps of the most interest, other

groups of hospitals may be of interest as well; for example, urban

hospitals, teaching hospitals, and rur"al hospitals. It may also be :- :::

ìnteresting from a theoretical perspective to examine any of these

groups w'ith different casemixes: i.e. o what wou'ld it be like if the

rural hospitals had fewer "nursing home" type casemixes; what would it 
.,,.,j

be like if teaching hospitaìs passed over virtualìy their entire sur- ''''';,
, ., :.,gical load to urban non-teaching hospita'ls? Fina'lly, since Figures i¡,,,,,1;¡,

I/2 and la/Za keep casemix constant -- what is the effect of changing

casemix as the hospitaì sìze grows -- a phenomenon which is highiy
ì'li ke'ly? 
:

Fìgure 3 shows a hypothet'ical set of average variabl'e cost

curVeSforurbanhospjtals,assumingtheparametersofthe16var.iable

regi^essionandanALSwhichvariesfromejghtdaysat60percent

occupancy to twejve days at 90 per cent occupancy. As expected, costs

per case are h'igher than those of the average Manitoba hospital . How- 
; :::::.:::

ever, since all other parameters are the same, the curves are similar. 
':::,:;:

Costs rise dramatical'ly when capacity is added and fall steadily as it ,1,:;rr'
':.'- - 

ì'

is absor^bed by an increas'ing case'load. Interestingly, the envelope to

the cu¡-ves rises first, then falls'as the BEDSSQ varìable takes on

importance in determining the location of the curve. This aspect of ,:_,.;,

the model , however, is of secondary importance since the significance i'r ::::'

of scaje (as previously discussed)'is not anywhere near that of capacity

uti I i zatì on .

For rural hospitaìs (Fjgure 4), average costs are lower, and
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again, tÉe same genera'l shape of curves obtained.

Potential poiìcy appì'ications are significant. For example, one

would be able to iudge more accurately the effect on expendjtures of

changes in utilization brought on by changes 'in popu'lation, changes in " '

methods of delivering health care (i.e., mak'ing substitute services

available) or admin'istrat'ive cjosure or addition of beds. One would be

able to estimate the fisca'l effects of hospital district amalgamation, i,,.,.'
::;. Í. .

closure of certain facilities, and caseload transfer. It would even be :

i...t;.t',
possibl e to deve'lop a cost minimization model of hosp'itaì network Joca- i.'i:,,¡,

tion subject to constraints of avaijability, safety, maximum acceptable 
,

private transportation cost, etc. 
,

Sometypìcalpo.licyappìicationsarediscussedbe]ow.
l

The pof icy issue.of whether or not to require smalì-hospitals to i

transfer ìong-term pat'ients from active tõ chronic care cannot be
i

eniirely satisfactori'ly resolved using this model. An estimate was 
I

attempted using the parameters for IB-22 bed rural hospitals. It was i

assumed that all malignant neopìasm cases and circu'latory cases would 
i.,i.,,:,

be transferred to nursing home care, and beds closed in these hospitaìs ."-"'-
i-r:..'::.

to the point that the'same average caseflow of 30.5 cases per bed would ,,,,',,,

be naintained. Average size of these hospitals would fall from 19.3

becis to 16.5 beds. Average cost p'er case would falj from g7s4 to $oso

peì^ case, representing a saving over present costs of nearìy-one million 
,t,.,,',.,.,

dollars over all fifteen Manitoba hospitals in that sìze category. That

this degree of cost savings could be achievable is not surprising since

maiignancies and circu'latory ailments are high cost cases. However,

even if nursing homes could provide convalescent care for these cases 
,,,..,,;.,,,
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år t.r, cost than the smalj rural hospitais, the savings ìndicated by

use of th'is model are overstated. One cannot simply transfer hospita'l

cases to a nursing home without initial hospitaljzation for evajuation,

diagnosis, preparation of treatment p'lan and, sometimes, intensive

care. These functions occur in the early days of a hospital stay and

these days are normally mone costìy than the convalescent days. The

transfer to nursing homes coúld more realisticalìy occur on'ly once they

had been compìeted. Hence, to estimate the effect on costs of realis-

tic transfer of convalescent patients requires that length of stay for

each casetype be explicitly included in the model.

A more realistic problem involvìng rationalization of cane pro-

vided'in small rural hospitals is the economics of hospital consolida-

tion. In this case, the model provides some clues as to the'like'ly

cost outcome of decisions to consolidate.

There are literaliy dozens of situations where this type of

transfer could take pìace. In some cases it would, of course, be risky

to apply a receiving hospital's cost parameters to cases from another

hospital because historicaììy the two have served different "severity"

of case or provided different "intensity" of care. For exampìe, trans-

feiring the caseload of a small rural hosp'ita'ì to the Health Sciences'

Centre would not necessari'ly mean that the Health Sciences' Centre's

marginaì case costs would be relevant. However, among rural hospitals,

to assume similarity of intensity or severity is reasonable.

Several groups of hospitals were selected,as having particular

relevance to analysis of desirabiìity of consolidation and a method to

determine the approach of consolidation was developed. In order to
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demonstrate the apþroach, an example ìs given using hospitals numbers

19,24, and 68. These three hospitals are all located in very close

proximity to each other. In fact, they are so close that caseload

transfer and ciosure of one faci'lity is technicaÌly (if not politì
cally) feasible. The relevant operat'ing data for each of the hospitaìs

are shown below:

i

t.

19 24 6g Total 
i

Actual 7977 AC ($) 898.00 906.00 1,289.00
Beds 16 10 19

Caseflow 21.50 ?7.60 12.53
ALS i1.83 9.77 Ir.44
Occupancy Rate (%) 72.63 7|.gg 4i.i6 

,

Estjmated Average Cost 1,116.89 904.77 1,912.1g I

;::;l;:î':.::0"" 
(2) ilïl l;iiii );i,-'^Z j

Total cost (Actual ) ($) 308,912 2s0,0s6 306,g72 g65,g40 
:

Total cost Estimate ($) 384,210 z4g,rr7 455,233 1,0g9,160

!

At least one, and possibly two, of these hospitais is under- "".''t'

util ized. Hospita'l 68 js almost as.suredìy underutil ized. Hospita'l 19

has a reasonably high occupancy rate, but this ìs due; in part, to its
high average iength of stay. Its casefiow is well below the average ;.,. ..,,

for this type of hospital (about 30 cases per bed per year). These con-

siderations of underutilizatjon are independent of the rate of utiliza-
tion among the popuìation served by the hospitaì. The organization of

health care services in rural areas is such that hospitaì utijization i,,Ì.:,.
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rates in excess of 250 cases per !.1000 persóns per year are not un-

usual -- as compared with 100 to 110 for urban areas.

Consequently, it mjght be argued that one hospitaì should be

ciosed to save its high average costs and its caseload distributed ,..,

among the other two, where costs would be incumed at the margìn. But

which hospital should be closed, and how should the caseload be distri-

buted among the remaining hospitaìs? The regression analysis provides 
,'.t,,,

a framework for these decisions, the objective beìng to maximize the :ij:::

i,,:,':;'total reduction in the cost of providing services. r:.:,.:.

0ption 1. Close the hospital with the highest average and marginal

costs (#0a¡ and divert three-quarters of its caseload to #19 and one-

quarter to #24. Assume that for every fìve percentage points of jn- 
:

crease'in occupancy, average length of stay decreases by one-half day 
l

to a minimum of 9.5 days. 
;

,,
Hospitaì #19 will take 178 of #68's cases, and #?4 will take 60.

Average ìength of stay at #i9 will be 10.08 days and occupancy wiìl
¡¡; -"";

rjse to 90.11 per cent. Caseflow wijl be 32.62, total cases 522, and ,',i',,'',

., r 
i', 

'.

casemix will be: ....:.,,,,

II'iFPAR .0326

0BS .044I
TREM .0498

MALNEO ' .0211

CIRC .1571

RESP .1609

NEURPSY .0785

SURG .0805

SPESURG .0115 ¡.J..
l::rì::::ì

Hospi ta'l #24 will ta ke 60 cases . I ts occupancy wi ì 'l be 83 . 25

per cent, and ALS will be 9.04. Caseflow will be 33.60, totaj cases

336, and casemìx:
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INFPAR .0297

0BS .0804

TREM .0625

NEURPSY .0595

SPESURG . i369

it is possible that occupancy rates of this magnitude cannot be

maintained in a smal'l hospitai over a iong period of time. In fact,
applying a Poisson probability distribution to admjssions and a nega-

tive exponential curve to average ìength of stay suggests that hospitajs

of this size should have an occupancy rate of no more than 60 to 70 per

cent to have iess than a five per cent probabil'ity that a patient wi'll

be turned away. This probably understates the desirable occupancy rate,

since length of stay can be manipuìated (for examp'le, Ste.Anne Hospital

has an average length of stay of on'ly 5.1 days) and some caseload can

be pìanned thus eliminating part of the stochastic element. Neverthe-

less, it is conceivable that in order to ettect this type of consolida-

tion, new beds would need to be added to one or both of the remaining

hospitals, thus inducing new capitaì costs. .

Appìying the regress'ion formula to the two new rhospitals, the

new estimated total cost for serving the 1977 caseload is $677,000.

This represents a substantial saving over the g1,0g9,000 estimated for
service by the three hospitals.

The effect of the possÍu'le requirement to add new beds to the

two remaining hospitals is uncertajn. If occupancy rates no greater

than 60 per cent are desired and the same average lengths of stay are

maìntained, then consolidation would r"equire that eight beds be added

to #19 and four beds to #24. If the hospitals could manage at an occu-

pancy rate of 75 per cent, then on'ly four beds need to be added to #19

MALNEO

CIRC

RESP

.0268

.IOI2

. i696
SURG .0952
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and one to #24. The additional capita'l cost is made up of the present

va'lue of undepreciated capita'l services that could be obtained by 'leav-

jng #68 in service. This may be modified by any abiìity of the other

hospitals to add beds without adding plant. Finally, the lower case-.

flow of the larger hospitals would act to increase operating costs,

thus reducìng the value of the sav'ings calcu'lated above.

Option 2. close the sma'llest hospital (#z+'¡ and distribute 75 per

cent of its cases to #68 and 25 per cent to #19. The same assumption

about the relationship between changing ALS and occupancy rate apply.

The new operating data for hospitals #19 and #68 are shown

bel ow:

#19 #68 #t9 #68

BEDS

CASES

ALS

OCC. RATE

CASEFLOl/ll

INFPAR

OBS

16

4i3

11. 18

79.09

25.8I
.028r
.0582

t9

445

9.48

60.80

23.4?

.0404

.0562

TREM

MALNEO

CIRC

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

.0557

. 0169

.7429

.1525

.058i

.0969

.0339

.0517

.0292

.1281

.1775

.0831

.07 64

.0854

The effect on average cost i s to produce a per case cost of

$gsg.26 in #19 and $1,087.06 in #68. Total cost, therefore, is 9gg0,000

and the resultant savings are somewhat less than for Option 1. Trans-

ferring all of #24's cases to #68 makes onìy a s'light djffenence, yield-

ing a total cost of $877,000. Capital cost 'impliications would be much
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'less likely if hospital #?4 were to be closed.

Option 3. Close hospital #19 and

Clearìy, costs at #24 wouìd remain

data for #68 would be:

transfer all its cases to #68.

at their present level. The new

BEDS

CASES

ALS

OCCUPANCY

CASEFLOI^I

19

582

8.49

70.98

30.63

INFPAR

OBS

TREM

MALNEO

CIRC

.0344

.0472

.0498

.0?23

.1581

RESP

NEURPSY

SURG

SPESURG

.1632

.0825

.0773

.0t20

The new average cost for #68 is $850 and the new total cost for

all cases is $744,000. !'lhile this represents a greater total cost than

that of Opt'ion 1, Ít is unìikeìy to have åny ot the cap'ital cost imp'lì-

cations and consequent'ly could turn out to be the most appropriate

opti on.

It appears that within rather wjde limits, the distribution of

cases from a closed hospitaì among the two remaining in service does

not have a major effeci on the potentiaì cost savings. blhat appears to

be most significant is that elim'ination of cases at one service centre

enables .undeputilized nearby centres to serve these cases at their

marginal cost which, according to the present analysis, is soÍnewhere in

the neighbourhood of 12 to 15 per cent of average costs. The re'latively

small impact of distribution is fortunate, since it woulO Ue iitticu]t
to specify or control that distribution. It depends on local and re-

gionaì ties and the influence of individual physicians. The latter
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var.iable is particuìarly subject to considerable fluctuation over, sê.Yr

a five to ten Year Period.

The same approach appìied to other groups of geographicaliy

close hospitals suggested that consolidation could be productive of

s.igni fi cant sav'ings. For exampi e, hospi tal s #47 , #77, and #14 requi red

$1.0 miliion in pubi'ic fundìng,of operating costs. The model suggests

that 12 per cent of costs could be saved by consolidation. Similarly,

ZZ per cent of the $1.1 milì'ion in operating costs of hospitals #23'

#56, and #69 could be saved by consolidation.

Unfortunateìy, despite the cost advantages of consolidat'ion

(both intuitjve and as suggested by this appfication of the model) it

is unlikely that it could be undertaken on any signìficant soale. The

argument usually muster.ed against ciosure or change'in roie of a smalj

local hospitaf is that it brings about a'reductjon in quality of care

to the local popu'lace. The disadvantage of less immed'iate accessibiì ity

is apparent, and the additjonal private costs of transport over ìonger

distances, while probably not s'ignificant to the individua'l compared to

the overall costs of hosp'italization, nonetheless represent a reduction

in welfare caused by changes 'in pub'lic expenditure patterns. This, the

affected ind'ividuals resìst, naturally enough, through the po'litical

system which, in a small provincå, is highly responsive to this type of

manipulation. Behind the concerns of reduced quality or access aìso

I .ie such 'i ntangi bl es as communí ty pri de and I ess i ntangi bl e factors

such as the importance of even a small hospitaì to the community's eco-

nomic base and labour market. The arguments in favour of consolidation

appear much more abstract to those affected, e-9., that pub'lic expendi-

i.; :':.:.

i ..-::,:
i: r.;1:
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tures on health care should be made both ef,fic'ient'ly and equìtably and

that many individuais 'live in other communit'ies even further removed

from acute hospitaì care facilities.

Thus, as a tool to reduce expenditures with minimaj impact on

availability and quaìity of care, consolìdation is probab'ly infeasible

for politìcal reasons. Even faced w'ith major demands for restraint,

the political system wiì'l normalìy opt for across-the-board restraint,

a move which is likely to have adverse effects on efficiêrìcJ, equity

and quality of care, but which is more sa]eable in that "everybody

bears his share of the burden".

An appìicàtion of the model which may be more po'liticalìy saìe-

able is to use the findings to develop targets for efficiency of indi-

vidual hosp'itais and to assist hospitaìs jn developing management pro-

grams to meet these targets within some r^ealistic time period. Among

the independent variables of the cost equatìon, some can be manìpulated

by management and others cannot. The excluded variables, by definition,

account for the differences in actual and estimated average cost per

case. Thus, the costliness index C2 shown 'in Tabl e 4-4 indicates the

degree to which each hospita'l exceeds or falls below its expected cost

and thus offers a measure of either productivity or degree of inappro-

priate factor utilization or both.'1 A number of approaches may be

1l' .'':i Wnile this ana'lysis does not separate costliness into produc-
tivity and input efficiency components, there are relativeìy straight-
forward techniques which do. M.Feldstein (1968) found that 71 per cent
of cost'liness variation among 177 Brttish hospjtals was due to produc-
tlvity differences and on'ly 18 per cent due to inappropriate input com-
binations. In l'4anitoba it îs poss'ible, part'icu'larìy given the current
budget system of hospitaì finance, that ineffìcient input combjnations
are built into many hosp'itais and perpetuated over the years. However,
such could also be the case for productivity aspects as well.
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used to identify important areas for management consideration.

First, the variables which are included'in the model and which

may be subject to management influence to achieve economjes are:

1) casefìow; 2) adjusted ìength of stay; and 3) some of the casemix

variables. Low caseflow is associated with ;underutilization of the

hospita] pìant and quasi-fixed factors, therefore, as shown 'in the pre-

v'ious section, it is also associated with high unit costs. Normal]y,

if management could exercise control over caseflow (through transfer-

ring convalescent cases or by attracting new cases) tne result would

not necessari'ly produce savings for the overa'lì system. Attracting new

cases would reduce average costs but increase total costs. Transfer of

convalescent cases would transfer at least some of their costs else-

where. Alternativeiy, closure of beds would ìncrease caseflow but

would not necessari]y reduce either plant o,r quasi-fixed costs. The

reduction of these costs in the short run could on'ly be accomplished

through consolidation as described above. in the longer run, however,

it may be possible to close beds and to elim'inate their associated

quasi-fixed costs, thereby reducing the average cost of a hospita'l case.

Adjusted length of stay, as described earlier, refrects the r l

average age of patients served by the hospital during the year and,

according to the model, is associated with higher average costs (about

$17 per case for each day's increase over the provincial average adjus-

ted length of stay). This is not a significant item in the overall

cost picture and is not entireìy amenable to management influence. in
some cases it is possible that a high pnoportior,of elderly patients

contributes to higher costs because of greater length of stay and this
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ìength of stay cou'ld be reduced by transfer of convalescent patientÉ.

The present model does not permìt the extent of th'is pehnomenon to be

identified. A multi-equation model, incorporating iength of stay and

patient age classifications for various casetypes would probabìy be

requ'i red.

Similar conments pertaÌn to the influence of some of the casemix

variables. For example, rura'l hospitats which are,.uriderutìlized tend

to be characterized by a'large proportion of cases in the circujatory
or respiratory categories. The former has a positive parameter. For

the average Manitoba hospital , an increase of one percentage po.int .in

the proportion of circu'latory cases has the effect of increas'i,ng aver-

age case cost by more than six dolìars per case, i.e., it increases the

average hospital's total operating costs by nearly $tZ,0OO. .These

cases are aìso often associated with long ionvalescent stays, and it
may be within the power of management to reduce them by judicious use

of other heal th care resources

The scope for management to increase effic'iency by managing the

age or casemix of hospital patients is admitted'ly small. Management of

caseflow may not always'be possible, and where it is, quasi-fixed costs

rnay nct aìways respond to management except possibly in the ìonger run.

However, in cases where a response is possib]e, the effjciency gains

could be quite substantial. Comparing the cost'liness index figures C1

and CZ in Tabl e 4-4 gives some idea of the possibilities.

cl shows the ratio of elpected average cost to actuar average

cost assuming each hospital's casefjow is equa'l to the provincial aver-

age and aìl other variab'les take on their empirical values. cz is the

i::::.::.
it\'::-'::

!:..
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same ratio with casemix included as a variable. Thus, the difference (

between the values on Cî and CilrinO'¡cates the extent to which differ-

ences i,n case$lò'¡f account for differences in average cost. For example,

hospital #41 has average costs which are 41 per cent higher than ex- ,' ',. ,

pected for its size, type, casem'ix, and age of patjents. However, when

its low casefìow is accounted for, ìts actual costs are actuaì'ly less

than expected by about 14 per cent. If quasi-fixed costs could be ;., ::. :

' iti"''t'.tt:"'
eliminated aìong with beds removed to increase caseflow, about 40 per ."
cent of the hospital's costs cou'ld be elimjnated. " ' 'i 

"'

The effect of casefl ow i s equal ly apparent i n the opposì te 
ii':, " Ú

I

\ direction. Average cost at hosp'itaì #26 is 42 per cent below what 
l

would be expeected, g'iven its s'ize, type, casemix, and patient age. 
i

i

This is entire'ly due to jts very rapid case turnover,, however, since, 
,

when actual caseflow is'included in the equatjon, average cost is al- 
i

most exactiy what would be expected. 1

i

Given the small magnitude of benefits achievable by manipuìating 
l

patient mix and the less than certain outcomes of man'ipulatirg côSê.:

àn ¡an¡nn*çr*a nn €:¡*ane na* ìn¡] rr¡laâ 'in iha mnrlo] I è ,.t" 

" 
..flow, however, to concentrate on factors not included i.n the model 's .t;.:,:.. .

specification may be more fruitful . Here, the costl ineSs index CZ rep- -,',:,1',tt,r:.

resents onìy a measure of the dlstance the hospitaì is from ìts target 
ì1:'j::r'r.'

-. which may be set at 1.0000 for'convenìence's sake, or even less than

1.0000 given that this has aìready been achleved by many hospitais. 
i;.r;.ii.,ii:f

Unity, after a'll , represents only an average, and efficiency, jn the i.r'iri.irr':;'1ì:ì

present contèxt, is measured as deviatiÒn from the average.' . .

Once the target has been set, an exam'ination of productivity

and factor combination configurations underly'ing the deviat'ion must be

¡rrlP¡.:
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u'ndertaken. This particuJar model offers no concrete clues, but the

methodology may. For example, it may be possible to derive cosiliness
indices based on nursing costs, on supply costs, ônd so on to ident.ify
the eiements of cost which most contribute to the deviation. Alterna-
tively'simpier methodoiogies may be more appropriate. one possibility
is the construction of indiçes which indicate factor utilization rela-
tive to some average.

It shouid aìways be remembered that when assessing costljness

indices that they are relative. Regard'less of the relative contribu-
tions of productivity and input efficiency to cosiliness, ê low cosili-
ness number reflects a situation that is desirable in a relative, but

not necessariìy absolute sense. Costliness relates actual costs to an

"average" which may not i.n itsejf be desirable. It should not be over-

looked, too, that even where a hospital p"tdu.", cases efficientìy .it

may stil'l be producing many unnecessary, or at least avoidable, cases.

Technical'ly efficient production represents only two aspects of pauìy,s

tetralogy of economic efficiency.

Poiicy appiications of this model shouìd not be restricted by

limiting consideration to present utilization and hospitaì character-

i sti cs . The model offers si gni f i cant p'l anni ng potent'ia'l . For examp'l e,

the consolidation exercises dir.rrr"d earlier could be made to relate
to a scenario which could be set for five or ten years into the future.
Such approaches offer the possibility of more efficient use of existing

hospita] p'lant and greater timeliness of decisions to add to capacity.

Health care pìanners generaì]y have good, if sometimes merely

intuitive, understanding of the variables affecting hospìtaì utilization
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and how those variables are likeìy to behave in'the future. If ìt is

known that a certain suburban area of the City of Winnipeg will undergo

considerable growth in the next ten years, and the likely demographic

composition of the new population is also knowno then, the model per-

mits an estimate of expected costs of providing hospital service under

different assumptìons. One such assumpt'ion might be the construction

of a new hospitaì. Another would be addition to ex'isting hospitals.

In rural areas, changes in the population and age mix of hospital

users can also be studied for theìr'impact on utilization and costs.

Here, too,.alternative means of meet'ing expected utilìzation can be

studied and appropriate steps taken. Even if such an appnoach does no

more than enable:medium and ìong term predictjon of costs, it provjdes

a useful budget plann'ing and management tool
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSiONS

The primary purpose of this analysis was to show that overall

costs in the hospita'l sector can be and are influenced by government

p'lannin9, funding, and review po]icies, and by the environment in which

care is delivered, ê.g,, ô9ê distributjon of population, casemix, etc.

The secondary purpose v,ras to exp'lore some of the probìems.in econo-

metric methodoìogy used in hospitaì cost analysis.

The influence of government poìicy (or, ìn some cases, lack

thereof) on overalì hospital costs'is quite apparent from the nature of

the relationships between average costs and some of the variables used

in the anaìys'is, particuìar]y caseflow. ThÞ fail ure of these principal

variables to expìain more than eighty per cent of total costs may be

due in part to the specification of the model. However, it is almost

certainly also due to factors not specifìcally inc'luded in the analysis,

notably efficiency and factor combjnations. The wìde range in costlì-
ness of different hospitals attests to the importance of these excluded

factors.

The wide range of costliness ìndjces aìso suggests ti¡at, what-

ever the obiective function of hospitals, it is not one which consis-

tently leads to cost minimization, The variatìon in average cast costs,

even once the most ìr'kely determinants (apart from efficiency) are

accounted for attests to th'is. The results also do not accord syste-

maticalìy with the thesis that hospitals seek to maxìmize output. There

i,rri:1.::

| :,,., .,r:
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is wide variation in casefJow among hospitals of sjmilar s'i ze; a varj-

ation which would not be expected if hospitals attempted to maximize

ou tpu t.

I,le cannot say conc'lusively that hospitals do not attempt to

maximize "qualìty of care" at a given]evel of output, since explicit
measures of quaìity were not undertaken. However, even.if quaì.ity ìs

not a maximand it almost certainly is a constraint'in a hospitaJ,s

objective function.

The behaviour of hospitaì costs accords quite well with Berki's

theory that hospitals have multiple and competing objectives which are

"satisficed", subiect to a maximum acceptable operating deficit and

capital budget constraints. Hospitals, by and large, do not appear to

produce optimum output; for the most part they are underutilized.

Moreover, the remaining variation in costi suggests that "prices" are

higher than they would be if hospitals were net revenue or output

maximizers. The system of reimbursing hospitals has elements of bi-

iateral monopoìy that can perpetuate ineffjciences. S'ince bargaining

between the monopolists (the hospital) and the monopsonist (government)

is still to a large degree determined by h'istorical factors and incre-

mentalism still pìays a role in determining hospitai budgets, the in-

efficiencies that may be engend.."å ny the hospital's behavioural

characteristics are compounded

The evidence shown in this analysis indicates that such objec-

tives likely play a sìgnificant role in hospitai budgeting. }.lhile :

prospective budget'ing as is practised in Manitoba is almost certainly

a superior ajternative to cost-based or charge-based reimbursement, it,

ì;r-rl

:' .:.
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too, leaves considerable roorn for discretionary spending. Even ever-

tightening restraint s'ince 1976 appears to have left considerable dis-

cretion in the system. This is not surprising either, s.ince the hos_

pìtal has some limited freedom to alter both quantity and quality of

care provided.

The results of this analysìs are clearìy consistent with market

faiiure on severa'l fronts on the one hand, and the failure of govern-

ment po]icy to compensate for market faijure on the other. The absence

of such Pareto optimum conditions as perfect competition, free entry,

competitive availability of information, absence of techn'ical exter-

nalities and consumer ability to evaluate utility points to a signifi-
cant; and probabìy greater than average, degree of market failure. The

wide ranges in degree of plant utilization and in costs of care indi-

cate that government poìicy has not yet maäe up for the market failure.
Yet it has ìong been recognized that government is usualìy an

imperfect vehicle for rectifyìng these compìex deviations from market

optimality (Fraser, 1970). As the difficulties encountered .in the pre-

sent anaìysis (and other simiìar anaìyses) attest, the cost of appro-

priate information to g'overnment 'is very high. The possibiìity of

desigrring an output-oriented reìmbursement system which is efficjent,
equitabìe, and understandable to the affected pub'lic is remote. Systems

such as those proposed by Ro and Auster (1969), Lave et.al.(1973),

Dowìing (7974), and l^la'lker (1974) suffer from deficiencies in one or

more of these desirable qua'lities, and it is not yet clear that the

gains made by such systems would outweigh the administrative costs and

di ffi cul ti es .
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The poì icy measures recommended as an outcome of the pnesent

analysis are not so ambitious. They are not formally or rigorous.ly

related to output, but rather to.individual hospitals and the expected

economic impact of key variables on them. They are not definit.ive,
but are, in most cases, mereiy exper.imentaì. However, they have the

virtue of relative administrative simplicity and, at least, a move to_

wards equity.

The differences in casefrow and their impact on costs, whìch are

the haljmark of this analysis, are certainly a function of, and amen-

abie to, app'lication of government poìicy. If government policy were

to focus on p'lanning facility capacity and availability for anticipated
casefiow, the effect on hospitaì costs could be substantial over a

period of severa'l years. Thus, the s.ignaì importance of this variable
is more eìoquent of the possibilities of fuiure government poìicy than

of present failures.

Environment, by which term is meant the demographic structure of
the popu'lation and its associated illness patterns, aìso has had an

effect on the costs of providing care, aìthough not as much as might

have been expected. bJhen the model was specified as a function of case-

mix onìy, our particular specification of casemix accounted for about

19 per òent of variation onìy (see någression #zg, Appendix v) compared

io 47 per cent when casefrow was the only independent variable (see

Regression #25, Appendix V). Moreover, there is cons.iderable multi_

coiìinearity between casemix and other variab]es inciùtnn FLO, BEDS,

and ADJLOS. Consequentìy, it js possible that casemix variables account

for substantialiy 'less than 19 per cent of cost variation.
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in the version of the model finally adopted, casemix was repre-

sented by three principal conponents accountìng for 75 per cent of

variation 'in the originaì specification. These components accounted

for.145 per cent of average case cost variation when oniy casemix

variab'les were considered, and some eight per cent when all other vari-

ables were included. Clearly the specification of casemix us'ing prin-

cipaì components allowed some casemìx ìnfluence to be attributed to

other factors; but not likeìy more than three or four per cent of the

overall variance.

The age and sex distribution of the various hospitaì popuìations

aiso did not influence costs to the degree anticipated. The ADJL0S

variable explained onìy 5.3 per cent of average cost variation when'it

alone was regressed against the log of HOSPAC (see Regressioh #15,

Appendix V) and oniy 0.3 per cent when it wäs fitted into a compìete

model. BEDS and BEDSSQ added 12.0 per cent and 9.9 per cent when added

to compìete models -- values which approxirnated their simp'le regress'ion
a

R''s. However, if the models included the other environmental hospital

varjabìes (ungaÌ\, TEACH, EXTCU) the effect of BEDS and BEDSSQ was sub-

stantialìy reduced. In fact, in a model where caseflow alone accounted

for 47 pèr cent of variance, all other variables added onìy 32 per cent

(see Regression #23, Appendix V). Multicollinearity means that the

actual contributions could be somewhat greater or somewhat less, but

the reiative posit'ions are not likely to change.

Moreover, the parameters associate¿ with most of the "envìron-

mental" variables were so small that they did not produce large changes

in costs over the range of variable variat'ions among Manitoba hospitals.
r'r , ,:.1

iiI::!::l
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cer'tainiy BEDS, ADJL0S and EXTCU were smaller than expected

Despite the probìems involved in estimating the model, the

s'ign'ificance of casef'low'in virtualìy al'l specifications js suffjcjent

to impress on p'lahners the importance of this variable. Nevertheless,

it does not obscure the fact that the model would benefit from refine-

ment.

One refinement would be to break the effect of caseflow out into

those of occupancy rate and those of length of stay. Th'is could further

elucidate on the possibilities of consolidation or the value of long

term reduction in hospital size and staffìng. However, this type of

analysis begs for the development of a simultaneous model that exp'la'ins

length of stay (a function of patient age, casemix, hospitaì type, etc.)

as well as costs. Casefiow might also be endogenousìy determined.

Such a model would quite possib'ly be an'improvement over the present

model , both in terms of exþìain'ing cost variat'ion and developing poìicy.

However, given some of the severe problems experienced'in the present

analysis, it is beyond the scope of this work.

Specification of a system of equations is unlikeìy to solve all

the prob'lems associated with cost estimation. The 'issue of product'

heterogeneity, here addressed using casemix and some hospìtal role

dumm'ies varìables, and elsewhere by using hosp'ita'l service m'ix, is far

from resolved, although Evans' approach has been the most promising to

date. Irlodels with a certain degree of multicoll inearity or weak para-

meters may be usable for some poìicy purposes, but they are'less useful

as contríbutors to our understanding of how hospital costs are

i nfl uenced.
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This work has taken one approaih to multicollinearity, but only

partìy resolved the problem. l^lhile 'it is not likely that different

approaches to specificat'ion of the heterogenous product cou'ld reduce

multicoliinearity substantially, some improvement may be possibìe.

However, intuitive'ly it seems unlikely that mu]ticollinearity can be

eliminated entìrely without the use of principaì components or the

Evans information theoretic approach, both of which sacrifice some

expìanatory power

Yet work towards superior specification of hospital product

should also proceed for other reasons. One is that pìausibility of

casemix or similar variables would be improved. Another is that a

better fit of the data may be achieved.l

In order to experiment with different specifications 'is would be

desirable to have a much ìarger sampìe. uôing all of canada's acute

care hospitals as a sampling frame introduces some new difficulties.
Provincial reimbursement systems, while fundamentally simiìar, have,

no doubt, their individual peculiarities and subleties. For exampìe,

differences in factor prices are like'ly to be significant across

regíons. Nevertheless, these probìems can be overcome and the larger

1 F.ldstein's work should caution anyone who thinks that a less
aggregate casemix structure would drastical'ly improve data fit:^ His
nine case modej yjelded R2 = .275 while his 28 càse model had R2 = .32-
The improvement was statistically significant but not intuitiveìy impor-
tant, especia'lly consìdering the greater computational dífficulties
associated with'larger casemix specifjcat'ions. 0n the other hand, the
information theoretic techn'ique of Evans and trJa'lker (see Chapter 2) shows
considerabje promise. Thjs, however, does not mean that Fejdstein,s
inference hras wrong; it could mereìy haye been a result of his parti-
cular data.
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frame would permit more detaiied experìment'ation'

A iarger number of hospitajs wouid also permit groupìng of hos-

pitals into more homogeneous categOrìes for economic analysis (Berry,

1973 ) . In the present case, Mani toba ' s urban hospi tal s are so di fferent ,' .,,

from the rural facilities that they should, properly, be aná'lyzed

separately. Use of dichotomous variables 'is realìy onìy a compromise,

since they shift the intercept of the explanatory equatìon, but not the ,.,:'.

structure of its hyperpiane. gniy inclusion of a much larger group of l'''r':

':,'"t;,'

hospitals would permit separate ana'lyses for more homogeneous groups' ' "''

Incorporating aìl Canadian hospìta'ls into the anaiysis runs the

rjsk of obscuring some provinc'ial peculjarities and losìng some rele- 
,

vance for provincial polìcy purposes. This is probably a risk that can

be accepted, given the si.mi'lar poì'icy problems faced by each Canadìan 
l

i

provìnce. A better specified and funct'ionìng Canadian model could 
I

supplement less rei'iable prov'incjal models (which would, however' be 
i

more sensit'ive to prov'incial pecu'l'iaritìes) in pof icy development' l

|.ii:11.. ii-:j
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APPENDIX I

ALLOCATION OF IDC DISEASE CLASSIFICATIONS INTO CASE TYPES

NON-SURGICAL (DIAGNOSTIC CODES)

Infectious and Parasìtic 001-i36

0bstetric and Newborn 630-678, 760-779

Trauma and EmergencY 800-999 .'

Mal i gnant Neop'l asms L4O-20g

Circulatory Disorders 390-458 , 746-747, 782 
:

Respiratory Disorders 2I2, 23I, 460-519, 748' 783

Neuroìogical/Psych'iatrjc Disorders 225,238.!'238.9, 290-358'

7 40-7 43, 780-781, 790-79r, 794

Gastro-entero]ogica.|Disorders?!L,z30,5?7.577,75o-757,784-785
Genito-urinar:y Disorders 2L4.!, 217-223, 233-237, 580-629, 

l

752-753, 786, 789 
,

Residual A'll' codes except those listed above :

ì

SURGICAL (SURGICAL CODES)

spECIAL SURGERY 0.i0-03.5, 03.9-04.6, 04.8, 05-0, 05-1, 05.9' 07.1' ,,,::::,.
07.3-07.g, 08.0-08.9, Og-2-09-4, 09.9, 10'3, 11'0- ''r','';'.i',

11.3, 11.5-12.1, 12.3-L2.6, 12.8-13.9, 16-5, 17 -5, ,;,-,','

!7.6, 18.1-19.9, 22.0-22.9, 24.2:?4-5, 25.0-26.0, :.: : :

26.3-26.9, 30.0-32.4, 33.1-36.3, 39-4, 39-5' 4l-l'
41.2, 4L g, 4g.1-43 .7, 46.4, 47.g, 47 -4, 50.2,

52.1-52.3, 54.2-54.6, 56.3, 61.3-61-5' 65.4' 65'5' 
r:;,.,:;,,:,:,::,

68.3, 68.4, 7!.2, 7I.4, 7!-5' 74-5, 74.6' 75-7, ;-, ,' 
'

75.2, 75.4, 76.8, 80,0, 80.1, 81.0-8i-3, 81.6,

81 .g, 82.3-82.5, 84.0-84.2, 84.4, 84-6, 85.6, 85.7,

86.5, 87,9, 88.0-88.5, 90.4-90.5' 96.6, 99-3-99.6.

OTHER SURGERY: All other surgery codes except those 'listed for
speciaì surgery 

' ,:,,,.,
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APPENDIX II

HETEROSCEDASTICITY IN THE DATA

'.,j ,t.t.,'

Heteroscedasticìty occurs when the error terms in the regression

,mode'l cannot be assumed to have the same variance. I,n effect, when

heteroscedasticity occurs, the confidence with which the parameters of 
,,-,,',,.i.

.the modei may be accepted is overestimated where the error variance is i;:r.i'::'

I .: : : .- :

relatively larger. ;.¡,...-.,,

There are several ways of testing for heteroscedasticity in the

data. One 'is to perform separate Spearman rank-correlation tests with

the error residuals of a regression analysis and each independent l

variable.Shou]dtheran.krelationshipbenon-random,heteroscedas-

ticity is indicated. The Goldfield and Quändt test performs two sepa- 
i

lrate simple regressions between each independent variable and the 
j

residuals, one regression for independent values below their medium and 
i

one for those above. Significant differences in the regression para- 
.,:,:

meters ind'icate heteroscedastìc'ity (see Koutsoy'iannis, 1973). i'it..'-.."''

,ì,..'.:', ,.

Fel dstein (tggg) adopts an approach which tests for hetero- '. ,,,,.

scedasticity using the dependent variable. The ordinary least squares

(OLS) estimates of the dependent vaiiable are ranked from lowest to

highest and divided'into quantities. Each estimate is associated with ... :,,:
iirri.,ìiits residual. Then separate variances are calculated for the residuals

ìn each quartììe. The variance of all residuals 'is also calculated

Thenthevariancesofthefourquarti]esaretestedforsignificant

differences which, if found to exist, ìndicate heteroscedastic'ity.
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The test used here is the general l'ikelihood rat'io test of the,.

egualìty of several varìances (Mood, 1950). The formula for the res.,
'is :

I= (ôuq ) nq
4

îfq= 1

where ôrq

ñq

a\
ou

n

(ôu) n

the standard dev'iation 'in the

the number of observat'ions in

the stanciard deviation of the

the number of observations .in

resi dual s ì n quartí ì.e q

quantile q

entire sampìe

the entire sampìe

The expressìon -? rnl ir distrìbuted as Å2 w¡th three degrees

of freedom.

The generaì likelihood ratio test was applied to the results of

an earìy esiimate of the parameters.l ' This estimate had yieìcied an
2

R- of -67, [. = 12-57 and sìgnifìcant t va]ues for most varjabjes.

The test, however, indìcated substantìal heterosceciastic.ity. The

expression -2 lnÀ was equaì to 24.46 with I? .005 = 12.g4.

The normal procedure in dealing wìth heteroscedastjcity is to

we'ight each observatìon (ai I variab'les) Þy the standard deviation of

its error estimate. Since, in practice the standard devisjons are un-

known, the equivalent transformaiìon ìs to djv'ide each of the terms in

ihe norma'ì equat'ion bv xrz where xì is the variable that is causìng

ti¡e heteroscedastjcity, ê.g., Xì is s¡rstematicalìy assoc.iated with the

error variance. (see Wonnacott, fgiO)

1 S." Regress'ion #6, Append'ix V.

i: :.i Ì:
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However, the generaì iikelihooci ratio test does not indicate

which of the inciependent variabjes is causing the heteroscedastìcìty.

It does provìde an approach for weighting for heteroscedasticity. How-

ever' it was fe'lt that a check in the rejat'ionsh'ip between the res'iduals

and at least some of the independent variables was merited before

appìying the technique.

The genera'l likelihood ratio test showed that high vaìues.of the

residual were assocìated with high va.lues of the predicted dependent

variable (H0sPAC). This lends pìausibiìity to the hypothes.is that

independent variabies wh'ich are highìy correlated with HOspAC are

heteroscedast'ic.

There are no a priori grounds for berìeving that any of the

casem'ix variables are correiated with the error variances- The casemix

variabjes are ali expressed as proporiions and were expressed that way

primariìy to avoid prob'lems of heteroscedasticìty. Moreover, none

correiates with H0sPAc more than l.zal and most correlation co-

effìcients are less than l.tOf

The independent variabje most strongìy correlated with HOSPAC

was FLO (R = -.61). The Spearman rank correlation test was appìied to

the relationship between FLO and the res'iduals. The Coeffic.ient of

correlatjon was onìy -.19, which is not signif.icant'ìy different from

zero at the five per cent level. The same test was performed on ruraj

and urban hosp'itaì s separate'ly. The coeff i ci ents were - .27 (rura'l ) and

-96 (urban). These results suggest that heteroscedasticity resuìts

from an interaction of the independent variables and is not traceab'le

to a sìngìe variable. Where it may be traceable (as in the case of the
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dichotomous URBAN variab'le) there are an insignìficant number of hos'

pitals involved. Hence it would be inappropriate to weight each

observat'ion for heteroscedasticity that js most pronounced in urban

hospitals. 0n the other hand, it would be extreme'ly difficul t to 
.,,,,

determine appropriate we'ights to counter heteroscedasticity caused by

the interaction of a number of variables. in pract'ice it would be

compl ex, but perhaps possi bì e; i n theory i t wouì d not Ue approiriate. 
,,t:,,t,,

Thus Feldsteìn's weight'ing approach appears to be as appropriate as any :

' 
:t"to deal wi th heteroscedast'ici ty.

Thisjsthemethodofnormalizedweightìng.Fourweightsare

calcuiated and applìed to each of the quartiles. The weights are cal- 
l

culated using the.emor variances of each quartile according to the

formul a:

tlq= + +\ 2, * Iouq 9=r ouq 
,,

where: l,Jq = the normal'ized weighting for the observations ih ,

l

ìquartil e q.

Thus, the observations 'in each previously ass'igned quartììe were 
,' .,

wei ghted by the fol I owi ng norma'l i zed wei ghts (so-cal I ed because thei r r, .,

average is unity):

q1 = l-19117

92 = 1.30379

93 = ' 991985

a4 = ' 513048

The analysis using the fuìì set of variables was repeated' this
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time with each quartile transfonned as previously.l The new ì was

equal to: .0705 wìth

-2 in ) = 5.3039 *'. ro (3d.f . ) = 6.zs

Thus, some heteroscedasticity remained, but it was not statis-

tically significant at the ten per cent level. If thjs probab'iìity was

considered inadequate, it ìs possible to repeat the entìre procedure.

After a second iteration it is unìike'ly that the X2 test would reveal

significant differences in variances, even at the fifty per cent level.

In fact, further weight'ing of the data for heteroscedasticìty

was not done. The first analysis with transformed data showed other

problems, including implausibi'lity of some of the parameters (casetype

costs) and persistent multicollìnearity. In order to address these

problems, a 'logarithmjc'specìfication of a radica'l1y transformed model

was adopted. This is described in the succeeOing subsections. 0f

interest here, however, is that that these transformatìons had the for-

tunate effect of eliminating v'irtual'ly aìl traces of heteroscedasticity.

In the mode'l specif ication which was f i nal ìy adopted the express'ion
o - \ , 2-2 in À was equa'l to 2.9656 with Xz-.ZS (3d.f . ) = 4.11.

i:i,ii:r.lri

1 S.. Regression #13 i ), Append'ix V.

2 S.. Regressì on #24, Appendix V.
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APPENDIX III

MULTICOLLINEARITY IN THE DATA

Multicojlinearity in the model was a much more difficult and

persistent probìem than heteroscedastjcity. The most serious multi

collinearity occurred among the casemix variabies and it was thjs that

occupìed most of the attention devoted to the multìcollìnearity prob'lem.

in addition, some multicollinearity was observed between the urban and

teaching dichotomous variables and some of the casemix variables.

Specification of a mode'l including a sìzeable number of casemix

variables can be expected to present problems of multicollinear rela-

tionships. If actual case numbers had been used in the spec'ification,

the appropriate procedure wouid have been to estimate total costs

', 1..;.i:. _.

rather than average costs. This type of specificatìon is open to both

significant heteroscedastic'ity (s'ince higher total costs will be

associated with greater error variance as well as larger hospitals with 
i,.,t,.,:..

more of al I types of c.ases ) and mi I ti col I i nearity, si nce a hospi tal 
.,,,.,

with more of one type of case is ìikely to have more of all the others. ""''

If casemix is estimated using prooortions, as was done in the

present analysis, heteroscedast'icity due to casemix specification is

likely to be sìight, if present at all. However, multicollinearity is it.Ì''

not ejiminated. There are reasons for believing that multicollinearity

among the casemix proportions will be less significant than it is among

the actua'l case numbers. Nevertheless, it is easi'ly conceivable that
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hospìtals with a high proportion of surgery mi'ght have a low proportion

of general medic'ine cases. In fact, the comparison of urban and rural

cases shown earlier demonstrates this point.

Surprising'ly, Feldstein (1968) found 'little evidence of multi- ,,,.

collinearity in his casemix proportìons. Using a nine proportjon case-

mix specification he found that only 77 of 36 correlations were statis-

tìcaJ'ly signif icant at the five per cent level' and many that were 
,,;,';,

sìgnificant were stilj not highiy coreiated i"'"'''

,. , ,

0n the other hand, the Department of National Health and !,lelfare r'.,,i.

(1976) attemptìng a similar exercise wjth lg7? Manitoba data found

multicollinearity to be so severe that they were forced to drop e'ight 
i

i

of eleven casemix, variabjes and gìve up nearìy half the observat'ions, 
i

l

thereby 'losing the substantjal base of their information. i

The originai specificat'ion of the þresent anaiysis'included a 
i

twelve proportìon casemix (eleven specifics, one residual) in an attempt 
i

to introduce a more med'ically meaningfu'l spec'ification. Col I inearìty 
i

showed up among many of the variables, both casemix and non-casemjx, ôS 
,:.::;:

is evident in Table 3-3. 'Foousing on the interrelatìonships among the i".'-'.':'

casemix variables, 36'of 55 correlations are significant at the five ,t:,,'..
.: L:.

per cent level and 24 of 55 at the one per cent level. Nine comela-

tions exceed .50.

Thi s substanti al degree of mul ti col I i neari ty i s matched by the 
i.:.,,,*

coll'inear relationshìps among the non*casemix variables. 0f 15 corre- r':ìi:r':;!:.Ì¡

lations, nine or 60 per cent were significant at the five per cent

level, seven (47 per cent) at the one per cent'level, and four (27 per 
,

cent) exceeded . 50. Aga'in, th'is degree of col I i near j ty i s not un-

l. ":.1;:l
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TABLE 3-3

SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT1 MATRIX ON HOSPITAL VARIABLES

.11 .31 -.61 .16

.42

.44

.73

.68

.55

.16 -.22

.00 -.25

.24 -.20

.72 -.26

-.34

-.1,7

-. 18

-.2r
-.07

.08

.32 -.37

.35 -.10

.15 -.18

.25 -.26

.37 -.05
-.50 -.10

.58

.02

1% I evel
Source: Calculated from data

.02

-.09 -.29 -.49 -.20
-.06 - .23 - .26 -.04
-.06 - .20 - .26 -.16
.01 - .29 - .37 -.08

-.22 -.40 -.31 -.23
.40 .72 .14 .15

-.09 .06 .13

If r> t .22 correlatjon is signjfjcant at 5% level.

..r1,:

.1,7

06

-.26
-.23

-.26 -.07

'a¡ ì"
!: lrfr

- .52 -.41
-.27 -.20
-.31 -.16
- .44 -.33
-.13 -.13

.28 .22

.09

.11

.52

.23

.29

supplìed by the Manjtoba Health Services Commission.

.50

-.49
.32

-.15

-.02
- .1,4

.23

.17

.11

ì
:'
:]

ì
'i

{

.62

.27

.35

.44

.4t
-.31

.11

-.26
.31

.02

.33

.19

.21

.13

.69

.25

.4r

.52

.45

-.39
.02

.23

.24

.07

.24

.27

.26

.47

-. 09

-.55
.39

-.48

-.02
- .38

-.67
-.28
-.48
- .45

If r> t .29 öoÉrelation is sjgnifìcant at

-.51
.41,

-.51
-.04
- .40

-.73

-.29
- .48

- .46

.83

HÞ
\o
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expected. Tehching hospìtals tend to be urban hospitals and both urban

and teaching hospitals tend to be ìarge. Aiso, large urban hospitaìs

tend to have a younger patient age profile sìnce in Manitoba, the

Winnipeg popuìation is significantìy younger than that of the rest of ;' ,,;.

the province. However, multico]linearity among the non-casemix vari-

ables:'was not cons'idered serious, since parameter estimates generaìly

accorded with a priori beliefs, even though some had large standard :,.,,,':

errors. For po]icy related purposes, such estimates are acceptable 
:::'::'

, r...,.;'.(see Koutsoyiannis, 1973) and moreover, removal of some of these vari- ,: ,':'

ables did little harm to overall results whiìe improvìng the reìiabiìity 
ì

of other estimates. 
i

The least serious multicollinearity was that between the casemì* i

i

and non-casemix variables.. Here 39 out of 66 had correlation co- 
i

efficients signÍficantìy different from zer"b at the fìve per cent level; l

i

27 at the one per cent level. Onìy six were greater than .50. Some 
I

multicollinearity among these variabjes is to be expected. Large urban 
:

and teaching hospitals tend to have more surgìcaì and obstetrical cases , ,:,.
and fewer medical cases. Some of this collinearity can be reduced by :'.::",".

reducing the col j inearity among the non-casemix variables or by removing t,,,'..,i

some of them. Removing coìIinearity among the casemix variables would

al so aff ect these rel ati onsh'i ps .

Coll inearity among the casemix variables was no doubt in part i.,,..,,i:ii

responsible for the difficulty in'interpreting the initial regression.l 
i':'';'':':'

1 S.. Regression #1, Appendix V.
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Four of the casemix coefficjents would have implied negative case costs

for that casetype (casetype costs). Only four of eleven casemix co-

efficients were s'ignificantly different from zero. l^lhen on'ly casemix

variables were run êga'inst average case cost, again four of the eleven

coefficients were significant and five would have yielded negative case
t

type costs.' Thus, casemix pnoportion muJticojlinearity was cons'idered

the most seri ous mu'l ti col I i neari ty 'i n the model

0nce the original data had been transformed in order to reduce

their heteroscedasticity, a systematic anaiysis was made of multi-

coÏlinearity among the casemix variables. Various solutions to the

probìem oi multìcoll'inearity were trìed and one, the princ'ipaì compon-

ents method, adopted. The analysis of multicollinearity was then

extended to the non-casemìx variables.

Tab'le 3-4 shows the simpìe correlat'ion coefficients among alì

the variables once the data had been transformed to reduce heteroscedas-

ticity. Comparison of Table 3-4 wjth Table 3-3 shows that the pattern

of correlation has changed but the overall degree has not. Among the

casemix variables 29 of 55 (Sg per cent) correlate sign'ificantìy at the

five per cent level; 27 of 55 (49 per cent) at the one per cent level,

and eight exceed 50 per cent.

One test of whether or not multicollinearity ìs har:mful to the

modei is whether or not the simp'le correlation coefficients are greater
2t

than the overall R'(Klein, 1970). The R'of the transformed HOSPAC

and casemix variables was .245. 0n this basi s 27 of 55 casemix corre-

latìons in the matrix in Table 3-4 pose "serious" multicol'linear"ity

1^' See Regression #5 c), Appendix V.
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TABLT 3-4

SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MATRIX ON HOSPITAL VARIABLES

TRANSFORMED TO REDUCE HETEROSCTDASTICITY

.06 .11 -.02 .34

.64 - .04 -.27

.60 - .20 -.37

.38 .20 -.05

-.31

-.21

-.11

-. 18

.19 -.08

.14 -.39

.01" -.25

.11 -.08

.1,6 -.?B

.57 .53

.22 .41

.37

.36

.25

-.18
-.15
-.09
-.13

.20

.56

.30

-.29
-.28
- .09

-.31

.32

,87

.07 , .36

-.46 -.27
-.31 -.18
-.10 -.13
-.33 -.19
.42 .33

.44 .49

.17

.26

-.07

.05

.10

.22

.34

-. 01

-.41 -.36
-.32 -.27
-.13 -.01

-.35 -.28

.54 .48

.7t .63

,10

.63

-. 09

.53

.07

.4L

:: t t.. '.. .r';
:,\':. .. i. l

i..ì;...::

.27

.43

.2r

.15

.1,7

.47

.38

.44

.08

.41

.04

.33

.32

.51

.18

.26

.32

.19

.66

.37

.60

.50

.50

.47

.01

.29

.42

.45

.19

24

16

51

38

58

5i
41

68

-.30
.42

-. 16

.14

-. 06

-. 31

-.01

-.04
-.07

-.24
.48

-.13

.12

-.06
-.34

.02

-.02
-. 06

'.81
lJ
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probl ems.

Another test that can be used to indicate mu]tjcollinearity ìs

the Farrar-Glauber test (Koutsoyiannis, Lg73). The first step ¡s aX2

test on the "standardized corre'lation determinant". The standard'ized

correlat'ion is simp'ly a determ'inant consisting of all the s'imple

correlation coefficients in the regression in the form:

rxlr x1; rxl, x2

YXz'X1i YXl' X2

fX¡ Xk

rx', xk

rxk, x,, rxk, x^
!L

rxk, xk

in the case of perfect multicollinearity all r's are equal to one

and the value of the determinant is equal to zero. In the case of per-
i

fect orthoganality, only the diagonals are equa'l to unity; all other r's 
l

are equal to zero. Thus, the determinant is equal to one.

The quant'ity

n-1-1 (2k + 5) ln D

6.

where: n = number of observations;

ft = number of regressors; and

! = the value of the standardized determinant

is distributed as A 2 with I k (k - 1) degrees of freedom
z

( Koutsoyi anni s ) .

The standardized comelation determinant of the casemix variables

was found to be .01.

i..:. ....:
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Thus, the test for the presence of multicoilinearity 'is:

\z = -[ro-r-]ez+ÐJ x jn.ol

= 343.085

o
'X,'.025 (df = 4 ,tt) (lo) = 55) = 77 .4

Thus, the assumption of orthoganality of these data can be

easiìy rejected

Once serious multicollinearity in the data has been shown to

exist, the Famar-Glauber test proceeds to identify those variables

which are responsible for the multicollinearity. This 'is done by caì-

culating an F value for each variable, using the formula:

F'i

_ k)

nZll(L-t''
ft-n?¡)/(n
i=1

where: k = the number of explanatory variables

n = the number of observations

RZi = the coefficient of multipìe correlation among the regressors.l

The degrees of freedom are k - 1 (where k equal s the number of

casemix regressors) for the numerator and n - k (where n = the number

of obse'rvations) for the denominatcir. This formula is nothing more than

the standard F-test dressed up in a different form, and it shsws the

significance of the regression of each regressor in all other regressons.

I S.. Regression #8, Append'ix V for R2's among regressors.
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Then, as Table 3-5 shows, all variabres indicated some multi-

collinearity when the F-test was applìed. The most serious multi-

col I'inearity was associated wi th RESP, GASENT and the surgica] casem.ixes.

TABLE 3-5

F.VALUES FOR IND]ViDUAL CASEMIX VARIABLES: FARRAR-GLAUBER TEST

i.'....'
F-Vaiue ,ì,'

':. :: :i ,

INFPAR 7.35 li'':,;,,.,
i i.ì-i ; ' :.: i0BS 5.07

TREM ß.?9
MALNEO 3.46
CIRC g.7?

RESP t5.42
NEURPSY 6.64
GASENT . 14.02 

ìGENUR 10.10
SPESURG IG.3Z . :

iSURG 15.05 ,

F. 05 1. 98
,..'...F.01 2.60 ,:.fir,l'.,:.': ::'.:::

,-'.,.j., 
,,,,, ,

','l-, 
,'

A final step in the identifícation of multicollinearity 'is to
calculate the partiaì correlation cciefficients of each-pair of individual

independent variables and the associated t-values. This test shows the 
i.i1:,1ì:
i ì':: :: r::i:: i :: :1ì

relationship between each pair stripped of the influence of all other

casemix variables. Table 3-6 shows the partiaì comelation matrjx and
:'indicates signìficant relationships.



I N FPAR

OBS

TRElvl

f\,lALNEO

CIRC

RE SP

NEURPSY

GASTNT

GENUR

SPESURG

SURG

0Bs

' TABLE 3-6

PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS :

.27*

TREM

- .05

.30**

fvlALNEO

-.19

..02

.01

CIRC

.20*

-. 11

-. 34**

.24*

CASEMIX VARTABLES

RTSP

.53**

-.26*

.39**

.00

.13

NTURPSY

* rZ is significantly dífferent
*)k .2 i, significantly different

.15

-. 06

.39**

.t7

.26*

- .41**

ìl.iil
.,..r:,1

GASENT

-.01

.01

.40**

.03

.33**

.07

.10

GENUR

i 'ii
i:r. .;.

-.22*

.15

.05

.1,2

.26*

.30**

.08

.26*

SPESURG.

.05

.25*

-. 0B

.00

-.01

-.12

.01

.07

.02

from zero at 5% I evel .

from zero at 7% level.

SURG

-. 19

.14

-.06

.07

.04

.07

- .03

.01

.06

.7 2**

(tl
Oì
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The variables with the most serious multicollinearity are:

TREM, RESP, GASENT, GENUR, SPESURG and SURG. An examination of the

partiaì correlation coefficients and their associated t-va'lues reveals

that:

TREM is significant'ly correrated with 0BS, cIRc, RESP, GASENT,

GENUR, SPESURG,and SURG

RESP is significantìy correlated with INFPAR, 0BS, TREM, NEURPSY

and GENUR.

GASENT is significantìy comerated with INFPAR, TREM, CIRC and

GENUR.

GENUR is significantìy correrated with INFPAR, ciRc, RESp and

GASENT

SPESURG is signifìcantìy correlated with SURG 
,

suRG i s s i gni f icantìy coryel ated wi th -0BS and spESURG. i

l

Less serious, but still significant multicoilinearity occurs 
iamony other variables. 0f the 55 partial correlation coefficients, 19 l

are indicative of statisticalìy significant multicolìinearity. Thus, 
1,,,,,,,,r,,;the pattern of multicollinearity is not confined to a few variables and, t,',:

indeed, is pervasive. Thìs impì ies: a) that 'it may be possible to :,,1,,,,,ì

remove several casemix variables without seriousìy affecting the esti-
nntes; or b) that princ'ipal componen[s may be used in the regression

instead of the original casemix variables. 
i,.-i:;

The first possibi'lity can be examined using a method based on

Frische's confluence test (Koutsoyiannis, Ig73). This test runs simpìe

linear regressions on each of the variables separately and ranks these

s'impìe regressions according to the most pìausible results. plausibiìity 
,:.;Ì:,,,,,.:
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ìs detJrmined by a priori and statisticar (R2, t) criteria. For the
present anaiysis they were ranked from the highest R2 and t-vajues to
the lowest. (Rank correlation among the two statistics was perfect. )

The ranking v,Jas as follows:

7. CIRC

2. SURG

3. MALNEO

4. SPESURG

5. OBS

6. NEURPSY

7. RESP

8. GENUR

. 9. INFPAR

10. TREM

11. GASENT1

Then successive regressions were run entering the variables

successive'ly in the order shown above. Each new regression is done to
determine if the new variable is useful (e.g., it adds to R2 without
adverseiy affectìng previous coefficients); superfìuous (e.g., it neither
adds significant'ly to R2 nor affects.previous coefficients) or detri-
mental (e-g., it has a considerable effect on the signs and vajues of
previousìy estimated coefficients). 2

1^- see Regression #7, Appendix V.

2
5̂ee Regression #9, Appendix V.
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0f the ereven casemix variabreis only four (cIRc, suRG, RESp,and

GASENT) could be classified as useful by this analysis. Another five
are qujte ci earìy superf I uous (tuRltlEo, 0BS, NEURpsy, GENUR, anci INFPAR )

whiie two (rnEFr and SPESURG) were detrìmental. spESuRG because of .its
exceedingìy high correìation with SURG, couìd be combined with the
latter: it was also believed that TREM might improve if the super_
fluous variabies vrere excluded from the model.

Desp'ite the substantial mul ticol j i.nearity, the regression of
variables transformed to reduce heteroscedasticìty showed results which
were super'ior to those of the earlier modeis. Standard errors were

smaller and coefficients appeared more pìausible. Onìy one ìmpììed

casetl¡pe cost was negat'ive; that of GASENT. All other parameters

yjeìded casetype costs i.n the highìy pìausible range of 916r - gz,3?0.

The higher casetype costs occurred where ixpected: cIRc, gz,3z0;

MALNEO' $2,032; and the lower costs casetypes were also those that
would be expected: RESP, $609; INFPAR, g1,641. SPESURG appeared to be

too iow at $539' but its correlation with suRG could expìain its im- 
:pìausibility and its ìarge standard error ($1,SSS¡.1 
.

The anaìysis was performed again, eliminating the superfluous
variabjes and combining SURG and SpESURG. The results, however, were

noi as good as had been hoped. The overail R2 was .2126; sright.ry ìess
than the '245 obtained with all varjables. Four of the sìx parameters 

i

were signìficant at the five per cent rever. However, TREM remained

,;.t.:1.

1 S.. Regressìon #9 k), Appendix V.
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detrimental and highly unstable. All variables but onJ ,ho*"d pìausibìe

coefficients yieìding case type costs ranging from 9301 (RESP) to gz,+4s

(CIRC). GASENT remained negative.l 
,:,

Thereductioninthenumberofvariablesthusdidnotimprovethe

results significantiy. Moreover, it largely failed to dea'l with the

prob'lem of multicollinearity. The Farrar-Glauber 12 *ur 52.g with
t.,

K.OZS = 27.5. All variables except the new combined SURG showed some ,,,

mul ticol l i nearity, and each variabl e was col j i near with ai l others 
1,.

Thus, the usual solutions to problems of multicollinearity were

not available. Elimination of some variables had failed to reduce it to

anacceptable]evel.H.ighstandarderrorsandanegatiVecaSetypecost

made the model unf,it even for forecast'ing purposes. Mixed estimat.ion

methods are not available to this analysis. Aìthough some work has been 
;

done in this area, definitive conclusions'about the value of these co- l

efficients have not been made- Thus, prior information cannot be incor-
porated into the model . It might be possible to en'large the samp'le by

usi ng 1976 and/ or 1978 data. Thi s, however, would not I i keìy reduce 
:,:,,'substantial iy the mul ticol I inearìty since there are no a priori grounds 
.,,,j,

for bel ieving the proportions would change . ,i,'

Consequentìy, the principaì Components method was used to esti_
mate casemix parameters. This method transforms the original correlated

variables into a new set of uncorrelated principal component, 
"f,ich 

are i.r,

linear combinations of the original variables.

1' See Regression #10, Appendix V.
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Pi = Í aijxjj=1
where: P'i is the ith principal component;

aij is the "loading" or coefficìent appìied to the originaì
variabl e;

Xj is the original variable;

, k is the number of variables.

Up to k principa'l components can be calculated for each observa- ',,
tion. Principal components can be extracted for all observations. They ,.rl'.l.
must, however, satisfy two conditions: first that they are orthoganal,

and second,the first principal component accounts for the maximum

possible variation in the originaì variables, the second accounts for
the maximum remain'ing variation, and so on. Components can be extracted

using the actual variabl.t, tf,.ir deviations^ from their means or their
standardized varìabl es.

Principal components ana'lysis al so provides an ind'ication of the

degree of multicollinearity in the orig'inaì variables. If, for example,

there were no mujticollinearity in the originaì casemix variables each

principal component would account for fr or nine per cent of the total
varja'Lion. Actuaìly, the first three components accounted for 69 per

cent of the variation as opposed to V7 per cent that would have been

expected if there were no multicolìinearity.l For five components the

comparison is 83 per cent versus 45 per cent. Thus, most of the varia-
tion in samp'le average case costs which is due to casemix may be

1
I¡- See Regression #11, Appendix V.



explaihed by onìy three or four casemix varjabres. 
L62

One technìque that has been used to compute OLS regressions

where the data are col'linear is to substitute the most meaningfu'l
,.1':'

principal components for the variables that are collinear. These com- ,',,.'.','

ponents do not, in themselves, have any economic interpretation but,

given the limitations on the use,of existing casemix data, are equaììy 
; ..:i.

appropriate (Pidot, 1969). The rorì:cêsêmix variabl es, especial ly i,¡i:,,:.,

those more significant or with a weli documented economic interpretation ".
l'i,: ,..,::

can be entered into the anaìysis in ordinary form. Thjs technique pro- r:''':':':

duced somewhat better results among the coefficients and enabled the

retention of alj but two of the originaì casemix variables, at the

cost, of course, of some reduction in R2. '

Threetestswereempìoyedtodeterminethenumberofprincipa.l

components to leave in the analysis. Kais'er's criteria (Koutsoy'iannis, 
ì

j

1973) is that all principaì components whose latent vectors (eigen- 
i

values)aregreaterthanoneshouldbeincluded.0nthisbasisthree

components accounting for 69 per cent of casemix variation would be re-
i, r',rt--'.t.:t

tained. cattell's scree test (l,Jhitìa, 1968) suggests that five prin- . '
r::::,::::cipa'l components be retained. This simpìe test p'lots the eigenva'lues ,, ,,:,',,

of the components on rectangular co-ordinates and retains all those

which are not approximateìy linear

Bartlett's criterion is the niost sophisticated statistical test r:-,', i'
|,r-.ntii.i:ir'i::.

(Kenda'll & Stuart, 1966). This criterion tests the statistical
similarityofexc]udedcomponentsbytheformula:

xz = nl' l{,Ir + i¡ (Àr * z)...(Àk)] -1 tfrÏ#) o*'}
t r'¡!\/J 

i': ' ''
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where: r is the number of components inc'luded; ,

k is the tota'l numben of components;

Xi is the eigenvaìue of the ith component (i > r)
n is the number of observations

This criterion suggested retaining on'ly one principaì component.

This (Bartlett's criterion's sophistication notwithstanding) violates 
:,,ì:,,.,

the other two criteria. Consequently, separate gLS regressions were !,,.,,,,,:

run on three, four and five components.l 
;,,.,,.,,,,,

0n three components the regression yielded R2 = .145 and

s'ignificant parameters for all the originaì casemix variables except 
j

two (TREM and 0BS). All coefficients yie'lded positive casetype costs 
lin a range of $i86 (INFPAR) t;o $2,714 (MALNE0). The overalI regression 
l

wassignif.icantwithF=,4.308[r.os(df.3,76)=2.74;Fs1(df3,76)
:

i= 4.11] . 
^ .

0n four components the regression yieìded R2 = .!62 and signifi- :

cant values in five of the originaì casemjx variables. Casetype costs

were all reasonably plausible and the F-ratio was 3.6?2 [r.or ßf 4,7s) .,,
- lL^ l^^^ ^! ^i- J^. - -:= 3'60J . The loss of significance of individual coefficients was :.,:,,- worrisome. The addition of the fourth component did not improve R2 

" :. :

significanrty. [f = t.sO F.05 (qt t,76) = 3.98]

0n five components, the regression yierded R2 = .1g9 and 
r,...;.,,,.¡'significant parameters for five origina] casemix variables. Most i;..:.':::::,

impìied casety.pe costs were p'lausible but rREM was negative ( _s+s).

The F-ratio was 3.45 [r.Oi (df 5,14) = 3.?7f R2 was signÍf.i-

i .: -' : ìjì. ^.

1 Su. Regression #11, Appendix V.
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cantly greater than the R2 derived from the three-component case.

However, the signifìcance of the coefficients and the pìausi_
bility of the casetype costs argued jn favour of retaining onìy three
principa'l components for further work.

Multicollinearity persisted when the non-casemix variables were

,entered into the equation and a new regression run. The existence of
multicollinearity is shown in the partial correlation matrix of the
retained variabres shown in Tab're 3-7. The decision was made at this
point to accept this degree of multicoliinearity and bear it in mind in
interpreting the mode|s parameters. The number of non-casemix varì-
ables, it was later found, could be reduced by half without impairing
the fit of the data.

TABLE 3-7

PARTIAL CORRELATiON COEFFICiENTS:

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF CASEMIX AND NON.CASEMIX VARiABLES

FIRST SECOND THIRD
TEACH EXTCU BEDS FLO ADJLOS COMP. COMP. COMP.

URBAN

TEACHING

EXTCU

BEDS

FLO

ADJLOS

FIRST COMP

SECOND COMP .42**

* rl is significant at the 5% level.** 12 is siln.iticant ãi tn. 1% level .

-.?3* -.04 .52** -.01 .ig _.31** .10 .03
.03 .57** -.10 _.i3 .04 _.03 _.04

19 .20 .04 -.16 .05 _.06

. 13 -.06 -.01 -.03 .0i
.06 .52** _.6Si* .70**

.63** _.36** _.23

.54** _.23*
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APPENDIX IV

PLAUSIBÏLITY OF THE PARAMETERS
'':.. - .'' .: -:.. :'.:.. .I.

Even accepting the multicollinearity among the non-casemix

variabìes, some problems remained with the model . F'irst, the R2 was ,.:-..,.,::i..:r :..::,r-:ti
1 ": :' r'1-'::

poor -- only .39.' For four of the six non-casemix variables the r:rr':::r

standard errors were larger than the parameter estimates. 0n1y FLO and ,"",,.

ADJLOS had signifìcant parameters. Finallyo the introduct'ion of the

non-casemix variables had affected the pìausibility of the casemix

parameters. Six of the eleven were significant, but some of the'imp'l'ied 
I

l

casetype costs were no longer believabje. For exampìe, the h'ighest was 
l

0BS at $1,644, while CIRC was only $493,-and MALNEO only $45, Apart 
l

from the figures themselves, the ordering of these costs should be
ì

reversed.

This situation led to severa'l respecifications of the model

tl
These included: 1) specifying BEDS as a series of dummy variables;' ,-,',.,'..i,¡,.

n-l inear 
, ,, 

i 
'

. .:::: '

form, e.g., 'logarithmic, exponential; 3) squarìng the BEDS and FLO

variables; 4) specifyjng a different model for hospìtals under twenty
?

beds; 5) reverting to the origina'l (unweighted) observations." Not 
i::.,,,,,.:,,.,.:,
:.. . .::i.

1 S". Regressìon #13 i), Appendix V.
2 gEOs 'less than 20, BEDS 20-49, BEDS 50-119, BEDS 1.20-299,

BEDS 300+. See Regression #14, Appendix V.
3 S." Regressions #15-#32, Appendix V'

i-'ri:lÈ:.:-.;,:it-.-r :.- j.:r;-_ i
t: :.: :.tl
l
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al'l the respecifications are reported here.

Repìacement of BEDS, URBAN, TEACH and EXTCU by a serìes of

dummies resulted in some ìmprovement in Rz (to .4530).i Three of the

five BEDS dummies had significant parameters as did all but three of

the casemix variables. However, the specification resulted .in some

unl ikeìy relationships among the casetype costs. A'll were posit.ive

but MALNEO and CIRC were'less than half the cost of 0BS. INFpAR, too,

was more cost'ly than either I'íALNEO or CI.RC.

A specification which regressed H0spAc against the log of FLg,

the bed dummies and the principaì components yie'lded a better R2 (lz¡
and an overall F of 2r.æ.? For all regressors but one (RESP) trre

parameters exceeded the standard errors, usually by a factor of at

I east two. However, ca.setype costs were even more 'impl ausi bl e wi th

two being negatìve (iNFPAR and SpESURG). '" when on'ìy hospitals with

twenty or more beds were included in the ana'lysìs the results were

similar.3

Replacing the beds dummies with BEDS and BEDSSQ (the square of

becs) also yielded significant parameters in all but one case. Aga.in,

however, casetype co'sts were implausible (e.g,, SPESURG = $149;

GENUR = $1, 62r).4

In a similar specification the ìog of HOspAc *u, í.g".rr.d

l':'.-:

1'See Regressìon
2 >̂ee Kegresslon
3 >̂ee Kegresslon
r,' See Regress'ion

#14' flpPsndix V,'

#17 g), Appendix V.

#18' ffPPsndix V.

#19, Appendix V.
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against the log of FLO, the bed dunmies and the principal components.

Again the statistical results were good with all but two parameters

exceeding their standard errors. R2 "a, .78 and F was zg.rs.l How-

ever, again implausibility of casetype costs was a prob'lem, e.g., , ',i,,i

MALNE0 = $6,796 but SPESURG = $314 for the mean hospital. combining

SURG and SPESURG did not improve the pìausibility. 0ther reshuffìing

of variabj es and specif ication changes yielded approximately simiìar ,,,:,¡-,;,,

' . rc L'i¡h -^ o, .-,;rL L:-L1.. -i--J¡:^---! -a 

:"::':

results. R'was as hjgh as .84 with high'ly sìgn'ificant values for äll 
l,r.:j.:!r:parameters in a modeJ which regressed the log of HOSPAC agaìnst the ìog i..+,.,,.:,

of FLO, the bed dummy variables and the components. The casetype costs

changed somewhat but the degree of impìausibiiìty was untouched.2

Theapproachfinaììyadoptedtotheproblemofìmplausiblecase-

type costs was less than.complete'ly satìsfactory. An experìmental pro- , '

lceSswasundertakenwhichomitteddiffereritcasemixvariablesinturnl

The best results obtajned were those which are reporied in Chapter 4. I

i

Two of the casemix variables, GASENT and GENUR were eliminated, or I ,

rather were eliminated as separate variabì:ês, âñd became part of the '

,lrll.t;-resìdual. Casemix continued to be represented by three principal com- =-;:
ponents, now accounting for 75 per cent of variation in casemix. Thus, tii,:il,:':,

while the results of the regressìons finalìy used for-poìicy simuiations

may have understated -- by four or'five per cent -- the impact of case-

mix, the gain in pìausibiìity of results was an acceptable payoff-3 
:.,,t,,-
' : ¿': .Ì .::: .

1* See Regression #23 g), Appendix V.
' See Regressi on #24, Appendix V.
3 S.. Regressi ons #29, #30, Appendix V.
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APPENDIX V

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION RESULTS

Literaily hundreds. of separate regression equations were esti-

mated during the course of this work. Many, however, were run to

undertake particular tests, to determine the order of entry of variables, 
,,,,,

or to enter variables one at a time to determine their impact. Not all i:'::

these equatìons are summarized here; only those which impìy a departure ,:,::

in approach, structure or varìables 'included from the approaches used
l

to derive prev'ious equations are sunrnarized here

Each summary inciudes the equatjon's parameters (wìth t-values
t

below in brackets), and the F-value and the R'for the entire equation.

All parameters relate to originaì variablesi but where prìncipa'l com-

:-
ponents were used in the estimat'ion, the casemix parameters have been 

l

translated'back from the components. The use of principal components

is indicated after the equation.
ì::1 r':

i ::,
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1. FIRST RUN òN ALL VARIABLES

HOSPAC = 2670.9 - 30.47 FLO + 268.74 URBAN(4.25) (4. 5s ) (r.37 )

+ 4T2.23 TEACH + 92.55 EXTCU + .16 BEDS(t.0e) (.0s) (.43)

+ 31.91 ADJLoS - 3689.7 IÑFPAR + 763.44 0BS(1.25) (-2.46) (.a:1

- 905.13 TREI4 - 5309.7 MALNE0 - 2687.9 CrRC(-.46) (-1. e1) ( -2.3v)

- i06.79 RESP - .12 RESP - 3470 GASENT(-'13) (-'eo) (-2'24)

- 190.47 GENUR - 620.23 SURG - 1954.3 SPESURG(-.oB) (-.77) (-1.41)

F = 13.31

R2 = .726!
mul ti col I i neari ty: severe

heteroscedastìcity: severe

parameters: hi ghly imp'lausi bl e

:j -1 :_..:.:: ::
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2. INCREMENTAL REGRESSIONS ON ORIGINAL VARiABLES

a) HOSPAC = 1806.1
(14.82)

f = 46.84

R2 = .3752
mul ti co'l I i neari ty:
heteroscedasti ci ty:
parameters:

- 28.14 FLO
(-6.84 )

none

not tested
pl ausi bì e

b) HOSPAC =

P = 42.59

t793.4 -
(t6.77 4)

Fon

30.22 FLO +
(-4.¡e)

last regressor

some

not tested
p'l aus i b'l e

1.05 BEDS
(+. gs 

)

= 24.32

.57 BEDS
(2.02)

= 6.0?

R2 = .5252
mul ti col I i neari ty:
heteroscedasti c i ty:.
parameters:

c) HOSPAC = 7775.3
( i7. 10)

F = 32.35 Fon
R2 = .560i
mul ti col I i neari ty:
heteroscedasti c i ty:
parameters:

?9.22 FL} +
(-8. 25 )

ìast regressor

some

not tested
pl ausi b1 e

594.97
(2.45)

TEACH
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d) HOSPAC = 1799.1 - 30.06 FLO - .04 BEDS + 697 .It TEACH(17.85) (-8.74) (-.tz) (2.eã)

+ 432.04 URBAN
(2. 53 )

[ = 27.50 F on ]ast regressor = 6.39 .

2-R'= .5946

mul ticol ì i nearity: some

heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters: pì ausibl e ' 

,

i.

e ) HospAc := 2264.8 - 34. 00 FLo - . 06 BEDS + 62r .05 TEAcH i:
(7.37 ) (-8.10) (-.ro) (2.5s) l

+ 42g.75 URBAN - 32.34 ADJLOS(2.54) (-1.60)

F = ?2.98 F on last regressor = 2.57
2

R' = -6082

:mul ticol ì i nearity: some

heteroscedasticity: not tested ''

parameters: p1 ausi bì e

f) HOSPAC = 2?73.6 - 33.5 FLO - .05 BEDS + 615.95 TEACH
(7 '32) (-t '+Ð (-.u) (2-54)

+ 464.16 URBAN - 32.99 ADJLOS - 144.95 SURG(2.s0) (_t.az) ( _.32)

F = 18.93 F on last regressor = .10
R2 = .6088

multico'llinearity: some

heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters: all but SURG plausibìe

l:::::1 i:::l; t
'-,.'.i'
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g) H0SPAC = 2048 - 34.?9 FL} + .10 BEDS + 472.58 TEACH(6.24) (^7 .72) ( .37 ) (1 .8e )

+ 200.25 URBAN - 20.82 ADJLOS . 268.60 SURG(2.05) (-. gg) (_. sg)

+ 1526 0BS
(1. 86 )

F = 17.27 F on jast regressor = 3.48

R2 = .6268

muì ti co'l 'l eneari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters: casemix parameters implausible

h) HOSPAC = 2264.3 - 34.20 FLO + .07 BEDS + 390.24 TEACH(0.¡g) (-7.36) (.rz¡ (1.50)

+ 429.4 URBAN - 27.48 ADJL0S + 149.33 EXTCU(2.r1) (-t.?B) (.e8)

- 547.36 SURG + 1499 0BS. - 416.54 SPESURG(-.8e) (1,81) (-.33)

- 1904 INFPAR
(-1 .447 )

f = 72.42 F on last regressors = 1.04

R2 = .6429

multicoll inearity: sìight to moderate

heteroscedast'ici ty: not tested
parameters: casemix parameters implausible

COI4MENTS: Regression on original'variables shbws most effects due to
caseflow and other hospital variables with casemix adding
1 i ttl e exp'lanatory power
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3. INCREMENTAL REGRESSIONS ON 'TEACH' AND ORIGiNAL CASEMIX VARIABLES

a) HoSPAC = 1.057.80 + 1036.2 TEACH - 450.5 (SURG + SPESURG)(15.36) (+. rg) (-r.+a¡
f = 8'83 

..::

tZ = .1867 ',- 
'

mul ti col I i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters : casemi x not p.l aus j bl 

,,,1,¡
. ..:,i

b) H0SPAC = 1060.9 + 1039.4 TEACH - 445.07 (SURG + SPESURG)(10.e8) (4.02) (-1.36) :.,,,

48.10 0BS
(-.04)

F = 5.86 F on last regressor ,= .11

R2 = .1867 
:

mu I ti coj ì i neari ty: some

heteroscedastjcity: not tested
parameters: (SURG + SPESURG) hot pìausibie

c) HOSPAC = !286.4 + 1020.9 TEACH - 67L.29 (SURG + SPESURG)(2.63) (4. oi ) (- r. es )

137.26 0BS - 1637.1 MALNEO - 624.3 CIRC
(-. io) (-.43) ( -.47)

4388.6 iNFPAR + 876.94 RESP
(-2.36) (.7e)

[ = 3.51 F on last regressors = 1.61

RZ = .2547

mul ti col I i neari ty: moderate

heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters: casemix parameters'impìausible

COMMENTS: Casemix parametens do not estjmate wello even w'ith only one
non-casemix parameter and appear to explain reiat'ively
littie variance.

ù,
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4. iNCREMENTAL REGRESSIONS ON 'URBAN' AND ORIGINAL CASEMIX VARIABLES

a) HOSPAC = ilQa,!. + s.32.01 URBAN ^ tzgt.3 (SURG + SpESURG)(15.45) (4.16) (_s.tj ) 
'

F = 8.77

R2 = .1845

mul ti col I j neari ty: sl i ght

heteroscedasticity; not tested
parameters: (SURG + SPESURG) ls implausible

b) HOSPAC = t47I.6 + 961.li URBAN - tBO7.Z (SURG + SpESURG)(10.50) (4.4s) (-4.08)'

4355.1 INFPAR
(-z.sa¡

f = 8.42 F on last regressor = 6.56
R2 = .2494
mul ti col I i neari ty: s'l i ght
heteroscedastic'ity: not tested''
parameters: casemix parameters are impìausibìe

c) HOSPAC = 2A39 + 798.71 URBAN - ZIB7.6 (SURG + SpESURG)
(8. 53 ) (s. zr ) (-4. e3 ) 

'

5403.8 iNFPAR - 5537.7 GASENT
(-s. zs) ( -2.87)

F - 8.96 F on 'last regressor = g.Z!
RZ = .3235
multicol l inearity: sì ight
heteroscedasticity: not tested
parameters: casem'ix parameters are impìausibie

C0MMENTS: Somewhat better results on significance of .ur*ix variables,
but their parameters remain highìy impìausibìe.
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5. INCREMENTAL REGRESSIONS ON ORIGINAL CASEMIX VARIABLES ONLY

a ) H0spAC = 1036.4 - 708.74 (SURG + SPESURG)(13.70) (-.¡+)
f = .11

R2 = .0015

mul ti col I i neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: not tested
pìausibility: fa'ir

b) H0SPAC = 969.02 - 253.87 (SURG + SpESURG) + 1079 0BS :, r ,:,¡ ;,!(9.43) (-.zr) t.gif-- ¡,,,.',.,,..,,i.i

F = .52 F on last regressor = .94
D

R' = .0135

mul ti col 'l i neari ty: some' heteroscedasticity: not tested
p1 aus i bi I i ty: poor

c) HoSPAC = 3712.2 - 3031.7 (SURc * rorrr*n) - 7966.4 INFpAR l

(4.46) (-g.ss) (4.74)

448.54 0BS - 4747.7 TREM - 6046.3 MALNEO(-.ss) (-i.61) ( -r.47 )

2626.3 CIRC - 1520.2 RESP + .00i NEURPSY ;.:i:..:. ,:
(-1.57) ( -r.20) (.57) : : ::,:,::: 

;:

7379 .2 GASENT - 4?45.4 GENUR 
,1,.:,, 

.:,.r1,,=
(-s.zt ) (-1.16)

f = 2.52 F on last regressor = 2.99
2

R' = .?676

multico'l'linearity: considerable - ;.. ,.,. _::.,,
heteroscedasticity: not tested ;;,;i,.¡jr,i,,
parameters: I argely imp'l ausi bì e

C0MMENTS: Casemix variables alone expìain about 27 per cent of variance,
but high comelation with non-casemix variables means that
their residual irnportance is limited (see Regressions #3 and
#4).

.-ì 
'.i/.1. 

¡:i,,:':!:

.- .: i.,. :. : ::-
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6. REGRESSION ON ORIGINAL NON.CASEMIX VARIABLES AND FIVE

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF CASEIv]IX VARIABLES

a) HOSPAC = 1640.6 - 34.69 FLO + 332.08 URBAN + 4}s.4z rEACH(5.12) (-7.87) (1.65) (z.os)

+ 1.25.9T EXTCU . .006 BEDS + L6.22 ADJLOS
( 'ao¡ G'oz) ('66)

4.92 INFPAR* + 2.63 0BS* + 1.52 TREM* - 22 MALNES(-.26) (4.03) (3.13) (-.85)

. 75 CIRC* + 2,75 RESP* + .10 NEURPSY*(-4.45) (.rz) (.ss¡

- 20.23 GASENT* - II.67 GENUR* + 4.50 SURG*(-1'04) (-'65) ('55)

+ 5.65 SPESURG*
(.73 ) sPc

p = 12.56

R2 = .67

multicoll inearity: none among casem'ix variables
since PC used; some among non-casemix

heteroscedasticity: substantial
parameters: not tested

COMI4ENTS: The resuits of this regression were used to test for and
adjust for heteroscedasticity in the data (see Appendìx II).
Regressions 7 to 14 describe operations on the transformed
data.

* Proportions were normalized to mean zero and standard devìation unity.



7. REGRESSIONS ON iNDIVIDUAL CASEMIX

177

VARiABLES: TRANSFORMED DATA

a) HOSPAC

b) HOSPAC

c) HOSPAC

HOSPAC

HOSPAC

f) H0SPAC

s) HOSPAC

h) HOSPAC

i ) H0SPAC

J ) HOSPAC

k) HOSPAC

94t.8t
(22.88)

846.70
(18.55)

949.77
(16.56)

847.?t
(?2.60)

785.99
(15.18)

97I.37
(iz.50)

853.15
(18.07)

890.43
(is.zs)

871 .09
( 16.36 )

849. sl
(?3.44)

870.4r
(26.5i)

541.20 INFPAR
(- .83 )

786.77 0BS
0.t q)

612.34 TREM
(-.oz¡

3401.8 MALNEO
(2.30)

1036.7 CIRC
(2.77 )

337.71 RESP
(-1.14) 

.

886.24 NEURPSY
(1.50)

?99.68 GASENT
(.+s¡

1084.7 GENUR
( .el)

483.4 SURG
(2.3s)

933.10 SPESURG
(1. e4)

R2=

R2=

R?=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

.0087

.037s

.0058

.0637

.0898

.0165

.0282

.0026

.0105

.0663

.0462

'i t 
.'.

i:,
i".

d)

e)

:i':]:
il::



8. REGRESSIONS OF EACH

TRANSFORMED CASEMIX

TRANSFORMED CASEMIX

VARIABLES

178

VARIABLE ON ALL OTHER

.5159

.4235

.6582

.3343

.5848

.6909

.4903

.6702

.5942

.7029

.6857

a) R2

b) R2

c) R2

d) R2

e) Rz

f) a2

g) R2

h) R2

i) R2

i) R2

k) a2

( INFPAR;

(oss;

(rREM;

(MALNEO;

(CIRC;

(RESP;

(NEURPSY;

(GASENT;

(GENUR;

(SURG;

(SPESURG;

all other casemix)

all other casemìx)

al 'l other casemix )

all other casemix)

all other casemix)

all other casemix)

al I other casem'ix )

all other casemix)

al I other casem'ix )

all other casemix)

all other casemix)

j a ;:::;i:-:,::tÍ
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9, INCREMENTAL REGRESSIONS ON TRANSFORMED CASEMI,X VARiABLES

a) HOSPAC = 785.99 + f036.7 CIRC(1s.18) (2.77)

F = 7.70

R2 = .0898

mul ti co'l I i neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none

plausibil i ty: good

b) HOSPAC = 710.09 + 1090.5 CIRC + 516.83 SURG.(12.33) (9. oz) (?.64)
F = 7.62 F on 'last regressor = 6.97

D

R' = .1653

mul ticol I ì neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none

pì ausi bi ì i ty: good 
,

l

l

c) HOSPAC = 706.22 + 934.06 CIRC + 487.5i SURG + tg77.8 MALNE0
(r2 .20) (2.31) ( 2.45) ( . 8i )

f = 5.32 F on last regressor = .76
t

R- = .ll 36 
,,, 

- ,,r,
multicol l inearity: some , .,

heteroscedasti ci ty: none i,:,,t,.Ì.

pì ausì bi I i ty: good

COMMENT: Addition of ¡4ALNEp adds little to analysis.

j'¡-
l.: ., .,
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o

d) HOsPAc = 706.15 + 936.30 CIRC + 461.31 SURG(tz.tz) (2.30) (1.36)

+ 1365.5 MALNEO + 75.47 SPESURG(.8s) (.10)
f = 3.94 F on last regressor = .01

2
R' = .7737

mu'lti col I i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none'

parameters: SPESURG unìikeìy
COMMENT: Addition of SPESURG is destabiìizing.

I..: I,.'

l:- . :":':, ,

e) H0SPAC = 688.62 + 937.40 CIRC + 401.25 SURG(10.72) ( 2. 30 ) (r .r4 )

+ 13?0.3 MALNEO + 44.26 SPESURG + 323.64 OBS(.82) (.00¡ (.66)
F = 3.22 F on last regressor = .43

c
R' = .1785

mul ticol I i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticìty: none

parameters: SPTSURG unlikeìy
C0MMENT: Addition of 0BS has lìttle effect on results.

t,:,. 

t;t. ,t 
t,t,

'.:.-.- _.:.

f) H0sPAc = 689.79 + 950.04 CIRC + 401.30 suRc + 1353.7 MALNEO ,,'(to:++) (2.18) (r.rg) (.8i) 
',',,,,,,:'. t.. :

+ 39.11 SPESURG + 332:40 OBS - 56.74 NEURPSY(.05) (.00) (-.0e)
f = 2.64 F on last regressor = .01

2R'= .7786

mul ti col l i neari ty: some ''.".'.:i
heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: SPESURG unl i kely
C0MMENT: Addition of NEURPSY has little effect on results.
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o

s) HoSPAC = 772.80 + 1336.9 CIRC
(e.8e ) (2.82)

- 83.50 SPESURG + 450.32(-'rt) t.go)-

+ 284.4 SURG + 1270.9
(.et ¡ (.t+¡

OBS - ?20.35 NEURPSY
(-.s+)

SURG

+ 486.5 0BS
(.ss¡

609.80 GENUR
(-.sa¡

MALNEO

- 623.83 RESP
(-1.e1)

F = ?.87 F on last regressor = 3.64
R2 = .2781
mul tico'lì i neari ty: considerabl e

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: SPESURG and RESp un.likeìy
COMMENT: Addition of RESP is significant.

h) H0SPAC = 77]-.43 + 1394.9 CIRC + 283.8(e.80) (2.7e) r.ao)
+ T324.3 MALNEO - 85.76 SPESURG('to¡ (-'11)

- 168.22 NEURPSY - 566.46 RESP(-'zs) (-i-57)
F - 2.50 F on last regressor = .1S
R2 = .2Ig7
multicollinearity: considerable
heteroscedasticity: none
parameters: SPESURG, RESp and GENUR unìikely
GOMMENT: Addition of GENUR has litile effect on results.
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o

i) HOSPAC = 768.65 + 7472.6 CIRC + 294.93 SURG
(e .71) (2.85 ) ( . as ¡

+ 7T72.1 MALNEO . 181.62 SPESURG + 575.97 OBS
( .os1 (^.22) (1.08)

- 107.45 NEURPSY - 408.33 RESP - 864.87 GENUR(-.16) (.e3) (_. ss)

. 551.97 INFPAR
(-'os)

F = 2.?5 F on last regressor = .40

R? = .224I
multicollinearity: considerable
heteroscedasti ci ty: none

parameters: SPESURG, RESP and GENUR unlikeìy
C0MMENT: Addition of INFPAR has litile effect on results
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9.

i) H0SPAC = 775.64 + 1361.3 CIRC + 286.3
(e .7s) (2. 56 ) ( .80 )

+ L273.2 MALNEO - 248.25 SPTSURG('tt¡ (-'sr¡
+ 2TI.65 NEURPSY . 199.09 RESP(.2s]| (-.40)

- 598. 63 INFPAR - .1199. 7 TRFM(-'os) (-'es)

F = 2.L0 F on last regressor = .g6
R2 = .23g7

mul ticol I i neari ty: considerabl e
heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: SPESURG, RESP, GENUR and TREM unìikely
COI4MENT: Mildly de-stabiì izing effect.

SURG

+ 740. i4 0BS
(i.32)

655.28 GENUR
(-.sg)

k) HOSPAC = 77:,.7'+ 1548.8 CIRC + 308.31 SURG
(e. 6e ) (2.7 6) " ( .86 )

+ 126I.10 MALNEo - 232.4i SPESURG + 748.75 0BS('zs¡ (-'2s) (r's¡)
+ 294.98 NEURPSY . 162.27 RESP - 181.53 GENUR('ee¡ (-'ss) (--ri)
- 607.18 INFPAR - 610.39 TREM - 1ii4.O GASENT

(- ' os¡ (-'qs) (-i ' 03) -

F = ?.ú F on Iast regressor = 1.06
R2 = .2455

mul ticol'lì neari ty: considerabl e

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: SPESURG, RESP, GENUR, TREM and GASENT unlikely
C0MI',IENT: slight and statisticaììy insignificant effect.

::ì'

ir,:'1.. il::i
i :.:: a: . ì
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10. BEST REGRESSION ON TRANSFORMED CASEMIX VARIABLES

a) H0SPAC = 799.73 + 1645.1 CIRC + 298.88 (suRc + spESURc)(ro.o+) (3.50) lr.so)
- 498.94 RESP + 232,85 TREM - 905.36 GASENT(;1.38) (.1e) t:.gój

f = 4.00

RZ = .2726
mul ticol i i neari ty:
heteroscedasticity:
parameters:

considerabl e

none

GASENT unì i ke'ly

,::il ::. ....:'l

r,::r: .:
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11. REGRESSIONS ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF TRANSFORMED CASEMIX
VARIABLE

a) HOSPAC = 805.81 - 619.51 INFPAR + 76.11 0BS - 149.42 TREM(39.99) (-.?.23) (.35) (_.60) 
,,1,,.,,,,,,

+ 1907.9 MALNE0 + 239.65 CIRC _ 277.04 RESP(2.70) (?.r2) (_2.22)

+ 477 .09 NEURPSY + 239. 58 GASENT + 494 .7,9 GENUR,
Q,eq) ß.67) (i.99) 

ii.,:,..,,,,

+ 159.53SURG + 390.61 SPESURG l''-"¡.''
(2.05) (2.30) i, ..::

: ::j: 
-: 

_t:'

First three PC's used. Cum.% of Eigenvalues = 69.1
F. = 4.31
t

R' = .1453

mul ti col I i neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: most are pìausible

l

:

b) H0sPAc = 792.30 - 436.74 INFPAR - 73.67 0BS - 644.88 TREM .(40.72) (-r. sa ) (-.30) (-.tss)

+ ?068.5 MALNE0 + 442.59 CIRC - 99.26 RESP
(2.8e) (2.20) (-.tz)

+ L22.77 NEURPSY + 2T3.95 GASENT + 682.08 GENUR
(.37) (1.48) (2. gs )

+ 219.97 SURG + 56T.79 SPESURG
(z.sg ) ( 2. 55 )

First four PC's used. Cum. % of Eigenvaiues = 77.0
P = 3.62 F on added PC = 1.48

2
R' = .1619

mul ti col I j neari ty: none

heteroscedasticìty: none

parameters: some loss in plausibility from 11 a) but most
remain p'lausibìe.

¡ .:.1::i,:.¡ -"r ¡

Ì ." .
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11.

c) HospAc = 787.88 + 22r.88 INFPAR - ?2.87 0BS - 1133.10 TREM(40.52) (. +s¡ (*.og) ¡ -á-.01t -

+ 7772.5 MALNEO + 678,16 CIRC _ 23L 86 RESP , :(2.42) (2.73) t-i.qsl -- ,. .,,,

+ 687.91 NEURPSY + 14.09 GASENT - 87.05 GENUR(r.41) (.oz) l_.is) '-'

+ 241.86 SURG + 527.26 SPESURG(?.62) (2.39) 
,:i,, ::,,ìi.,.;

'';1 ri':l

FirstfivePC'sused.Cum.%ofEigenva.lues=82.9
f = 3.46 F On added PC = 2.51 ,,.,,'i',i,'.,
R' = .1894

mul ticol ì i neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none 
iparameters: TREM total ìy implausibl e. :

::::, a,-,4
(;:: i. r:i;l
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12. REGRESSIONS ON TNDIVIDUAL NON.CASEMIT VARIABLES (TRANSFORMED)
AND CASEMIX PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

a) H0spAc = 905.95 + 133.99 URBAN R2 = .017g 
::,:'.' :.

(3s. e4) (r. tg) K- = '

b) HosPAc =, glr.sz + 143.11 TEACH Rz = .0042(36'77) ('sz) K = 'vu+¿ 
i;,,,;.11',-r,.:',
.., .' 

.

c) HosPAc = 9L0.97 + 46.27 EXTcu Rz = .0032 r,,,,;.,,,,,..,,,ì.,,,(36.10) (.,s0¡ K = '''--- :.,,,,, 
,,,,,

d) H0SPAC = 899.65 + .27 BEDS R2 = .0I?4(31.66) (.99) K = .r 
:

:

e) HoSPAC = 920.75 Z? FLl _2iît'.'oï (-. rãl -- R2 = - ooo2

f) H0SPAC = 688.93 - zo.gg no¡;os ^ z(g.ze) iã.íél 
-- R- = '1156

:

g) H0SPAC = 9!4.27 + 67.2 .(FIRST COMPONENT) nZ = .0048 
I

(37.54) (.oi) K = 'uu+ö

h) HospAC = 9!4.27 - 409.82. (sEcOND C0MIONENT) R2 = .1103 ,, 

t"' 
, .'(39.71) (-s.it) K = .rru-¡ 

..._-,,.,,.,,,..,.,,

i) HoSPAC = 9I4.27 - 303.i6 (rHlnu COMPONENT) .n2 = .0303(s8.04) (-1.56)
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13. INCREI'IENTAL REGRESSIONS ON TRANSFORMTD NON-CASEMIX VARIABLES
AND PRINCIPAL COI'IPONENTS OF TRANSFORMED ðÀSTI,IiX VARIABLES

a) H0SPAC = 688.93 + ZO.gg ADJLOS(s.zo¡ (¡.lg)

f = 10.20

R2 = .1156

multicol I inearity: none

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: pìausibl e

b) HOSPAC = 913.30 + Is.6z ADJLgS - z4B.24 INSpAR _ 42.06 0BS(e.66) (2.27 ) ( _2.s4) ' t_v-.g41--- 
:

- 470.79 TREM _ 458.31 MALNE0 _ 195.62 CIRC(-z.gq) Gz.gÐ i:ã.õ4l"'''"
- 145.53 RESP - 245.39 NEURÞSY - 389.20 GASENT(_2.e4) (_2.s4) ( -r-.s4) ,, 

,

- 653.28 .ENUR + 31.66 suRG + 80.78 
''ESURG 

i

( -2-e4) (z.gq) Õ.s4) -''"

Includes first principa'l component of casemix
t.l:':tl,'.:,-.Cum.% Eigenva'l ue = 35.g 
1:.:,:.::,: :

F = 7.66 F on Jast regressor = 4.65 , ... ,:..;;t - .... -:'
Rt = .1660 :r,..,,.;,,

muj ticol I i neari ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters : GENUR, MALNEO unì i ke.ly
COMMENT: Adds signif icantjy to ana'lysis. i;;,i,,
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13. 

(

c) H0SPAC = 868.07 + 74.27 ADüLOS - 4I7.ZZ INFPAR(e.8i) ( 2,06) (_s, ss)

+ 177.18 0BS _ 456.16 TREM _ 20.01 MALNEO(1.56) (-2.85) (_.07) :

-:r::::.

172.39 CiRC - 230.03 RESP _ 125.18 NEURPSY(-2.s4) (-3.60) r_i. isl
307.63 GASENT - 543.80 GENUR + 166.03 SURG(-z.ts¡ (-2.35) iz.ilo)-- 

- 
;,., ,
':.::. : ': .':

+ 3g5. gg SPESURG i.;'::. :. i

(2'45) 
.,,:,.,: ,'

Inc'ludes first two princ'ipar components of casemi:x. :rr r: :

Cun.% of Eigenvaìues = 58.0
F = 5.79 F on last regressor = 1.g7

2
R' = .1861

mul ti col I i nearì ty: none

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: " most are pìausible

Id) HOSPAC = 746.10 + 18.99 ADJL0S + t76.BZ URBAN
(7.e7 ) (2. so) (r.47 )

336.95 INFPAR + 199.72 0BS - 29I.84 TREM(-2.89) (r.77) (_1.84) .,,,,,,

+ 155.25 MALNE0 _ 103.49 CIRC _ 192.45 RESP . 
., ,, ,,,

(. so¡ (-1.54) t-i.ail -- : , ,

35.47 NEURPSY - 169.28 GASENT - 3T?.57 GENUR(-.s+) (-I.zt) (:i.ão)--'-
+ 159.87 SURG + 368.78 SPESURG(2'33) (2'36) 

i"'":"'"i
Includes first two principal components

F - 4.95 F on last regressor = Z,LEt
R' = .2088

multicolìinearity: slight
heteroscedasti c'ity: none : , ..

parameters : al I pì ausì bì e , ,' '
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(

e) HoSPAC = 704.73 + 20,27 ADJL0S .+ 176.64 URBAN + .27 BEDS
(7 .24) (2,6i) - (.ezl f . ai l----

327.57 INFPAR + 2L6.12 0BS * 254.03 TREM(z.so¡ (1.91) -(i.oól '-' 
,,,,;,,,,

+ ?T7.39 MALNEO - 86.76 CIRC - 176.08 RESP(.78) (4.2a) ¡ _á.i11 --

9.03 NEURPSY . 133.88 GASENT - 254.77 GENUR(_.og) (-.go) i_i.ii) .- 
,:,,,,,,,

+ 165.4i SURG + 390.67 SPESURG ,-,',,i

(2.41) (2.43) 
,r ,,

Tnc'ludes first two principaì components ¡:;1:':;:

f' = 4.07 F on last regressor = 0.65
2R'= .2157

multÍcollinearity: sìight
heteroscedasti ci ty: none

parameters: all pìausibìe

f) HOSPAC = 522.67 + 35.269 ADJL0S + 32.04 URÐAN + .29 BEDS(3.71) (2.8o) (.zr, f.a'l----
557.06 INFPAR + 46.09 0BS - 335.ii TREM(2.08) (.2?) (-r.+o) - 

:,,:,:;,.,,::+ 110i . MALNE0 + 67 . 36 C IRC _ 226. 0g RESP ,i] ,, .l

(1..62) (.az¡ Gz.4ù 
-- 

..,.,
+ 2IO.g5 NEURPSY - 25.02 GASENT + 19. i6 GENUR 

.:': :;:::

(1.30) (-.re) -i.õsl

+ 133.69 SURG + 327.32 SPESURG(t.tg) (2.00)
Includes first three principa] components. cun.% Eigen. = 69.1 ,.,..',f = 3.83 F on last regressor = Z.Z5tR'= .2392

mul ticol ì i neari ty: sì ight
heteroscedasticity: none

panameters : p1 aus i bl e
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13. (

g) HOSPAC = 657.03 + 37.Z7.ADJLgS + 7I.27 URGAN + .03 BEDS(¡.sr) e.er) f.+sl (:06)

+ 340.56 TEACH - q48.28 TNFPAR _ 11i.02 0BS(7.12) (*2.05) -(_.sãl---

621.84 TREM + 351.84 MALNE0 _ 95.72 CIRC(-2.60) (.sz¡ i.e8l--""
245.69 RESP ^ 64.42 NEURPSY - 342.11 GASENT(-2.61) (-.3e) (-2.41)

508.37 GENUR + 60.59 SURG + 163.73 SPESURG(-z.tt) (.81) (i.oi)- ---'-

includes first three principa'l components.
F .= 3.468 F on last regressor = !.24a-
R' = .?SZz

mul ticol ì inearity: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: alì p]ausible

i

h) H0SPAC = 655.89 + 37.44 ADJLgS + 69.9? URBAN + .05 BEDS 
f(3.54) (2.e2) (.+s¡ f.iil--"' 
l+ 340.94 TEACH - 20.66 EXTCU - 546.82 INFPAR(r.rr) (-.23) (_ã.óã)- "" 
i,,,,,,,

i 103. 68 0BS - 62L 52 TREM + 337.41 MALNES it:'ì'
(-.qo) (-z.ss¡ (.4õ) 

'.1'..,,99.55 CIRC - 246.5i RESP - 68.32 NEURPSY 
.. .

(-'gt) (-2'60) (-.+ãl -- -

- 344.67 GASENT - 515.20 GENUR + 63.67 SURG(-2.+a) ( -2.I3) -..esl-- '- 
i.,l¡if+ 770.32 SPESURG '' ,,,',i;

(t.oq)
Inbludes first three principaì components.
f = 3.001 F on last regressor = .05tR'= .?527
mul ticol I i nearity: some
heteroscedasticity: none ,,-
parameters: a'll pìausible ,r,''.' ,
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i) HOSPAC = 574.78 + 40.48 ADJLOS + 65.17 URBAN + .24 BEDS(s.48) (3.48) (,+o) (.osl

+ 225.68 TEACH + 46.93 EXTCU _ 12.6i FLO
( .at ¡ (. ss¡ (-+. oo)

+ 437.76 INFPAR + 1093.2 0BS + 851.76 TREM(t.tg ) (s.80 ) (s. e1)

- 456.08 MALNEo - 77.95 CIRC + 81. 14 RESP(-.t+7 (-.zB) (.gs)

+ 85.66 NEURPSY + 447.T6 GASENT + 442.08 GENUR
( . sa ¡ (3.54) (2.02¡

+ 411.31 SURG + 874.71 SPESURG(6.04) (5.87)

Includes first three prìncipal components.

F - 5.06 F on last regressor = 16.36
R2 = .3943

mul tj col i i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: 0BS, MALNE0 and CIRC unlikely
COMMENTS: Addition of the FLO variable h'ighìy significant.

Unfortunateìy plausibiì.ity of some parameters
shaken. Rz very low on these transformed data.

ill :.'. : ì;:: .r,

il, 1.::
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REGRESSION OF TRANSFORMED NON.CASEMiX VARIABLES AND PRINCIPAL
COMPONENTS OF TRANSFORMED CASEMIX VARIABLES I,IiTH DUMMY VARIABLES
SUBSTITUTED FOR HOSPITAL DESCRIPTORS

a) HOsPAc = \928 1.0.86 FLO + 38.35 ADJLOS - tT0.34 B19LESS(5.e7) (-3.30) (_3.38) -- (-i.ãol--
285.81 82049 - ?15.14 850119 - tr8.74 BI}oLgs(-2.65) (-1.83) -(_. gql

' + 7L0.27 B300M0R + 271.70 INFPAR + to6?.3 0BS('ss¡ (i.14) (s.egi-

+ 796.76 TREM + 74.46 MALNE0 _ 3.33 CIRC
(3.82 ) ( .tz¡ (- . o+ )

+ 29.38 RESP + 215.38 NEURpSy + 506.40 GASENT(.36) (i.53) (4.20)

+ 579.87 GENUR + 430.60 SURG + g?8.I2 SPESURG(2.76) (6.60) (6.s1) -

where: B1SLESS ìs a'clummy variable = 1 if hospital has fewer
.than 20 beds; otherwise = 0.

82049 is a dummy variab;re = 1 if hospitar has 20-49
beds; otherwise = 0.

850119 is a dummy variable = 1 if hospitaì has 50-119
beds; otherwise = 0. ,

Br2029g is a dummy variable = 1 ìs hospitaì has tz0-299
beds; otherwise = 0.

B300M0R is a dunrmy variable = 1 if hospital has more
than 300 beds; otherwise = 0.

includes first three principaì components ,

F = 5.7I
t.

R' = .4529

mul ti col I i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none

pararneters: several (0eS, TREM, CIRC ) unl i kely
C0MMENTS: Better R2 than 13, but otherwise lìtile improvement.

subsequent regressions revert to the origiira'l data
(untransformed for heteroscedasticity) uüt witñ óne
0r more variables transformed into iogarithmic form.
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15. REGRESSIONS ON INDIVIDUAI VARIABLES (NOT

HETEROSCEDASTICiTY) WITH'SOME LOGARITHMIC

a) HOSPAc

b) HOSPAC

c ) HOSPAc

d) HOSPAC

e) HOSPAC

f) HOSPAC

g) HOsPAc

h) HOSPAC

i ) H0SPAC :

J ) HOSPAC :

k) HOSPAC :

1) t_OccosT =

m) LoGCosT =

n) LoGC0sr =

o) L0GC0ST =

p) LoGCosr =

1806. 10
(r4.82)

652.I5 +
(2.44)

960.18 +
(18.73)

94L.14 +
( 14. 6o)

1 053
(?0.2r)

1004.7 +
(1e.46)

993.53 +
(20.87)

978.97 +
(5.65)

994.4I +
(20.73)

3439.1 -
( 10.78)

264.53 +
(. +b¡

7.59
(77 .87)

6.39 +
(28.32)

6.80 +
( 1s3, e4 )

6.78 +
(122.67)

6.88
( i54. 18 )

28.14 FLO
(-6 .84 )

33.61 ADJLOS
(i. 3e )

.84 BEDS
(z.gz)

179.03 BLESS20
(t.at )

286.03 850119
(-t. g+)

167.74 BI?0499
(.as¡

947.8? B500M0R
(¡. ts)

T1.24 LOGBEDS
(.zs¡

.0007 BEDSSQ
(2.e4)

74I.67 LOGFLO
(-t .aq)

377.73 LOGLoS
(1.15)

.027 FL}
(-a.os)

. oi¡ nn¡los
(2.0e)

. OOO7 BEDS
(2.77)

.15 BLESSzO
(1.81 )

.25 850i19
(-2.01)

TRANSFORMED FOR
TRANSFORMATIONS

R2=

R2=

R?=

R2=

R2=

R2-

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

R2=

.3752

.0243

.0984

.0403

.0461

.0100

.tr28

.0007

;0999

;428?

.0166

R2

R2

R2

R2

R2

-- .4559

':
= .0529

.0896

.0404

= .0490
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q ) L0GCosr

r) L0ccosT

s ) LoccosT

t) Loccosr

U) LOGCOST

v) Locc0sT

w) H0SPAC

x) HOSPAC

y) HOSPAC

z) LOccOsT

aa) Locc0sT

bb) L0GcosT

6.83
( 1s5.47 )

6.83
( 165.43 )

6.80
(45.73)

6.83
(164.23)

9. 03
(34.3e )

5.83
(10.48)

1077.2
(20.4t)

1017.?
(20.4r)

70t7.2
(20.43)

6.84
( 160. 74 )

6.84
(160.0)

6.84
(16p.2)

.238120499
(t.42)

.74 B500M0R
(2.83 )

.014 LOGBEDS
('ss¡

R2=

R2=

195

.0253

.0930

.0015R2=

.0000006 BEDSSQ 
R2(2.61)

.67 LOGFLO ^2(-8.38) K

.43 LOGLoS 
n2(1.83 )

194.31. (FTRST C0MPONENT) 
n2(- .+t ¡

15?.4 . (SEC0ND COMPONENT) 
n2(.+o¡

208.10. (THTRD C0MP0NENT) 
n2(-so¡

. .16. (FTRST C0MPONENT) 
n2(-.85)

. .01. (SEC0ND COMP0NENT) 
n2(-.os)

.. rs. (rHlno compot'¡Erur) 
nZ(.+t¡

= .0804

= .4736

= .0410

= .0029

= .0028

= .0041

= .0093

= .0000

= .0021
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i6. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING HOSPITAL SiZE DUMMIES

a) H0SPAC = f (FLO) R2=.g7SZ F=46.84

b) HOsPAc f (F10, B500M0R) R2 = .4gg4 F = 3g.25 
,;;,;;;,,,,

c) HOSPAC = f (F10, 8500M0R, 850119) R2 = .5009 F = 25.42

d) HOSPAC = f (F10, 8500M0R, 850119 oB2OLESS) R'=.5009 F=18.82
'. :,,e) HoSPAC = f (FLo, B500MOR, TS0119, D ::t:::

BtiES520, ADJLOS ) Rt = . 5405 F = 17 .4I i:: 
','r,'

:

f) HOsPAc = f (F10, B500M0R, T50119, i.;.-.r
:':'\:a.': 

"BLESSEO, ADJLOS ) .8120499) R'=.5905 F=17.54

s) HOSPAC = 1486.3 - 37.25 FLO + B7S.t4 B500M0R(5.74) (-e.zt) (s.ao¡

+ 148.81 B50i19 + 123.93 BLESSzO + ?:7367 ADJLOS(1.35) (r.57) (. i1)

+ 257 .97 B7?0499 - 994. 19,.INFPAR _ 71.94 0BS(i.61) (-2.47) (-.2t',1

+ 1490.4 TREM + 2563 MALNEO + 346.30 CIRC
(2. 58 ) (? .82) (r. re ) l

200.69 RESP + i786.5 NEURPSY + 1866.9 GASENT(-t.37) (4.74) (5.69) 
,,,.,,

+ 3373.7 GENUR . 248.26 SURG - 54?.10 SPESURG : 
:

(5.5.6) (-3.90) (-:.zo¡ 
,.,,,-:

Includes first three principaì components.

Cun.% of Ei genvaì ues = 66.7 '

p = I5.I2 F on three components = 4.80t
Rt = .6604

multicol'l ìnearity: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several are implausible.
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T7. LINEAR.REGRESSIONS USING HOSPITAL SIZE DUMMIES, LOGFLO AND LOGLOS

a) HOSPAC = f(LOGFLO) R2=.4ZgZ F=58.40

b) HOsPAc = f (LOGFLo, B500M0R) R2 = .5616 F = 49.31 .:':,'
, t . 

.

c) HospAc = f (LOGFL0, BsooMoR, o850119) Rt=.5630 F=32.63
d) H0SPAC = f (LOGFL0, 8500M0R, 

^850119, BLESS20) Rz = .564i F = 32.63 
,:::r,.,:

e) HOSPAC = f (LOGFLO, 8500M0R, 'l,.:
850119, BLESSZO, oLOGL0S) Rt = .624I F = 32.63 ilr,,:,.:

r) HosPAc = ' (b33ib3: BiP3i8ã: 
^L0GL0S, BL?0499) Rt = .67t9 F = 24.9I

g) HOSPAC = 4388.5 - 1010.6 LOGFLO + 884.s5 B500M0R(6.0s) (-10.81) (4.30)

+ 1i3.59. 850119 + 97 -A3 BLESSz0 _ 232.81 LOGLOS(1.16) (1.38,) (-.aa) 
l+ ?70.75 8120499 _ 559.06 INFPAR _ 304.30 0BS(1.8e) (1.56) (r.sz)

+ 1060.1 TREM + 2293 MALNEO + 519.87 CIRC(2.06) (2.83) (l.ee)

38.061 RESP + 1393.6 NEURPSy + t6ZS.90 GASENT .,,. ,(-.zg) (4.15) (5.56) 
,_ : ,,;,, 

;-:: ,,

2887.70 GENUR - 273.47 SURG - 603.45 SPESURG .1:: :

(5.34) ( 4.82) (4.62) :

Includes first three principaì components

Cun.% of Eigenvalues = 66.7

F - 21.03 F on three components = S.0Z
RZ = .7300

mul ti col I i nearì ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several are imp'lausible
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18. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING HOSPITAL SIZE DUMMIES, LOGFTO AND LOGLOS
FOR HOSPITALS WITH TÌ.IENTY BEDS OR MORE ONLY

H0SPAC = 3355.5 - 764.22 LOGFLO + 712.53 B500M0R ',., i' , '

(9.09) (-6.74) (4.52) ':::

+ 105.77 8120499 + 1..9025 850119 + 1444.5 INFPAR(.e4) (.03) (5.53)

- 908. 17 0BS + 1018 TREM - 4946.2 MALNEO :, : .; '.:,:::
(-2.85) (2.10) (-4.?0) ,,,,:,.,,,:r,...',,..

+ 525.65 CIRC + 942.76 RESP - 1315.3 NEURPSY ,.,,,-,. ,..,,,...,,(1.32) (7.24) (-2.77 ) t:;.,¡.,;:-'..,:;,:

+ 1758.2 GASENT + 1793.8 GENUR - 324.29 SURG(6.47) (4.10) (-z.gs)

- 823.55 SPESURG .

(-8.13)

includes first three principaì components

Cun.% of Eigenvaì ues = 78.6

f = ??.86
9

R' = .808i
:

multicoilinearity: some 
i ::
:

heteroscedasti ci ty: none j r, , j j

parameters: largeìy imp'lausible j,..'..irì;,i:..,'

. :, : ;.:r.
:..:.::,:-::..:.::..
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19. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING BEDS AND BEDSSQ

a) H0SPAC = f (FLo) R2 = .3752 F = 46.g4 
,,,.,.,,;,.,.,

b) HospAc = f (F10, BEDSSQ) R2 = .4742 F = 34.72

c) H0SPAC = f (F10, BEDSSq, BEDS) R2 = .5474 F = 30.64

d) HOSPAC = f (F10, BEDSSQ,'BEós,-ÃóJaöé) 
n2 = .5660 F = 24.4s :,.,.-,:..,.:,;

:::. . .,

e)H0SPAC=1339.4.37.13FL0-.0006BEDSSQ+1.46BEDs
(5.25) (-8.89) (-.95) (1.91) i:i:,,,:,,',,,.

+ 77 .3t ADJL0S - 968.52 INFPAR + 11. 12 0BS(.70) (-2.37 ) (.oq)

+ L745.7 TREM + 2302.5 MALNEO + Z3B.62 CIRC
(2.e7 ) (2.4e) (.80)

- i89.51 RESP + 1846.5 NEURPSY + tgz7.Z GASENT
(-1.27 ) (4.83) (5.78)

+ 3480 GENUR - 264.67 SLiRG - 581.04 SPESURG i(s.65) (-4.0e) (-r. so¡

Includes first three principa'l components

Cun.% of Ei genva'l ues = 66 .7
f = 18.24 F on three components = 4.89
R2 = .6394

mul ti col I i neari iy: sì i ght
heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several.are implausible
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20. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING BEDS, BEDSSQ, LOGFLO AND LOGLOS

a) H0SPAC - f(LOGFLO) R2=.4?B? F=58.40
b) HOSPAC = f (L0GFLO, BEDSSQ) R2 = .5372 F = 44.68

c) H0SPAC = f (LOGFLO, BEDSSQ, BEDS) nZ = .6194 F = 4\.?Z

d) HOSPAC f (L0GFL0, BEDSSQ, õ' BEDS, L0GL0S) R¿ = .6547 F = 35.56

e) HOSPAC = 4383.5 - 980.32 LOGFLO - .0006 BEDSSQ(s.as¡ (-i0.62) (-1.04)

+ .81 BEDS _ 195.52 LOGLOS _ 923.8i INFPAR(4.04) ( - .76) (1. b3 )

921.69 0BS - 17?0.2 TREM - 5138.9 MALNE0(-z.n) (-1.51) (-2.8r)

+ 732 CIRC + 489.19 RESP + 616.51 NEURPSY(r.ez) (?.06) (.tt!
+ 1451.9 GASENT + 4338.9 GENUR - 254.60 SURG(t.ze) Q.s4) (4.67) - -

?13:iå 
SPESURG

Includes first three principal components

Cun.% of Eigenvalues = 66.7
f = 27.07 F on three components = 6.09
mul ticol j i nearity: sì .ight

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters : several are imp'lausi bl e
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2l' LINEAR REGRESSION USING BEDå' BEDSSQ, LOGFLO, LOGLOS

a) Hospitals with Jess than twentv begs

HOsPAc = 5402.5 - g4s.z LOGFLO - r44.1g BEDS + 4.29 BEDSSQ i,i ,',
(0. ss¡ (-6. e8) ( ^r.ri ) ti. õól-----a

+ 633.45 INFPAR + 184.35 0BS + 291.06 TREM(1.87) (.6?) t.441 
-,

+ 7s6.43 MALNE0 _ 504.3g cIRc + 309.63 RESP .:.,,,,.;(.zo) (-r.s+) (r.ããl -- ..'.,':,,

800.13 NEURPSY - 1831.1 GASENT - ZgZZ.g GENUR i, ,,,., ,

(-2.19) ( -2.63) ( -?.54t- '::,:,:':.,','

+ 35.78 SURG + 66L.67 SPESURG(.t2]} (1.38)

iIncludes first three principal components. 
l

Cum. % of Eigenvaì ues = 57.7 ì

lf = 14.47
lt

R' = .7OZl

multicollinearity: sìight' 
heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: most are implausible ,

i,::',:.:
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2I.

b) Hospital s with more than twent'v beds 
,,r,,,:,.,

HOSPAC = 3360.3 - 197.69 LOGFLO + 1.07 BEDS _ . 0003 BEDSSQ "(9.¡g) (-t.zo) 12.óol---- 
-i_.ioi-----

+ 1356. INFPAR _ 920.24 0BS + 942-48 TREM
(5. 14 ) ( -2.86) (r. gã ) 

'- 
¡!.:;,.:,::- 4594.5 MALNE0 + 590.06 cIRc + 903.52 RESP -,.,.,.,,,(-¡'gz) (r'44) (o'agl -- 

',,,.,,i,,.,

L229.5 NEURPSY + 7729.1 GASENT + 1755 GENUn t,.,.,.;,.,,,(-2.s6) (6.30) (ã. e8 i-
313.55 SURG - 7gL.47 SPESURG(-t -øt) (-7 .73)

Includes first three principa'l components.
Cun.% of Eigenvaìues = 78.6
f = 25.86)
R' = .7ggl 

,

mul ticol I inearity: sl ight
heteroscedasticity: none 

.

parameters: severaì imp'lausibl. '.

;.t.,4'
L::

: :1' ' ' '':.: .

i.,r;r,1t,,. r.:t
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22. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING ¡LOGCOST' AND HOSPITAL SIZE DUMMiES

a) LOGCOST = f (FLO) R2=.4559 F=65.36

b) L0GcosT = f (F10, B500M0R) R2 = .5593 F = 48.87

c) Locc0sr = f (F10, 8500M0R, 850119) n2 = .5638 F = 32.74

d) LOGCOST = f (F10, 8500M0R, o
850119, BLESS2O) R' = .5643 F = 24.28

e) Locc0sr = f (F10, 8500M0R,:850119 , ^BLESS2O, ADJLOS) R' = .5844 F = 20.81

f) LOGCOST = f (F10, 8500M0R, 850119,
BLESS2O, ADJLOS, 48120499) R'= .6737 F = 25.15

g) LOGC0sr = 7 .rr - .03 FLo + .63 Bs00M0R + .16850119
(31.4e) (-11.41) (3.86) (1.e8)

+ .09 BLESSz0 + .02 ADJL0S + .27 Bt2o499
(r.57 ) (1.0e) (2.38)

1.01 INFPAR - .19 OBS + 1.iO TREM + 2.88 MALNEO(-s.st) ( -!.07 ) (2.67) (4.45)

+ .49 CIRC - .2i RESP + 1.66 NEURPSY + 1.75 GASENT
(2.37 ) (-2.0r¡ (6.20) (7 .46)

+ 3.16 GENUR - .22 SURG - .48 SPESURG
(7 .31) (-4.87 ) (-4.5s)

I ncl udes f i rst' three pri nci pa'l components

Cun.% of Ejgenva'lues = 66.7

f = 25.25 F on three components = 9.00

R2 = .7645

mul ti co'l I i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several are.implausible

'-: .: ,.!

i....-_-:.
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23. LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING LOGCOST, LOGFLO, LOGLOS AND
HOSP]TAL SIZE DUMMIES

a) L0GCOST = f(LOGFLO) R2=.4736 F=70.17

b) LOGCOST = f (LOGFLO, B500M0R) R2 = .5864 F = 54.58 ';-',:'

c) LOGCOST = f (LOGFL0, BS00['10R, ô850119) Rt=.5880 F=36.15
d) LOGCOST = f (LOGFL0, B500M0R , .)

850119, BLESS20) Rt = .5909 F = 27.08 .'

e) LOGCOST = f (L0GFLO, BS00M0R,
850119, BLESSz0 , c ,. 

.LOGLOS) Rt = .6?04 F = 24.19 '

f) L0GC0ST = f (LOGFLO, 8500M0R,
850119, BLESS2o, o
LOGLOS , BI?.0499) R' = .7062 F = ?9.24 l

g) LOGC0ST = 9.?0 - .89 LOGFLO + .66 BS00M0R + .12 850119(t5.74) (-rz.¡g) (4.2r) (1. s4)

tÎ1råltttto+ illTontot+ r3'.u\î'oot'
.61 INFPAR - .36 OBS + .78 TREM + 2.54 MALNEO(-2.22) (-2.13) (1.e8) (+.oa¡

+ .61 CIRC - .07 RESP + 1.32 NEURPSY + 1.53 GASENT(3.03) (-.65) (s.12) (6.81)

+ 2.73 . GENUR - . 24 SURG - . 53 SPESURG(6.56) (-5.5e) (- 5.32)

Includes first three principa.l components

Cun.% of Eigenvalues = 66.7

F = 28.15 F on three components = 8.33
R2 = .7835

multicolìinearity: slight
heteroscedasticîty: none

pararneters: several are implausible
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?4. ,LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING L0GCOST, LOGFLO, LOGLOS AND

HOSPITAL SIZE DUMMIES

a) Hospitajs with less than twentv beds.

LOGCOST = 9.47 - .84 LOGFLO + .45 B500M0R + .I? BIZ04gg(28.76) (-e. ss) (3.2e) (1.27)

+ .04 85011 g + i.56 INFPAR - .66 0BS + 1.25 TREM(.oo¡ (6.e2) ( -2.38) (2.s7)

5.16 MALNEO + .19 CIRC + .91 RESP - I.28 NEURPSY(-5.06) (.54) (8.0s) (-3.11)

t;lÍ010"*' 
+ 

t¿1301'*'* 
- 

i:6 ;Hi'
.82 SPESURG
(-9. ss)

Includes first three principa'l components

Cun.% of Eigenvaìues = 78.6

F = 27.83
2ft- = .8368

mul tico'l'l i nearity: sì ight
heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several are implausible
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?5' LINEAR REGRESSIONS USING LOGC0ST, L0GFLO' LOGLOS, BEDS ANDBEDSSq !.

a) L0GC0ST = f(LOGFLo) R2=.4736 F=7A.77
b) L0ccOsr = f (LOGFLO, BEDSSQ) R2 = .s626 F = 49.53

c) LOcc0sr = f (LOGFLO, BEDSSQ, BEDS) n2 = .6823 F = 54.41

d) LOGCOST = f (L0GFLO, BEDSSQ, ñ
BEDS, LOGLOS) Rt = .6951 F = 42.75

Includes first three principal components

Cun.% of Ei genval ues = 66.7

f = 34.96 F in three components = g.19
R2 = .7721

muJ ti col ì i neari ty: some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: several are impìausible

e) LoGC0ST = g.04 - .90 LOGFLO - .0000008 BEDSSQ , r ,:,,,,

( 15. 39 ) (- 12.75) (-t .gz) , ,,

+ .002 BEDS + .13 LOGLOS - .6i INFPAR - .33 0BS(z.er) (.64) (-z.ts) i_1.8é j
+ .90 TREM + 2.44 MALNE¡ + .56 CIRC - .06 RES'(z.za) (3.87) (z.taj - if.oâi-
+ 1 . 36 I'IEURPSY + 1 . 56 cASENT + 2. 78 GENUR(5.n) (6.e0) ., (6.64)-

.25 SURG - .55 SPESURG
(-5.71 ) (-5.45)

i:i1i:.:..::1
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26, SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF CASEMIX VARIABLES ON 'LOGCOST' .

a) LoGCoST = 6.96 - 2,31 INFPAR R2 = .0353(86.12) (-r. og)

b) LOGCOST = 6.79 + .73 0BS RZ = .0090
(tg .zz) ( .84)

c) LOGCOST = 6.87 - .34 TREM(atn) (-.zo)
9:R' = .0005 :::

'1 
.i'.:

d) L0GC0ST = 6.84 + .35 MALNEg RZ = .0002(s2.42) {.tt)

e) Loccosr 6.89 - ' .r,. cIRC Rz = .0015(57.58) (-.s+¡

f) L0GCOST = 6.87 - . i1 RESP ' 
R2 = .0005(63.00) (-. isl

g) L0Gc0sr = 6.77 + f. i3 NEURpsy R2 = .0105(70.44) (.ei)

h) LOGCOST = 7.!4 - 3.72 GASENT R2 = .0690(55.84) (-2.40)

i ) L0ccosr = 6.94 - z.z3 GTNUR Rz = .00g6 , ' ,,'l'1.

(60. oo) (-.82)

i) LOGCOST 6.84 + .03 spESURc Rz = .0001(tos.+z) (.oe)
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27. LINEAR REGRESSiONS OF CASEIYIX VARIABLES ONLY ON 'LOGCOST'

-¡-l

=f

a)

b)

c)

f)

s)

h)

LOGCOST

LOGCOST

LOGC0ST = f

d) LOGCOST = f

(GASENT)

(GASENT, INFPAR)

(GASENT, INFPAR, NEURPSY)

(GASENT, iNFPAR, NEURPSY, OBS)

R2=.0690 F=5.78

R2=.0948 F=4.58
F on INFPAR = 2.'J.6

R2=.1186 F=3.78
F on NEURPSY = ?.02

R2=.1186 F=2.80
F on 0BS = .004

R2=.1186 F=Z.Zl
F on GENUR = .003

R2=.7234 F=1.89
F on CIRC = .40

R2=.1313 F=!.7I
F on TREM = .65

R2=.1595 F=1.82
F on RESP = 2.39

R2=.1617 F=!.62
F on MALNEO = .19

e) L0GCOST = f (GASENT, INFPAR, NEURPSY,
0BS, GENUR)

i)

LOGCOST = f (GASENT, INFPAR, NEURPSY,
0BS, GENUR, CIRC)

LOGCOST = f (GASEI{T, INFPAR, NEURPSY,
OBS, GENUR, CIRC, TREM)

LOGCOST = f (GASENT; INFPAR, NEURPSY,
OBS,, GENUR, CIRC, TREM,
RESP )

LOGCOST = f (GASENT, INFPAR, NEURPSY,
OBS, GENUR, CIRC, TREM,
RESP, MALNEO)

j) LOGCOST = 7.89 - 5.32 GASENT
(10.10) (-2.63)

+ .41 OBS - 2.47 GENUR
(.32) (-.ta)

.24 RISP - 3.02 MALNEO
(-. tg) (- .a+ )

4.54 iNFPAR +
(-2.52)

- .07 CIRC
(-. oq )

- i.65 SURG
(-t. si )

1.09 NEURPSY
(.tt¡.

1.41 TREM
(-.57)

F = I.7I
R2 = .1887

mu'l ti col j i neari ty:
heteroscedasti ci ty;
parameters:

F on SURG = 2.29

severe

none

several are ìmplausible



?8, LINEAR REqRESSIONS OF
OF CASEMIX.VARIABLES

?09

' LOGCOST' AGAINST SELECTED TRANSFORI4ATIONS

b) L0GcoST = 7.!z + .07 ExpoBS
(35.85) (r.+r)

a ) LoGCosT = 6.48 +
(2. 0e )

c) L0ccosT = 6.88
(64. 5 )

d) LoGCosr = 8.99
(3.32 )

e) LOGCOST = 6.92 +
(?6.77)

3.87 MALNEO
(-.qt)

2.05 LOGCIRC
(-.tsl,

.02 EXPRESP
(.28)

69.4 MALNEOSQ
(.s6)

..218.62 GENURSQ
(2.28)

67.03 GASENTSQ
(2.13)

.36 EXPINFPAR
(.tz) R2 = .0002

R2 = .0250

R2 = .004?

R2 = .0079

R2 = .00i0

RZ = .0713

R2 = .1206

R2 = .0001

f) L0GCOST =

g) LOGCOST =

7 .3t - 2t.78 GENUR
(s6.56) (-2.+z)

7.51 - 14.38 GASENT
(34.7r) (-z.ts)

h) LOGCOST = 6.76 + .09 EXPSPESURG

u .az) (.11)
:: l: .i:. ,,,.,..:-.
.: ::-: : : -. .r,.

.r 
".:. 

:. .: . :l

1., ¿.ii
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?9. LINEAR REGRESSION OF 'LOGCO$T' AGAINST CASEMIX VARIABLES
(tt'tcl-uolruG SELECTED TRANSFoRMATI0NS), H0SpITAL sIZE DU¡tMrES,
,LOGFLO'

a) LoGCoST = 9.77 - .91 LoGFLO + .57 B500M0R + .22 B72o4gg ::::::::: '

(45.77 ) (-r+. or ) (3.56) (1.8e)

+ .09 850119 - .42 INFPAR + .74 0BS + 1.03 TREM(r.21) (-3.01) (6.31) ,(3.42)

.008 L0GMALNE0 - .g9 CIRC - .26 RESP f,;-,;',;.¡i.(-t.ss) (-5.58) (-3.47) ,:':i": :::: :

+ .16 NEURpsy - .60 GASENT - .oz L0GGENUR i:i:,,:.,i , .,(.os¡ (-4.59) (-q.ájt- r::::::rr'|;;::

+ .16 SURG + .39 SPESURG - 3.5 GASENTSA(-s.57) (5.75) (-q.n)
:+ 2.4 SPESURGSQ + .89 NEURPSYSQ + 7.16 TREMSQ(5.e1) (.2a1 (s.as) l

+ .42 SURGSQ
(5. 83 )

l

includes first three prl'rncipal components j

Cum. % of Eigenva'l ues = 6I.7 : :

f = 36.21
t

Rt = .7788 ,,,.,.,.., ,. :.',,.

mul ti col I i nearì ty: none ::ì'.:..: :'rrì.rì:'

,.:: :.:..:: ::. ::_-:.

heteroscedasticity: not teste¿ l'..:;', , ' ,......',... , -- .- ,. .

parameters: most are 'impl aus'ibì e
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30. LINEAR REGRESSION: 'L0Gc0sr' 0N CASEMIX*, LOGFLO, BEDS, BEDSSQ

a) L0GcOsT = 9..94 : .92 LOGFLO + .001 BEDS - .0000007 BEDssQ(45.42) (-14.2e) (2.85) (:i.gãi
.23 INFPAR - .50 OBS - 2.50 TREM + .96 MALNEO(-.sz¡ (-3.00) (-s.sa) il.zäi

+ .72 CTRC - .13 RESP ^ 1,09 NEURPSY + .25 SURG(3.4e) (-1.3e) (-z.gg) fq.zõj 
-

+ .57 SPESURG
(4.76)

Includes first three princìpa'l components

Cun.% of Ei genvaì ues = 13.6
F - 40.83

R2 = .7704

multicollìnearity: . some

heteroscedasticity: none

parameters: most are pì ausi b'le

* casemix respecified so that GENUR and GASENT are included inthe residual and not estimated separately.

;:l :ì
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31. LINEAR REGRESSI0N: ,LOGCOST, 0N CASEI'IIX*, LOGFLO, BEDS,
BEDSSq, URBAN, TEACH, EXTCU AND AD,ILOS

a ) LoGcosr = 9. s3 - . 86 LOGFLO + . 0006 BEDS i,,,.(26.s6) (-rr . er ) (.tt ¡ 'j1 
'

.0000004 BEDSSQ + .2i URBAN + .35 TEACH(-.83) (t.rg) Q.?t) 
-

+ .02 ADJLOS + .05 EXTCU - .08 INFpAR - .49 0BS ,.;..,,(1.r2) (.ss¡ (_.ss) i_ã.óõj .1:1 
,,'

?:31'll" 
+ 

ilSnïo'*'o 
. 

i8?rBT*' 
- tg?nlT'o .,,,:,

1.29 NEURPSY + .25 SURG + .57 SPESURG(-s.o¡) ( 4.s2) (4.s4)-- -':-

Includes first three principaì components
Cun.% of Ei genvaì ues = 73 .6
f = 26.46

c
R' = .7932

multicol I inearity: moderate

heteroscedasti ci ty: none

parameters: mostiy pìausibìe
,:,.

i.1;

:!

'::.::

* casemix respecified so that GENUR and GASENT are inciuded in
the residual and not estimated separately.
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32. LINEAR.REGRESSIoN: 'LOGCoSTi gry CASEMIX*, FLo, FLOSQ¡ BEDS,BEDSSQ, URBAN, TEACH, ADJLos Ãño Èxïcii

a) L0GC0sr = g,0B - .07F10 + .ooooFLOSQ + .0006BEDS :,:.:,
(28.05) (-a.u) iã.só1" 

-vy\ 
i:õãi "'""

.0000005 BEDSSQ + .21 URBAN + .32 TEACH(-.tz¡ ii.zã)'- 
"' 

rãloåi 
-

+ . 02 ADJLOS + .07 EXTCU - .0g INFpAR - . 51 0BS r.:::,: :(.s+'1 (.oa¡ i-.+ij ' i:ä.ö;i ,,,,,.,.

2.33 TREM + .52 MALNEO + .59 CIRC _ .14 RESP , , :(-5.s2) (.n) iã.zo) 
- i:i.ö4'i' ;.,t,,

1.34 NEURPSY + .25 SURc + .56 SpESURG(-s.rs) (s.50) i+.+ãl

F = 24.49
2R' = .7984

mul ticolì inearity: moderate

heteroscedasticity: none
parameters: mostìy pìausibìe

* Casemix.respecified so that GENUR and GASENT are included inthe residual and not esti¡nated ,"pãiãtðivl "
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